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Preface

teaching Writing in the Foreign Language Curriculum makes .

It practicable to teach students to write in a language that is not
native to them. Instructors who use this book will find, that stu-
dents WE learn the target language mere effectively, while at the
same time becoming more fliient writers in their native language.
AI a composition teacher, I am delighted with the appearance of
tlift first major ,guide to the- teaching of writing in the foreign
language curriculum. I see this work se an invitation to foreign
language teachers and rnglish composition teachers to join in the
promotion of an inclusive literacy.

Truly literate people are not confined to a single language
but are able to read and write using more than one-language eye--
tern. The unfortunate fragmentation of modern education has
voMetimed prevented foreign language instructors and English
instructors from seeing the symbiotic nature of our tasks. Too
often the English teacher does not adequately understand that

'second language 'study can help students' fluency in their native
tongue, while foreign language teachers are sometimes too ready
to give up on students who have not learned grammatical termi-
nology and fluency in their native tongue. Professor Gaudiani
reminds us that English and foreign language teachers 'are
members of the same' community - -a community made up of indi-
viduals committed to improving language and critical thinking
skills. -

Professor Gaudiard also understands the appropriate division
of labor between English and foreign language teachers. Stu-
dents need effective composition training in their native lan-
guage. Writing in the foreign language program can build upon
and reinforce first language instruction. Learning to write is
a life-long task, and writing in the foreign language classroom
can he'll students sort through some of the complexities of the
general process. Students can see and hear style more clearly
in a 11Sreign language than in their own because they are more
sensit1,re to matters like the length of sentences and the choice
of words. Students can also more easily understand the merit

xi
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of sharing work in progress when Everybody in the classroom is
struggling,to communicate in a foreign medium.

Professor Gaudiani calls for systematic research on the re-
lationship between students' English writing skill level and
foreign language composition ability. I would like to second her
request. My own instruction and experience tell nie that Teach-
ing Writing in the Foreign Language Currie!' luni ;Oil improve
writing across the curriplura.

The existing research of Janet Emig and others indicates
that an emphasis on writing improves foreign language learning.
Writing helps students to integrate all learning in the foreign
language. Writing provides the students with E means for im-
mediate feedback through review and evaluation. Writing also
establishes connections between the students' experiences and
a foreign code for.the'communication of those experiences.
Writing is active, engaged, and personal.*

Teaching Writing in the Foreign Language Curriculum thus
gives the instructor a powerful tool for achieving the general
goals of the foreign language course. Professor Gaudiani makes
this tool easy to use through her clear, detailed suggestions.
Not only does she provide a blueprint for a foreign language
course that is designed to be devoted primarily to composition,
but she also makes it practicable to teach writing in elementary,
intermediate, and advanced courses. Her guidance is always
tactful and flexible. She knows how to avoid mudd:e: she
understands that learning to .write in a second language differs
An several important ways from learning to write in a first. One
needs, for wiample, a much inore,comprehensive study of the
grammatical structures of a foreign language.. Professor Gaudiani
is also realistic. She charts a manageable course through the
sea of paper that could overwhelm the instructor in this enter-
prise, and she provides optional suggestions for instructors of ,

oversize classes.%
I will mention one additional virtue of this text and then

leaire the many other; for readers to discover on their own.
Teaching Writing in the Foreign Language Curriculum could, be
read as a guidebook for collaborative learning. Professor Gau-
diani knows how to transform a classrobm into a community.. I
hope that in the larger academic community of those of us com-
mitted to an inclusive literacy, this text will be an important
step toward a partnership between foreign language and English
Composition teachers.

Elaine P. Maimon
Department of English
Beaver College

*Janet Emig, Writing as a Mode of Learning, College Compo-
sition and Communication 28 (May 1977), 122-28.
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Foreword

Improvement of student writing skills is a great challenge
for teachers at all levels of the e -mcational system. Yesterday's
crisis over Johnny's reading and writing has become today's
curriculum committee assign-lent. Many high schools have begun
to strengthen the curriculum to produce improved student literacy
rates. During the last ten years, several projects have attracted
attention for the positive impact they have made on the develop-
ment of composition. skins in students. The Bay Area Writing
Project and the Beaver College "Writing across Disciplines" pro-
ject offer some encouraging results to those concerned about good
writing. Many colleges and universities have increased or up-
graded composition course requirements h the lent three years.

It is clear that no one way exists to teach students to write.
It is also clear, however, that one 'of the best ways to learn is
to write a great deal, and even to write, revise, re. rite, and
edit the setae texts. 1, Eng lien departments ought not to shoulder
the responsibility for composition sidll building alone. Each
faculty member from kindergarten through graduate school bears
some responsibility for the micouragement of good writing. Eng-
lish and foreign language departments, for instance, can offer
each other and their institutions joint leadership in advancing
student literacy levels. Both faculties are especial qualified
to work with language and literature. They deal regularly with
vocabulary use, grammar, syntax, composition, structure, inter-
pretation, genre, and related issues. While both groups have
prepared, for the most part t to teach literature, each group
finds itself increasingly responsible for teaching students to use
language effectively. While both faculties may have developed
proficiency at this art, they have rarely been taught how to
teach others to write. It would seem, therefore, that English
and 1breign language faculties and their students would profit
from the development of some common methodologies that would
reinter°e the learning experiences in these disciplines.

It appears natural to suggest that foreign language compo-
sition couiaes be designed specifically to enhance composition
ability in both English and the foreign language. They would

13



in some cases even be defensible as alternative ways for students
to fulfill'aome part lf their Imposition requirements. Through
constant practice writing, revisihg, and editing, and through
concentration on basic elements of prose style, these courses
might oZt many advantages to students hoping to improve their
ability to write.

The following approach to teaching writing in the foreign
language classroom is an attempt to strengthen genera/ student
literacy while building composition skills in the foreign language.
For the past two years I have experimented wit} (his strategy,
in teaching foreign language composition. The course I taught
was designed for a class of 15 fourth- or fifth-semester foreign
laaguage students, although some of these students were actu-
ally freshmen. Their major fields covered the spectrum avail-
able at a large university. While developed as a prototype for
the French section, this course is adaptable to other second lan-
guage composition classes. As the following chapters will indi-
cate, this approach to writing could be adapted to compositioh
segments of combined composition/conversation courses or seg-
ments could be tailored to strengthening the writing skills of
elementary-intermediate foreign language students. The approach
could be further adapted for use in advanced language, litera-
ture, and culture courses.

The design of the method relies on in-class editing of the
compositions the students produce each w, ek. During these
sessions, the class reads and discusses student essays, not only
correcting any grammar errors, but noting elements of style and
organi2ational strategy, using either English, the target language,
or a melange of the two. The class offers suggestions to the
writer. In peer groups, students practice making increasingly
sop dsticated and syntactically complex sentences. 'Students also
practice writing well-developed paragraphs and structuring para-
graphs into essays. The editing process gradually sensitizes
students to nuances in choice of vocabulary and syntactical
arrangements. Ultimately the course provides a grounding in
the elements of prose style.

The objective of the text-editing approach, stated to stu-
dents at the outset, is to help them learn to exprees themselves
coherently in the target language and to become sensitive to the
dynamics of good expository writing in general. They are to
develop the ability to express their thoughts ' *actively in essen-
tially correct th A well-structured prose. T :made study
of grammar and vocabulary indicates to study at these are
indispensable tools to achieve the course goal. Learning to
write is not, however, simply learning another net of grammar
or spilling rules.

Student commitment to regular writing assignments in foreign
language forms the core of the approach. Ideally, students _write
a composition each week, keep a daily journal, and rewrite each
effort until they achieve the level judged by them and the
teacher to be satisfactory. From mid-term on, students write

xiv
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oompositions every other week, and in alternate weeks, they
read a short selection from a prose masterpiece in the foreign
language they are learning. After studying this text, they
write a two-page prose style analysis in English and then at-
tempt to imitate the author's prose style in a foreign language
composition of their own. In my experience, these one-page
pastiches in a foreign language, coupled with the prose style
analyses in English, advance students' understanding of the
dynsakics of good writing'. I hope to see extensive systematic
research on the relationship between English writing skill level
and foreign language composition ability. Meanwhile, my ex-
perience and my students' evaluations encourage me to suspect
a positive link between improvements in each area.

Writing and rewriting, and reading and editing offer stu-
dents practice in the very skills that they will always need to
write well. Just as important, however, is the fact that writ-
ing, reading, listening, ar4 speaking skills are reinforcing each
other in the learning process. This may account for the high
degree of satisfaction I have found among students taking writ-
ing courses based on this approach.

This book is not intended as a presentation of composition
theory in foreign languages or in English. It is not a book on
stylistics or on comparative linguistics. It will not provide a
way for students to learn research methods in English or in
foreign languages.

The book aims to give foreign language teachers with busy
schedules a clear, complete guide to changing the way thry
teach writing all this.nigh the foreign language curriculum. The
sample syllabus on page 8 and the introductory packet infor-
mation found on pages 53 through 62 can, with appropriate
modification, go to a curriculum committee that evaluates a new
course. Trial and adaptation aktne can make a teacher feel
comfortable with a new course or approach. I hope this book
can provide a useful starting point for FL teachers' creativity
as they make their important contribution to improved literacy
levels in our students.

xv 1j



Teaching Writing In The Foreign

Language Curriculum

Introduction

This book grew out of my belief that the skills needed for
good expository writing are not language-specific (at least, not
in the Indo-European language group). In simple terms, good
writing focuras on three levels: the word, the sentence, and
the paragraph. At .Ile level of the word, writers consider issues
like suitability, specificity, clarity, and-nuance. Choice of words
also involves selection among parts of speech. A preponderance
of nouns Cr adiectives or verbs affects the final project. At
the level of the sentence, writers weave words into meaningful
syntactical arrangements. Simplicity, complexity, and variety,
among othdirs, are concerns at this level. Each word choice in
a syntactical arrangement necessarily limits the options for the
rest of the sentence. Finally, the level of the paragraph in-
volves the sorting, ordering, and organizing of the information.
Introductory or topic sentences followed by developmental sen-
tences build toward the summary sentence and thus create an
accessible, standard format for paragraphs.

Foreign language students can practice expository writing at
all levels of FL instruction, where these general patterns are
reipforced, evaluated, developed, and, at times, successfully
broken by student writers. As they acquire confidence. stu-
dents can consider additional issues, such as tone, audience,
level of sophistication in expression, point of view, and reader
reception. Three notions about learning and writing underlie
the text-editing approach to teaching FL compoidtion:

. Teachers should try to write assignments with students
whenever possible.

. Students must understand and accept the course goals.

1
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While adapting certain elements from English composition-
teaching methods, FL teachers must remain aware of the
large differences between English and FL composition skill
building.

Writing for Teachers

It is easy to forget how hard it is to write. One way for
teachers to remain close to this task is for them to write with
their students. If teaching load prevents a weekly composition
by the instructor, biweekly writing assignments may work better.
In some settings, it may be inadvisable for students to edit their
teacher's compositions. Should this be the case, several foreign
language teachers in the school, the community, or the region
'should share the task of writing and then reading each other's
short compositions, even if they can meet only once a semester
to do a text-editing session. In fact, composition skill building
might form an appropriate focus for a professional development
team of local high school and college faculty in foreign languages.
Whatever the schema, faculty who teach writing should them-
selves, if possible, be engaged in some writing effort.

Building Common Goals

Writ:.,s is a lonely activity. The success of the course ex-
perience will depend in large measure on the spirit of collabo-
ration of the students during class time. Their efforts during
their hours of writing alone will be redoubled if they feel a
spirit of mutual support and expect a specific reaction to their
work from their-colleagues and their teacher.

The ambiance in the classroom is a vital element in the suc-
cess of the method. To help establish a serious, mutually sup-
portive atmosphere quickly, each student receives a packet of
materials on the first day of class. This packet contains

(1) a course syllabus--how the course operates, goals,
expectations, procedures, dates and descriptions of
tests (see pp. 8 and 56);

(2) a personal assessment statement (see p. 53);
(3) a copy of some student evaluations from a previous

class (see p. FO) ;
( 4) a copy of some student compositions (names blocked)

from a previous class. I usually choose an example of
early, middle, and late composition work from two or
three students (see pp. 74-92 for some samples); and

(5) a copy of the mid-term grammar test. The particularly

2
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demanding nature of this exam suggests to students
that they must learn the vocabulary end grammar
used most commonly in intermediate levels of written'
communication.

Students use this packet during the first class meeting and re-
tain sections (1) and (2), returning sections (3), (4), and (5)
so that I may re-use.them with future classes.

During the first meeting, the class and I discuss the organi-
zational principles of the course. We review the syllabus care-
fully and examine the grammar test. We then read some samples
of former students' compositions and some mid-term and, final
student course evaluations. It is my intention that students de-
velop a desire to participate fully in the course. They should
have a clear idea of the amount and ldnd of work ahead. They
must also be aware of the type of progress other students have
been able to achieve. The evidence is more encouraging if they
see early, error-filled drafts of the work of their predecessors
and if they can read the eventual course evaluations wrltte by
these same students. The workload in the course is heavy, but
on the first day of class this news is accompanied by testimony
from former students. Their evaluations show that both frustra-
tion and satisfaction, and hard work and progress are part of
this learning experience. The new students can also see that
their predecessors actually learned to write.

I P.m ask students to divide into groups of three to spend
five to seven minutes examining the evaluations and compositions
and to prepare a few comments on the materials. This becomes
their first collaborative peer group experience in assessing
written work. It is the first of many such experiences. I use
part of the first class day to build the teamwork approach to
learning. I ask them to keep their notes, jot down each other's
names, and to sit with the same group for the next class.

Before they leave on the first day, students are requested
to prepare a personal assessment statement for homework. The
nine questions on this form help them to focus on their own
goals for this learning experience. They compare these with
the expectations and teaching methods that they have just
learned will be a part of the foreign language composition course.
Students answer the questions on the personal assessment state-
ment in essay form and hand it in before the third clasp meeting.
I encourage them to write carefully and use their best composi-
tion skills, since I will consider it their first piece of writing for
the course. Personal assessment statements offer numerous ad-
vantages, and I use these statements in.a broad range of ways
described in Appendix A. I keep them on file in folders pre-
pared for each student. The personal assessment statements
also stand as a pre-course writing sample in English. At the
end of the course, I will be able to compare this work with the
students' final prose style analysis written in English and thus

3



assess the effect the course has had on the development of their
writing skills in English.

Depending on the length of class time and students' sophisti-
cation, the work of this first class period may need to be carried
over to a second day. The introductory work for the course
establishes a sense of purpose, mutual trust, high expectations,
and good morale. The time spent in this effort has, in my ex-
perience, greatly enhanced the teaching-learning process in the
classroom.

Writing in English vs. Writing in a Foreign Language

Especially with respect to the teaching of grammar, native
and second language composition courses are very different.
Obviously, the English composition teacher can rely on the fact
that native speakers will have a command of 85-90% of the vo-
cabulary and grammatical structure they will need to use in
writing. For second language composition students,--the tables
may be completely turned. Many students will control less than
15% of the grammar and vocabulary. English teachers help stu-
dents to draw on their tacit competence, to discover and refine
the written language hidden in their aural-oral knowledge of
their native tongue. Foreign language composition teachers
build toward a version of native competence in the process of
developing writing skills.

Foreign language writing assignments need to be corrected
more consistently than those written in English. Much of the
beat composition theory in English suggests letting students
write extensively, and seseyving commentary only for selected
pieces of work. 2 This Idea must, I believe, be adapted to the
different competency levels FL students bring to the writing
task. The volume of paper corrected by faculty must, however,
be kept reasonable. I have included options all through this
book to reduce faculty workload. A section detailing these and
additional options is found on pp. 50-52.

A foreign language composition course cannot fully replace
the English composition courses necessary in a well-designed
curriculum. It can, however, complement and reinforce these
courses. Certainly all faculty members who teach writing,
whether they are in English or in foreign language departments,
should consult with each other, share and compare strategies,
and help each other to improve writing at all leve!s in their
academic communities.

Teachers need to write along with their classes. Students
need to understand and accept the goals of composition instruc-
tion. Everyone needs to remember that first and second lan-
guage writing tasks call on some of the same and some very
different skills. With these notions in mind, foreign language
teachers can, I believe, use their writing course to improve
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literacy in the foreign language and to reinforce writing skills
in English.

Use of Foreign Language in Class

As foreign language teachers transform English composition
methods to the needs of their students, questions arise about
the use of the foreign language in writing class. The major
goal of composition instruction is to strengthen students' writ-
ing skills. I have found it practical to use the foreign language
as a secondary, drill in class discussions and editing sessions.
I relit:e foreign language teachers may differ with me on this
sensitive issue. The possibility of using the foreign language
to teach writing wou.'d be affected by the number of students
in the class as well as by their foreign language proficiency
levels. Frankly, the capacity of the teacher to conduct the
class easily in the foreign language is also a factor.

I usually begin using the target language intermittently
after the second week of class. I remain relaxed about moving
from one language to the other in my responses to the class as
we pursue the editing process. Students tend to speak mostly
in English early in the semester and only gradually ease into
the foreign language. In short, use of the foreign language in
class is not a primary objective, but becomes a more important
feature as students develop confidence L. themselves as editors
of each other's texts and as they hear the teacher use and re-
peat the expressions needed to accomplish this task.

During discussion of prose style analyses that amowritten
in English, it is natural for the: class to speak in English. On
the other hand, the students find it increasingly easier to speak
the foreign language when they are editing a composition or a
pastiche written in the foreign language. Accepting whatever
language' students feel comfortable speaking assures the teacher
that the students will feel free to speak and will, in fact, say
all they want to say about a given editing problem under dis-
cussion. The problemof learning to write and, therefore, to
think coherently in the second- language_ naturally involves both
the native and second language. So I hit -found__that the use
of both languages in the classroom seems quite natural.

In order to streamline the explanation of the text-editing
method of teaching writing, the first section of this book will
focus on one possible prototype: the standard fourth semester
college-level composition course with three class meetings a week.
The basic course will be understood to contain 15-20 students,
few of whom are majors, but none of whom are attending the
class to fulfill a language requirement. Adaptations of the text-
editing approach to elementary-, irtermediate-, and upper-level
college courses appear in Section II, p. 43.
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I. TEACHING WRITING IN THE BASIC
FL COMPOSITION. COURSE

A. CLASS-EDITED WEEKLY COMPOSITIONS

WU big well, especially in a foreign language, is a difficult
prospect. Students in foreign language classrooms often fear
writing because they fear making mistakes. Many students have
had little experience with composing sequences of paragraphs in
English andfeel especially panic-stricken about writing in a
foreign language. Foreign language composition courses must
inevitably begin at a lower level of language sophistication than
would be expected in an English composition course. This can
be a problem, but also an advantage to students. Naturally,
students may feel frustrated at being reduced to the linguistic
complexity of a five- or six-year-old. ("My name is Tom. I
am a sophomore. I go to Purdue. I am in chemical engineer-
ing.") The content and form are hardly appropriate, and stu-
dents often feel this awkwardness. On the other hand, during
the FL writing class, Tom will learn how to create complex sen-
tences from this baby talk. By beginning at the beginning, he
Can examine the components of simple and clear syntax. He will
have several opportunities to rewrite and redesign this content
into a more appropriate form.

Overview

The basic composition course, designed fora three-session
week, works well if students receive a new composition subject
at the last session of each week (Day Three; see p. 8 for sug-
gested assignment pattern) and produce a first draft for the
first session of the mew week (Day One). At this session. five
or -six students receive ditto masters onto which they type or
write their final drafts. Others copy their compositions onto
regular paper. All final drafts are due at the second session
of the week (Day Two). Students should follow a set form when
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putting their names, the due date, composition title, and draft
number on each page. Students keep a pocket folder for their
writings. First and second drafts as well as pre-drafts should
be kept clipped together. When the teacher corrects the draft,
this material accompanies the draft being evaluated. (See pp.
8 and 50 for detailed suggestions on organizational strategies
and ways to control the quantity of corrections.)

The first compositions range from 50 to 100 -words. The
second and third pieces should approach 150 words. Clearly
these limits are variable, and each teacher will decide what
seems appropriate. I make no suggestions about paragraphing
or sentence design for the first assignment. The first three
topics assigned elicit autobiographical information in a readable
expository style.

Gradually, I begin to make specific suggestions about the
quality of the organizational schema during the text-editing ses-
sions. By the third or fourth week, I find it best to give stu-
dents the opportunity to experiment with different ways to ap-
proach,the writing task. Some make detailed outlines. Others
may prefer to make a "shopping list" of main ideas or key words.
For several weeks, students consider, select, and experiment
with pre-draft schemes that may facilitate the actual writing
process. For some, a rigid outline may stultify thought and
therefore the flow of ideas and language in their composition.
For others, the outline is a "Guide Michelin" that helps them
find the best in themselves and avoid getting lost. Writers
must eventually discover a personal strategy to achieve an effec-
tively written piece.3 By the fourth or fifth week, I request
that the composition be structured into at least three or four
paragraphs and that students hand in the preliminary material
that supported the writing of the composition along with their
first draft. (See samples of student outlines, Appendix C, p.
69.) If they wish to continue appending this material to later
work, I will review it. I do not, however, insist after this
first experience.

The fifth essay, two or three times the length of the first,
is usually organized into three, four, or more paragraphs. The
sixth week combines the prose style anaysis in English and the
pastiche in the target foreign language. In the seventh week,
the class returns to a regular composition assignment. The
eighth, tenth, and twelfth weeks involve English prose style
analyses and foreign language pastiches. The ninth, eleventh,
and thirteenth involve regular writing topics. The length of
the essays in the second half of the course usually grows to a
page or two, but rarely beyond. A sample syllabus and set of
organizational strategies follow.
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Scowls Outline of a 15-Week Composition Course`

Day One Day Two Day Three

In class: Text edit,
look over first drafts

In class: Text edit,
collect finished drafts,
assign grammar lesson

In class: Grammar
work, assign following
topic for composition

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4.

Week 5
(Test)

Week 6

Week 7
(Test)
Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11
(Test)

Week 12

Week 13

Week 14

Homework: Prepare
final draft attached
to first draft(s)

Rayons past compo-
sitioas

ti

Grammar lesson 1

Grammar lesson 2

Grammar lesson 3

Grammar lesson 4

Study for test

Grammar lesson 5

Review all grammar

Grammar lesson 6

Grammar lesson 7
Grammar lesson 8

Grammar lesson 9

Grammar lesson 10

Grammar lesson 11
General grammar review

Week 15 Review Review
(Final
Exam) _

Your life now

Your life at age 8 and
one major event
Hopes and fears for
the future
Description and opin-
ion of Provert poem
In-class hour theme 1:
review of E.rot theme;
embed
Pastiche/prose style
analysis (Voltaire)
Grammar T i-term (no
homewo

Pastiche/prose style
analysis (Sartre)
Justice and tolerance
Pastiche/prose style
analysis (Flaubert)
In-class theme II
students' choice of
topic
Pastiche /prose style
analysis (news article)
Current event topic
Review of all composi-
tions: evaluation of
progress
Two-hour final exam:
in-class theme and
grammar final

Organizational Strategies

Class -Notebook: This notebook Should be divided into sec-
tions, one for notes taken during class editing and sentence
embedding, perhaps another for vocabulary lists, a third for
grammar exercises done outside of class, and a f6urth for ele-
mentary prose style.

2 Pocket Folders: Students should keep one at home for
completed compositions. The second folder should contain work
in progress: the current composition in first and finished
drafts and any other composition in rewrite stages. Sentence-
embedding/grammar exercise sheets and the journal should also
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be put in this folder, along with the current packet of texts in
use for class editing.

Compositions: Compositions should be typed or neatly
written with with margins and ample space between lines. Messy
work takes extra time to handle. and should not be accepted.
The top of the page should indicate the following: name, class,
date, title, and number of composition. Students who receive
ditto masters should be told to triple space their work, leaving
2-inch margins. The notes from class editing sessions are best
done right on the composition sheet.

Composition-Editing Packets: The three or fqur students
with ditto masters saould submit their typed masters the day
they are due (Day Two according to outline). Run off copies
and collate enough packets for all class members. Often stu-
dents will xolunteer to do this. When facilities permit, students
should duplicate enough copies of their composition for the
Blass. Copies can be handed out in order, and a stapler circu-
lated to create packets. Packets must be ready for class on
Day One of the new week for the text-editing session.

Drafts: Students bring the first draft to class during the
period following the assignment. The teacher checks this draft
over quickly before or after class. Any short questions can be
answered during these times. First drafts are absolutely neces-
sary and must be stapled under finished drafts. All subsequent
rewrites are, in turn, stapled , top of the finished draft.

Journals: Students purchabe a small (6"x8", 50-70 pages
maximum) notebook.- They write one page per clasp day, using
the right-hand page. Rewrites are done on the facing left-hand
page. Journals should be brought to class daily in the pocket
folder and can be collected at any tinte by the teacher. Students
should remain up-to-date in their journals and should date all
entries.

Class Participation in Text-editing Sessions

All students must participate in the class editing sessions
and grammar review days. Since work goes on in small peer
groups and study pairs as well as via dib.:;ussions by the whole
class, all students have opportunities to become active contribu-
tors. Differences in personality and in preparation level will,
as always, create some challenges to the teacher. Participation
by all members of the class is important for two reasons.

A quick-moving class pace helps avoid boredom, and the
consequent loss of concentration. Only rarely, therefore, do I
call on a student whose hand is not raised. I ask that all stu-
dents who can answer a question indicate this by raising their
hand. Otherwise, I assume they cannot answer. Students who
answer only on rare occasions will lose all class participation
credit. Those who participate actively, regardless of the number
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or seriousness of errors made, will receive an A for class par-
ticipation. If a student called upon cannot answer correctly or
fully, I go quickly to another and return briefly to the first
Student for verification that she or he understands the point.
No time is wasted waiting for answers. My insistence on a rapid
pace for the class results from suggestions in the students'
evaluations. They have proven very helpful in maintaining the
interest and attention span of the group.

Besides banishing (or at least reducing) boredom,. active
participation by all class members reinforces the basic philosophy
of the course. The class is a team. We all have a stake in
each dtherls progress. We are embarked on the project of im-
proving writing together. Editing texts together is a mutually
supportive and instructive activity. All benefit. All contribute.
Reinforcing mastery of grammar has the same qualities about it.
No team member has the right to benefit without contributing.
I find that the atmosphere created by this perspective helps
mitigate some of the isolation of the writer's task, and gives
students a better sense of commitment to the learning experi-
ence, their classmates, and to the teacher. 5 .

A spirit of teamwork grows from the high degree of class
participation and peer group work. This spirit is strengthened
further if the teacher reduces competition among class members
for grades. Studnts must not feel that they are competing
with each other. They progress at their own rate. Grading
standards do not ever provide for a curve. On any given
assignment, half the class could receive Alt:, or F's. In the
absence of intra-student competition, criticism becomes a way
of helping the student writer to produce better rewrites. The
students also often find that the writer's work is correct, and
that the suggestions offered during editing sessions are alter-
nate ways of expressing the thought. Since everyone wants to
get maximum assistance on rewrites, and since students are not
in competition with each other, they tend to criticize willingly
and constructively.

This supportive ambiance tends to increase students' self-
confidence as well. When I began using the text-editing ap-
proach, I felt sure students would be too embarrassed to reveal
their identities to their colleagues. Consequently, I gave the
authors of the compositions to be edited in class the choice of
remaining anonymous. (Of course they had to hand in a signed
copy, for a grade.) Very few students took advantage of this
offer after the first few weeks of class. They wanted to be
able to read their own work aloud, rather than have me read
it. They also preferred to explain what they meant to say.
They felt confidence in their colleagues and me. The option
can, of course, always be offered, but I have found few stu-
dents choose it.
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Composition Topics

. I have fOund it helpful to focus the first three weeks of
topics on autobiographical content. Since the writer in the
foreign language composition class will embark on all the
standard (and very taxing) tasks or English composition
without the- native command of grammar, topics should not
challenge students to draw on unfamiliar content areas. Compo-
sition topics can also be organised to facilitate student expres-

Vireo and at the same time elicit certain grammatical construe-
. Consequently, I organize topics for the weekly composi-

tion* according to a pattern of grammatical objectives. For in-
stance, the first topic might be a description of the students'
present life. A second would be a description of their lives
when they were eight years old and would include one striking
incident from that period. Another early subject might be the
students' plans for five years hence, including some of their
hopes and fears about the future. A command of the "facts"
involved frees-students to concentrate on expression and organ-
isation of the content. At the same time, the second topic
necessitates comprehension of -the interplay between imlierfect
and present perfect tenses. The third encourages use of the
future and the subjunctive. All the while, of course, strr.dard
forms of pronouns, prepositions, relative pronouns, idiomatic
expressions, and the like continue to be important.

During each of the first three weeks, I avoid explaining my
objectives in chosing each topic. I explain the reasons under-
lying my selection at the end of this period. In the early phase
of *rating, I want students to discover ;how choice of subject
determines the need for certain grammatical constructions. They
have usually experienced their teachers' insistence on grammar
rules; I want to reverse this process and have them discover
the need for them. titter this "breaking-in" period, my objec,
tivee in selecting topics change. No longer keyed to the need
for specific grammatical competencies, choice of topic now centers
on variations in style and mode of compositions. Students may
not be as aware of style and mode as they are or grammar in
the foreign language class. I explain my objectives in these .
later topics so that students can begin to associate foreign lan-
guage composition writing with improved' writing skills in geners'..

By the. fourth week, students have written three different
compositions, one each week. They have written a first draft,
a finished draft, and at least one rewrite for each of thine.
The are ready to move away from autobiography, but I prefer
to use "bridge" topics, for two weeks before moving away from
the self- centered subjects. Any subject that elicits the writer's
opinion about some familiar issue or item will accomplish this
goal, I avoid polemical subjects this early in the semester,
especially since argumentation Nees stylistic challenges for
which students should first be prepared through a pastiche
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exercise. Discussions of social, environmental, or cultural prob-
lems often contain lomple]dties that few students can tackle skill-
fully at this level. I have found that the best transitional topics
are brief descriptions and personal aesthetic evaluations of a
short prose piece or poem, a picture or a slide, or a piece of
sculpture. Students may enjoy describing and givig their
personal reactions to the Eiffel Tower, Buckingham Palace, or
the Roman Colosseum, or, for that matter, some local object of
interest.

By the fifth week, the students' writing skills have in-
creased significantly, and they have been working hard. I re-
ceived a very positive response to the fifth composition topic
when I asked students to return to their first comt3sition, ex-
pand the theme and make the whole essay more sophisticated by
using their newly acquired skills. Text editing in class, stu-
dents' own rewrites, weekly grammar lessons, and sentence-
embedding exercises have given students a new set of writing
competencies in the foreign language. When they return to
their entry-level composition and rework it, they experience
the ease and confidence these new skills provide. The psycho-
logical boost of Ws assignment often reinforces students' ef-
forts to continue worldng and improving.

By the sixth week, the topic can take students directly to
a description/analysis of a complex issue. Depending on the
age, interests, and proficiency level of students, the topic may
concern a school or campus dispute, a regional or national
issue, or perhaps even an ethical controversy. The objective
is to -ave students lay out and analyze the facets of an issue
without trilling sides. Students move from Week 4 and its call
for concrete description and personal assessment to Week 6,
where the topic is more abstract and their choice of words and
organizational strategy should indicate balance and fairness.
Again, with each assignment in Wecks 4, 5, and 6, i explain
briefly to students my rationale for the at_ lion of the topic.

The first five assignments in the order I give them:

(1) Describe your life right now: who you are, where
you live, whet you are doing, etc.

(2) Describe your life when you were eight years old:
your family, home, school, interests, etc., and
describe one important event that occurred during
that year.

(3) Describe where you expect to be in five years and
explain any hopes and fears you have about your
future.

(4) Read the four Prevert poems on your handout and
choose one for your composition subject. In your
composition explain what the poem says to you about
life, how the-t goes about sharing his perceptions,
and why you like or dislike the poem.
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(5) Read your first composition and all the rewrites you did.
Using your growing knowledge of syntax and rammar,
expand this first theme. Use -sentence-embedding tech-
niques to pack Eimple sentences. Add more detail to
each sentence rather than simply tacking on sentences
or paragraphs.

Later on in ate semester, after students have had some
practice in writing pastiches, I assign the following topic:

In a well organized four- or five-paragraph composition ,
argue for or against proliferation of nuclear energy
plants. Develop your vocabulary by using the clE ble
cross-referencing technique. Reread your fifth compo-
sition to assist you in developing mature syntax in your
sentences. Verify the appropriateness of topic and
summary sentences for each paragraph.

Class Editing Process

Each week, the bulk of class time centers on reading, re- 40
viewing, and editing mimeographed copies of student composi-
tions. Students each receive a packet of five or six triple-
spaced, typed, and duplicated compositions which they hand-
correct as the editing process moves forward.

Rather than relying on contrived materials, this approach
centers the learning experience on the students' own written
communications. The texts are meaningful because the students
create them, not because textbook writers claim that they are.
Chomsky maintains that "any teaching program must be designed
in 'such a way as to give free play to those creative principles
that humans bring to the process of language learning."6 I

have found that students respond positively to learning from
their own creative efforts. The evaluations of the course bear
witness to this fact, as do steadily rising) enrollments in French
composition since this approach was initi ed.7

Class editing offers flvz benefits to students: (1) their ef-
forts to produce a correct and enriched copy enhance their
attention in class; (2) they broaden vocabulary and syntactic
experience through note taking and discussion of options r (3)
their own hand-Written notes and corrected packets of compo-
sitions provide an additional reference tool for their writing
assignments; (4) they become more aware of the complex dy-
namics of good writing when they continually edit their own
and their oollc gubs' work; and (5) they -learn where to sus-
pect errors in their own writing when they have hand-corrected
so many of their peerie compositions.

The common complaint when students get papers back during
the first two weeks is "I looked it over carefully, but I didn't
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see those errors." Or "I didn't think that counted." Students
who sit for two hours a week as editors learn how to read criti-
cally. They practice making judgments on style, organization,
and content as well as picking out problems in grammar, use,
and vocabulary. I have found that critical reading of their own
work gradually improves the quality of the drafts they hand in.

Finally, class editing serves the purpose of creating a com-
fortable context for students' writing. Writing is communicating.
If the communication is intended for the class unit, there is no
need to fictions/in the audience. This group has some common
ties but is not composed of intimate Mends. Students are not
writing for total strangers; on the other hand, class members
demand more development and specificity in the written work'
than do parents or close friends who receive. more personal,
elliptical communications. As editors, students learn to use
tact, seek clarity, and anticipate well-organized Communications
while remaining both independent and sympathetic. The good
will and mutual respect of the class unit remain signal factors
in the success of the class editing process. ,

The editing process begins with the student-author reading
aloud the composition text prepared in the ditto packet. Once
the text has been read, the process continues through five
steps.

(1) Comprehension of meaning
The class seeks an explanation for any new or un-
familiar vocabulary and responds to confusion some-
times caused by either incorrect or complex syntax.

(2) Correction of grammar
Once everyone understands the composition, the
teacher reads each sentence individually, requesting
that the author or a classmate provide any needed
grammatical corrections.

(3) Analysis of prose style
When the composition is free of grammatical errors,
the instructor asks that the class reread the piece
silently and then, comment on the style. Initially,
students notice sentence length and repetition of the
same vocabulary and syntax. At this point, the
teacher asks students . 4uggest solutions to in-
adequacies of the unsophisticated style. Gradually,
over the course of the semester, the instructor
teaches students to consider more elements of prose
style.

(4) Analysis of organization
Students are asked to reflect on the use of paragraph-
ing, and topic and summary sentences.

(5) Overview/synthesis
Finally, the class offers general comments on the
composition as a written communication.
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Teachers will need to develop ease in facilitating the class
editing process. It is useful to list the five categories above
on an index card that then serves as a guide for the teacher.
After the author has finished rear' ig his or her work, the
teacher can offer an immediate positive reaction specifically re-
lated to some strength in the composition. Then the instructor
proceeds, by asking questions, to elicit student responses under
each of the headings.

Teachers should begin with some encouraging remarks, be-
cause it is our responsibility to establish a supportive atmos-
phere that builds self-confidence for all participan+- Being
supportive does not mean we cannot be demanding. Students
will learn early in the course what level of achievement is ex-
pected of them. We can praise honestly and urge improvement
firmly. Students tend to follow the instructor's lead in their
own comments. They begin by offering a positive reaction to
some aspect of the text. Once protocols like politeness and
sensitivity to individual differences have been established, stu-
dents practice looking for and commenting on the strength of a
work before searching for errors.

Mutual confidence builds gradually. Mutual respect and a
sense of humor can greatly strengthen the students' experience
in the classroom. I continue to stress the importance of class-
room atmosphere, because I believe it can enhance the learning
process in three important ways. (1) If we agree that writing
is a lonely task, the class unit forms a supportive but critical
"family" to share the difficulties and the victories surrounding
this process. (2) The ambiance created helps ease students'
natural fears of making. mistakes, receiving criticism, and per
haps looking foolish. Everyone makes mistakes. They become
learning opportunities for everyone--new insights, review of
previously learned information, verification of confusing rules.
Errors no longer isolate or embarrass the student. The class
experiences errors each day as a natural part of the learning
process. (3) The class also creates an appropriate au-Hence
for student writing. This kind of experience with the discipline
involved in developing composition skills is likely to teach stu-
dents about the process of writing in any language.

Once several positive comments have been shared, I begin
using the outline suggested above to guide the editing process.

1. Comprehension of Meaning

I ask about the class's comprehension of the text. Students
learn to ask questions whether they suspect an error or are
simply unfamiliar with an expression. Since we are not em-
barkeit on a "search for mistakes," we can really discuss the
text. I do not proceed to the "grammar correction" level until
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the class understands the text. Usually, this process takes only
a ?ew minutes; however, early in the semester, when skills may
be very weak, the class may need more time to remove what we

_ call "blocks to communication."

. Correction of Grammar

In my own classes, once everyone understands the composi-
tion, I read each sentence individually, requesting that the author
or a classmate provide any necessary grammatical corrections.
After I read each sentence, I ask if there are "any adjustments
needed." Students raise their hand to offer reactions to
faulty agreement or problems with verb tenses. Spelling errors
as Well as confusion over syntax are corrected sentence by
sentence. If necessary, I do a quick review of a grammar point
on the board. I may open the grammar book and give the chap-
ter and page numbers where a detailed explanation and exercise
can be found to reinforce the in-class review. On rare occa-
sions, I may ask the class to look at the book exercises briefly
with me for a fast-paced reinforcement of the point.

In addition to correcting mistakes, I use the sentence-by-
sentence reviete to suggest alternate vocabulary or syntax.
OccasionalLY, I ask for a translation of the sentence into Eng-
lish, which I put on the board. I then ask the class to give
two or three other English equivalents of the sentence. I offer
two or three equivalents in the foreign language. Two objec-
tives are met. I reinforce the idea that there are often several
correct ways to articulate the same information in the foreign
language, just as there are in English. I expose students to
comparative grammar: English and the foreign language. They
compare and contrast the way parts of speech function in each
language. 9 They gain experience in using their own language
to enhance their expression in the foreign language while actu-
ally reviewing English grammar.

Finally, the sentence-by-sentence review gives the class time
to consider how word and syntax choice effect the tone. If the
tone established is familiar, pejorative, or didactic in the early
sentences, a change in tone will have significance in later de-
velopment of the composition. To illustrate this, I may offer a
set of suggestions as a unit. "If you selected in the
first sentence, and in the third, consistencrin tone will
limit you to or in this summary sentence." The
lesson here friaiar: 1n foreign languages as in English, while
there may be a variety of ways to say the same thing, sometimes
shades of meaning and implication make one way appropriate
and the other not.
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3. Analysis of Prose Style

When the composition is free of grammatical errors, I ask,
that the class reread the piece silently and then comment on the
style. Initially, students usually notice short sentences and
repetition of the sane vocabulary and syntax. At this point,
I ask students to suggest solutions to the inadequacies of the
unsophisticated style. Gradually,-in the course of the semester,
students learn to consider more elements of prose style.

During the first six weeks of the semester, I ask students
to take notes on "style" in the back of their class notebooks.
I go through systematically what I consider to be the rudiments
of prose style analysis during these weeks (see below, pp. 23-
30). My comments will be concise and uncomplicated; in fact,
depending on the composition at hand, the disbusaion of stylistic
techniques may take only three or four minutes, especially early
in the semester when communication blocs and grammatical
errors and variations tend to absorb more extensive amounts of
time. The prose style remains, nevertheless, an important
factorsin evaluating any written work, I bear witness to its
universality by acknowledging a style in every student work.

A grammatically correct composition in the style of a six-
year-old receives evaluations from the class that indicate direc-
tions for the rewrite. Comprehensibility and perfect grammar
do not obviate the need for intelligently conceived style. Both
in English and foreign language composition, students tend to
permit their written expression to descend the ladder of sophisti-
cation toward the rung that offers the most secure footing. In
the early weeks of our composition class, gentle recognition of
the importance of good style helps students to make this
achievement one of their priorities.

4. Analysis of Organization

Students have dealt with a text very thoroughly during the
first three steps of their editing process. The text has usually
improved significantly under the class's collaborative scrutiny.
At this point, I request students to examine the order in which
the information develops. I begin with simple questions: "Does
the first sentence prepare the reader for the rest of the para-
graph? Can you describe the logic governing the order of the
next four sentences? Is the final sentence an approp..iate way
to close this paragraph?" If students seem unable to give clear
answers to these questions, the author of the text is often will-
ing to answer. I also ask students to reverse or scramble the
sentence order mentally and consider whether any communicative
value is lost as a consequence of disturbIng the order. Of
course, sometimes the answer is "yes" and other times it is
"no"; however, my objective is to alert students to the
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importance of determining a logic for sentence order. I also
want writers to become conscious of their readers' expectations
for order. Each day, writers witness their classmates' efforts
to discover the internal logic governing the organization. The
writers begin to consider this memcult when they are writing and
to anticipate the need for order.

A second aspect of organization is elaboration. In writing
tasks, students will often develop a thought in one sentence and
then abandon the natural elaboration of that sentence because of
a language difficulty that seems insurmountable. The student
may then launch and succeed at expressing the next idea, un-
aware of the gap between the first and second sentences. In
our editing work on organization, students learn to recognize
these jumps, and they suggest to the writer possible remedies
for the uneven or halting flow of his or her ideas. The elabo-
ration of ideas should reflect the coherent evolution in the
writer's thinking. 9

5. Overview /Synthesis

As a final task in the text-editing process, the class offers
general comments on the composition as a written communication.
I -usually begin by asking a leading question. How well did this
piece fulfill the expectations set up by the assignment? Are
there any special attributes of this piece? Does the author as-
sert his or her own individuality in the text? Students look over
the composition again and survey it in its entirety, to assess
their views on these sorts of questions. Of course, this final
task shows that I want them to respect the composition as a
whole piece of work intended to express its author's thinking.
This aspect of evaluation takes only a few minutes, especially
early in the semester when compositions are less sophisticated.
As students grow to feel more confidence in each other, they
sometimes remark on the improvement a given work represents
for its author. This is usually a time to congratulate the writer
again on some strength evident in the composition.

With the text editing of the composition complete, the class
proceeds to the next essay in the packet of duplicated texts and
the process begins again. Early in the semester, text editing
takes a long time. A class may edit only one or two short
compositions in a whole period (45-50 minutes). I have pre-
ferred to proceed slowly and really teach students how to edit.
Typically, while individual writing improves and students under-
stand the scope of their writing task (style, organization, and
content as well as grammar), the class is also becoming more
proficient at the editing process. Consequently, these three
kinds of improvement naturally affect the pace at which the class
can proceed later on in the semester.
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Teachers can prepare for the slower pace by asking only
three or four students to put their work on ditto masters each
week for the first two or three weeks. Then as the pace of
class editing picks up in the third or fourth week, four or five
compositions can be included in the editing packet. The im-
portant reason for doing text editing is to teach students how
to organize thought into good writing. It is more important to
do an excellent job at this task than to complete the-packet of
work for the day or week. Class editing is an inefficient way
to correct compositions. It is an effective way to nurture good
writing skills.

Evaluating Compositions

Teachers of composition often spend a crushing number of
hours correcting students' work. These efforts amount to a
rewriting task that students would really profit, from by doing
themselves. Alas, despite teachers' fine work, students often
look over corrections quickly and file the composition, or, if
they come to a conference, they may listen (a. approvingly,
b. admiringly, or c. patiently) while teachers review the cor-
rected composition. If, indeed, it is true that one learns to
write by writing and that writing is ar isolated task, I think it
is wise to let students do revising alone. Consequently, I advo-
cate the following approach to evaluation of student writing: i o

(1) Teacher should circle all errors and place a squiggly
line under awkward or inappropriate usage or perhaps
simply place a check mark on the line with an error.

(2) Teacher should make general remarks about the style,
i.e. , adequacy of topic, development and summary sen-
tences, use of logical connectives, level of sophistication,
repetitiveness in vocabulary or syntax, etc.

(3) Teacher should comment on the content. Does the
factual information support the conclusions? Can the
reader follow the development easily? etc.

(4) Teacher should give four separate grades:
. grammar and vocabulary use
. stylistic technique
. organization of material
. content

This focuses students' attention on these important aspects
of composition. Each should have equal weight. It is common
in foreign language courses for grammatical correctness to out-
weigh all other considerations. In the past, some teachers may
have tended to give this impression by "counting off' for each
grammar mistake, or using a formula (5 errors = A, 6 10 errors
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= B, 11-14 errors = C, etc.). There is, of course, more to a
good composition in any language than absence of grammatical
errors. Methods a evaluation must bear witness to the other
issues-touching the quality of the work.

Students can become accustomed .to another ldnd of evalu-
ation scale:

(1) Grammar/vocabulary:
A = fluent with moments of elegance, few errors
B = comprehensible, 901110 errors
C = substantial and significant errors
D = one or more blocks to communication
F = unintelligible

(2) Stylistic technique:
A = skilled use of syntax in terws of content, vari-

ation in syntax.
B = clear, appropriate, and sophisticated syntax
C = errors. but attempts at sop' istication and

appropriateness
D = errors and/or inappropriate syntax
F = garbled syntax

(3) Organization:
A = well-organized paragraphs, use of clear topic and

liummary sentences, convincing, easy to follow
B = good evidence of strunturing of paragraphs (per-

haps an unwieldy use of patterns of organization)
C = some attempts at organization, but few topic, de-

velopment, summary sequences
D = hard to follow, organization undermines intelligibility
F = no evidence of planning in structure of paragraphs

(4) Content:
A = significant, interesting, appropriate, well thought

out, appropriate to assignment
B = generally good work, but facts may be unsupported,

or repetitions or clichés may be apparent
C = careless development of data relevant to content
D ----no effort to make content significant to composition
F = incoherent or wildly inappropriate content

Laying out the relevant elements in the evaluation process
becomes a way of teaching and reinforcing the important ele-
ments of good writing, though students know that grading compo-
sitions, is somewhat subjective.

Because Vetter grades have more immediate impact on most
students, I use them more prominently than points. For sim-
plicity, point equivalents (A = 4, B = 3, C = 2, 1) = 1, F = 0)
facilitate arrival at a composite grade. This composite grade
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does not mask the specific strengths and weaknesses of the
composition and also organizes and orders my own evaluative
thinking.

A well-written but poorly organized composition will be
graded, for instance, as follows:

Grammar/Vocaoulary B = 3
Style A = 4
Organization C = 2
Content B = 3

12 : 4 = 3 or 0
Or, a student who writes unsophisticated syntax in perfect
Spanish with little thought about organization or content may
receive a poor grade despite "perfect" grammar.

Grammar /Vocabulary A = 4
Style D = 1
Organization D = 1
Content F = 0

6 : 4= 1.5 or O
On the other hand, students who try hard to write sophisticated
sentences, use logical connectives, and organize a well-thought-
out content intelligently may make more grammar/vocabulary
errors.

Grammar /Vocabulary C = 2
Style B = 3
Organization B = 3
Content A = 4

12 i 4= 3 or 0
When the teacher plots out the grading schema for students,
they can see where their efforts paid off and where they need
to direct special attention. They can almost always discover
some strer gth and reason to rejoice and also usually !ocate areas
for improvement. (I have had a rubber stamp made up so I do
not have to rewrite the four categories constantly.) Somehow
an "A" on stylistic technique and a "B" on grammar make a
more lasting impression on most students than a "4" or a "3."
Students receive the full explanation of the grading process on
the syllabus on the first day.

In summary, students find on their compositions three kinds
of evaluative markings. Those on the text indicate location and
types of problems (or triumphs). The four-part grid offers a
specific assessment of the composition according to the categories
described. Finally, the teacher's personal comments about the
text assist the students in the rewrite process in a more de-
tailed way. I always make an effort to compliment the strengths
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of the composition, even when the grades are poor. Students
mutAt feel some hope, and I think it is better to grade honestly
and firmly, and comment kindly, than to inflate grades in an
effort to soothe egos. It is most important that the pain of
having their compositions evaluated does not discourage students
from trying again. The task is, we all admit again, 'difficult
and lonely. Evaluation procedures should be absolutely honest
and still stimulate rather than depress new efforts.

Rewriting Compositions

Students may rewrite an infinite number of times (four has,
however, been the largest number of rewrites of any single
composition that I have actually received). The first rewrite
must be handed in within two weeks of the day the composition
was due, others in a maximum of one-week intervals. This
prevents students from storing four or five compositions and
rewriting all of them during one weekend. Writing skills de-
velop in more progressive stages when essays are re' ten one
at a time. In addition, composition topics are design o inter-
lock and focus on certain objectives that should be mattered be-
fore proceeding to subsequent stages.

Rewriting all assignments is an important facet of learning to
write well. In view of the large amount of writing demanded by
this course, however, rewriting shoild be kept a voluntary task.'
It can, in addition, be made quite appealing if the instructor
averages the rewrite grades with the original grade, or perhaps
during the first month, cancels the first grade and enters re-
write grades as they go up. I have used this approach with
weaker classes and find t let it encourages them to commit time
and effort to the course early in the semester. They also feel
less disadvantaged by what they perceive as their weak command
of the foreign language or by their lack of composition skills in
English. Most students want A's or at least B's in the course.
An initial F or D does not close them off from their goal. It
only means more careful work on the rewrite to a-hieve it."
In this rewriting process, the students themselves must develop
the correct syntax after errors are pointed out. They work
their own transformations of grammar and learn to resolve diffi-
culties using the reference tools at their command. Testing
procedures provide a safeguard against grade inflation that
could otherwise occur as a result of rewriting and upgrading
techniques for student motivation.

I correct rewrites the same way as originals.' Sometimes,
especially in the beginning, no substantial improvement occurs.
Rewrite grades simply reflect this. Students must never feel
that any half-hearted second draft will receive an improved
grade. In order to merit a reading, the composition rewrite
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must be stapled or clipped to the Original copy of the compo-
sition. I can compare the two drafts, isolate difficulties unre-
solved in the second effort, and recommend dictionary or gram-
mar book work to remedy problems. All future rewrites arrive
marked as such--#3, #4, etc. -- stapled on top of earlier versions
(see organizational suggestions, pp. 8-9).

Rewriting their own. compositions gives students confidence
in their ability to solve problems in their writing.12 It also
gives them experience in using dictionaries and grammar books
as reference tools in the problem-solving process. In very mun-
dane terms, they practice again and again the art of finding the
correct word to express the meaning they seek. They learn by
experience that cross-checking each of the words given 'n the
definition is a sure first step in discovering the appropriate
word. They also learn first-hand how pocket dictionaries are
useful and when they are likely to fail to help them: They learn
the usefulness of sample sentences in larger dictionaries. They
learn the art of specificity and nuance in vocabulary search.
Similarly, in seeking to correct grammar errors, students will
learn to use the index, cross-check verb forms, and relate some
expressions to certain special problems. As students use the
grammar book as a tool to enhance the effectiveness of their
writing, access to the language is more nearly theirs. Once
students have learned the grammatical forms, they must imprint
themselves on the students' minds by dint of continued contextual
experience. Practice in using reference tools gives students this
continued experience with the language as a means of personal
communication.

B. PROSE STYLE ANALYSIS AND PASTICHE

Casually, from the first text-editing session, I encourage
students to begin noticing style and making lists of elements of
style in their notebooks (see pp. 63 and 64). Students seem
to respond better if they develop the lists via individual or group
observation rather than if they receive a list from the teacher.
The objective of studying style is to give students additional
tools to vary and strengthen their writing techniques. The
more they can learn to novice independently, the more they will
have absorbed for their future use. During the first three
weeks, as students develop lists, class editing discussions re-
inforce the importance of style in good writing. The fourth
week's composition topic will usually focus on student reaction
to a short essay or poem in the foreign language. Week 5 offers
students the opportunity to increase the syntactic sophistication
of their first composition.

By mid-semester, since students have mastered enough gram-
mar to express themselves correctly, if inelegantly, in the
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foreign language,*I can begin to intensify the focus on style
through a variety of exercises designed to increase student
awareness of this elusiye concept. We approach the task by
undertaking two new types of writing assignments. Students
read short passages in the foreign language and prepare written
analyses in English of the text's characteristic lexical, syntactic,
and organizational patterns. Having Completed the analysis, stu-
dents choose a topic or, question and treat it in the style of the
autisor under consideration. These models or "pastiches" are
then judged (in part, at least) on their stylistic resemblance to
the original reading assignment. Early efforts at both assign-
ments usually show how unaccustomed students are to consider-
ations of style. It is useful to warn students that they may
find themselves reading the short passage 20 or 25 times before
they complete the prose style analysis and pastiche.

Specifically, on Day Two of Week 5, the class ready the piece
of prose that it will use for the pastiche exercise. Students who
have spent five weeks editing each other's prose seem to re-
spondsvery enthusiastically to the task of reading prose that
does not pose grammar problems., Submitting this text to the

rf

ew-familiar editing process, we lose little time discussing blocks
communication and no time on grammar errors. This class
riod focuses naturally' on style and organization. I suggest

that the students refer to the list of stylistic elements that we
have been developing. If time permits, I ask students .to work
in small groups to fashion new sequences based on the ones in
the master text. This is the students' prose style analysis/
pastiche production.

The writing assignment for Week 6 involves reading a selec-
tion, and creating for it a prose style analysis in English and a
pastiche in the foreign language. The analysis forms the basis
of the student's foreign language composition. Both parts of
the assignments are due in draft form on Day One and final
form on Day Two of Week 6.

Helping Students to Write Prose Style Analyses

The
study of excellent texts as an aid to development of the

writing skills dates back to the rhetorical case books of the
Renaissance. In composition class, this kind of study offers
several advantages. Not only do students gain exposure to tine
writing and the myriad elements that successful written works
comprise, but they also avoid the mechanistic View of writing
that may result from study of isolated elements of composition.
As Richard Eastman wisely points out in Style, a pod forehand
and backhand do not make a good termis player. 1 3 In the same
manner, students considering a substantial paisage can examine
the problems faced by the writer. They can evaluate the unique
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solution presented by the successful author through the com-
bined use of many individual skills.

This unique combination makes up a writer's style. As
surely as an individual pussesses a unique handwriting, each
writer has a personal style that closely relates to his or her
identity. As Paul 'Mich has acid, "Whatever the subject matter
which Ian artist chooses, however strong or weak his artistic
form, he cannot help but betray by Ida style .his own ultimate
concern, .as well as that of his group, and his period."141

At the same time,-I point out that style does not amount to
mold that predetermines the 'final product. It is not withheld

from gime and bestowed generously on others. The act of writ-,
inuis an act of exploration, a process with many stages, and
style develops naturally from this process. ("Style," as we use
the term in class, is In fact ubiquitous. No text exists without
style, for no text exists in a vacuum. Each is touched by the
individual consciousness of its creator.)

Variety is a key to student awareness of style in writing.
I have, used excerpts from essays by Voltaire and Sartre to .

introduce contrasting styles in cognitive or expository language.
Passages' trom the 'novels of Flaubert and Zola have provided
samples of fictional prose styles." While these texts are re-
ferred to regularly in the outline below and in the appended
student papers, they are meant to serve only as illustrations.
The possible choice of texts is virtually unlimited. While ,I have
dealt mostly with "literary" examples, the inclusion of samples
taken from popular magazines and current newspapers ham much
to recommend it. Each of these texts, of course, has a defin-
able style of its own as well.

We begin our discussions of style with a brief definition of
purpose. What does the author wish to accomplish? What
genre has been selected? What constraints or freedoms does
this chOice produce in terms of vocabulary? organizational
structure?

We then look at the overall organization of the text." What
informidion is presented first, last, etc.? Is the passage built
inductiliely (moving from details to generalities) or deductively
(molting, from concept to specific illustrations)? What is the po-
sition of the narrator or narrative voice With respect to the sub-
ject matter? How does the author handle transitions from idea
to idea,I from one perspective to another?

Theee questions lead us to some aiutal considerations of
presentation strategies. Is the passage primarily descriptive
or analytical? Does the author rely on dialogue "..o convey in-
formation or to define characters? Are examples used to illus-
trate ideas or to Introduce them? Such simple and direct in-
quiries, readily answered by inexperienced students, lead
quickly io a lengthy list of elements that enter into the analysis
of an author's style. Most students perceive that their answers
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fall into three general categories:' syntax, vocabulary,sand over-
all impressions.

Analysis of Sentence Structure

I have ibund that the sentence is the tudt of writing that
foreign language students most readily fasten onto as the object
of initial analysis. They describe without difficulty and in some
detail the characteristics of an author's sentences. Here is an
example from an analysis of "Sur L'Antisemitiame," an excerpt
from Sartre's Ritilsottons sur i.. question :Wye. This is the first
prose style analysis assignment attempted by this student.

Sartre presents his dint:aeon of antisemitism in a concise,
organised manner which proves to be- very convincing. He
begins each paragraph with a short sentence. . . . Sartre
also repeats the wording of some sentences in order to
show sladlnrities or contrasts. . . The use of logical con-
nectives such as . . . is very prevalent in Sartre's work.
This creates a sense of continuity. . . .

Two weeks later, another student made these observations
concerning the sentences of Flaubert:

Nearly all of Flaubert's sentences are long and often com-
plex. He often puts many prepositional phrases in se-
quences with the use of commas. In fact in this passage,
there is an average of about three commas per sentence
with some having as many as six. . . .

As the course progresses, the analysis of sentence charac-
teristics may yield partictliarly perceptive comments, such as
this provocative assertion about a well-known poem by Jacques
Prevost (uncorrected French):

Dans «Dojeuner du matin,» 1' homme eat depeint comme un
automate. La structure di poime me rappelle un programme
pour une maclur Ivcalculer. Pour illustrer, assumons que
l'horame est une sut-,mate. Sa tithe est de boire une tasse
de cafe. Le programme serait (1) Prenea une tease, (2)
Verses le cafe dans, is tasse, (3) Verses le lett dans is
tease 'de café, (4) Verses is macre dans la tease, (5) Prams
une cvillere, (6) Tourney le cafe dans la tame avec la
cuillere, etc."
In general, the key characteristics of sentences to be noted

are as follows:
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. length . ,

. prima), absence, and type of subordination

. strategies Ow logical connectives, whether simple aocumu-
_

&flan or complex oausadty ,-. word order, the preemies or absence of inversions.

Because of their ongoing experience with sentence-embedding
exercises (see discussion, pp. 65-66), students quickly perceive
the importance of observations about information and its place-
ment in a given sentence, whether subordinated, parallel, or iso-
lated. At this point, I am able to poinf out the value of nega-
tive inference as an analytical tool. While students may not con-
ceive of all possible sentence struot hat the author might
have used but did not, they are no ,su ntly familiar with
sentence development to draw use inferences from what they
can see the author has chosen not to do.

Analysis of Vocabulary and Verb Tenses

Once the students have established a. pattern of successfully
identifying these various syntactic elements, I encourage them to
consider the vocabulary choices of the author. The presence or
absence in each text of adjectives and adverbs, the use of con-
crete or abstract, or general or specific nouns are basic charac-
teristics that are easily discerned. So, too, are -the choices of
verb tenses and the presence or absence of personal pronouns.
proper nouns, and the like. Even beginning analysts of prose
style can readily pick out the lexical domain from which certain
vocabulary choices are made. Thus, in the analysis of a pass-
age from Madame Bovary, students could distinguish between the
"romantic" vocabulary that describes _Emma's imaginary world and
the ordinary terminology that conveys her daily surroundings:

As Flaubert describes the dull, daily routine that Emma
follows, he uses very simple concrete terms. Then as
he describes the uitasy world Emma escapes to, he uses
more abstract and descriptive words. . . . As the Paris
in Emma's mind is described, many more adjectives are
used.

At a later time, i would expect this same student also to
note the specific characteristics of the romantic vision painted
by Flaubert, its use of superlatives, clichés, and various in-
tensifiers.

Similarly, in Zola's careful choice of forms of adiress and
spoken language, students found a key to the class distinctions
portrayed in a passage from Germinate:
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1

Zola calls the miner's wife by "La" rather than Madame as
the owners' wives are called. The miners' wives speak in
a slangy style: ((guts:it-co qua oat» . . . while Madame
Hennebeau uses inversions, rhetorical questions, literary
allusions and the pronoun "on" When she speaks to her
guests. Zola also contrasts the brief description of the
woman: 44 Grand*, blonds, un peu alourdie dans la
maturity superba de la quarantine» . . . with the long
description of Bonnemort, the miner of the same age. . . .

Another very important element of stylistic analysis is the
recognition oL figurative language: Many who regularly talk of
"saving" or "spending" time fail to "realise that these oonstruc-
tions prefigure the metaphor "time is money,' an equivalency
largely absent in most Romance languages. Yet once made aware
of the pervasiveness of this linguistic phenomenon, my students
have generally been able to perceive both implicit and explicit
metaphorical oonstrUcti Is and to speculate on the ends to which
such figures of speech are used by various authors.

The major questions, then, in dealing with the analysis of
individual words and vocabulary choices are:

. Is the vocabulary general or specific?

. Is it concrete or abstract?

. Is it drawn from a particular field such as a technology,
a specialized field, emotions?

. How are verbs and pronouns treated?a

. Is there a preponderance of adjectives or adverbs?

. Is the language literal or figurative?

Negative inference is, of course, a very powerful analytical tool
when dealing with vocabulary choices in one's native language.
A student may well see the potential impact of the choice of the
word "rage" over the word "anger" in a certain passage. I have
found this tool less directly useful to intermediate foreign lan-
guage students at the level of the individual word because of
their limited vocabularies. That is not to say, however, that
discussions of connotation cannot be broached. With some help
in class and a variety of English examples, small research teams
armed with the appropriate dictionary of synonyms can discover
much important information about the unique history of individual
words.

Analysis of Patterns

Having established the syntactic and lexical items as key
elements in the analytic process, the class is encouraged to con-
sider the unique combination of these elements offered by the
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individual text. We begin by expaPCling individual observations,
such as those about verb tenses, to include the overall pattern
of verb tense usage. Similar expansions of vocabulary observa-
tions io include the entire text allow conclusions on the overall
approach of the author. Is the writing casual? formal? emotion-
ally charged? dispassionate? ironic?

Frequently, the texts under consideration present an over-
abundance of certain characteristics such as emotional terms and
appeals to the reader's sympathy. Such was the conclusion of
many students when they read Zola's description of the mine
workers:

The author tends to use long sentences, especially when
he wants the reader to feel sorry for the miners, as when
he describes Bonnemort as "ai ravage par ces quarante aria
de fond, lee jambes raides, la carcasse demalie, la face
terreuse, etc." for a total of 42 words in this part of the
sentence.

We then explore the notion of sentimentality in writing, as a
strategy for the solution of certain problams that writers face
such as development of sympathy for the protagonist, creation
of different time periods in the protagonirt's life, or the sug-
gestion of satire.

On other occasions, students noted a number of incongrui-
ties between the stylistic choice of an author and the apparent
situation in the narrative, e.g. , in the following passage from
Voltaire:

En approchant de la vile, ils rencontrent uh negre
etendu par terre, n'ayant plus que la mottle :le son
habit , c' est- -dire d' un calecon de toile bleue; it
manquait a ce pauvre homme la jarab$: gauche et la
main droite.

Reading this passage after only threw weeks of work in aty'istic
anclysis, my students noted the tactics that have helf.ee to make
Voltaire the essence of the ironic French spirit:

Voltaire makes the reader wonder about the narrator
(Candide) because the narrator apparently notices the
color of the slave's shorts .-efore noticing that he is
missing two limbs.

Irony, then, is not a simple matter of suyini me thing while
wishing to convey its opposite, but a more subtle tension based
on the interplay of forms of expression and things expressed.
While Voltaire's irony is broadly painted and thus an, excellent
introductory experience for analysts of stylistic effects, similar
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incongruities are to be found in many good writers. In Germi-
nal*, the hypocrisy of the visitors is amply demonstarated by
the contrut between their choice of outrageous compliments and
exaggerated praise for the workers' living conditions while the
author offers a running commentary on these acts of bad faith.
In Prevert's poem mentioned above, the narrator's mode of ex-
pressiondetached, mechanistic -- belies the emotional turmoil of
the circumstruices, revealed with the simple but explosive « Jr ai
pleura>) of the last line. In the Flaubert passage, yet another
situation prevails as the narrator adopts an ironic stance with
respect to the character, Emma, without editorializing as does
Zola. He simply remains uninvolved in her emotional roller
coaster and distances himself from his own creation in the proc-
ess.

These discussions of tone, point of view, etc. flow natur-
ally from careful readings of brief passages, once the basic ele-
ments of vocabulary end syntax have been analyzed. These
observations, in turn, prepare the way for writing/composing
the pastiches, the success of which depends greatly on the
ability of students to grasp these global considerations of
styli."

Helping Students to Write Pastiches

Writing pastiches, like writing prose style analyses, could
hardly qualify aa an innovative approach to teaching composi-
tion. "Modeling," or "imitation," 48 it. is sometimes called in
English composition classes, falls in and out of favor among
English teachers. This approach in the foreign language class-
room offers three signal advantages. It puts students in close
contact with exemplary prose in the foreign language and may
improve both their writing and their reading abilities. It
heightens their awareness of certain stylistic devices by in-
volving them in the active reproduction of these techniques.
Through the process of distancing themselves from their own
language, students can compare related constructions in both
languages.

Each time I have taught the course, students have re-
marked that their reading has been permanently affected. They
say that they take less for granted in written works. In the
close readings they do to prepare pastiches, they come to see
that almost any passage of good writing would yield a very in-
teresting analysis of the use of language. Reading well and
writing well can hardly be separated, and this composition
course brings them together. 2° Pastiche writing demands more
than recognition of the stylistic elements. Students must re-
late the elements to each other, and to the effect they have on
the subject and on the reader. Students go beyond a catalogue
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of devices and become sensitive to larger issues as they write
pastiches. They mutt abstract the principles and exemplify
them in their own practice.

As they attempt to use the foreign language to express
their own thoughts in a given style, students discover re-
semblances between English and their second language. For
instance, they may note that in both languages, using very
specific, familiar nouns may obviate the need for numerous ad-
jectives and create a spare and forceful style. The use of
present tense embedded in past tense narration to convey action
scenes tends to intensify the immediacy of action. Incorporat-
ing these approaches in their pastiches not only alerts students
to their possibilities in the foreign language but also in their
native language. Though I have done no, substantial research
on the question, students have indicated in their evaluations
that they discover new tools to strengthen their own communi-
cation skills while imitating the style of other writers.

Writing pastiches offers other advantages to students of
composition. Whereas up to Week 6, students have received a
composition topic and written in their own best style, the
pastiche assignments reverse this process. The class has a
given style under consideration for the week. The stud°.its
choose whateVer topic seems to them to be appropriate. There-
fore, beyond paying attention to reading kali to active use of
specific syntactic arrangements, students perceive the relation-
ship of the subject of an essay to its style (content and form).
I prefer to let students discover these issues as they work on
their first pastiches. Especially at the beginning and inter,
mediate levels of this composition course, I avoid lengthy theo-
retical discussions of modes of discourse. Students regularly
show gratifyin imagination and sensitivity in their selection of
topics relating style and a "thor's point of view. For instance,
after reading Mc) Sartre pest .ge on anti-Semitism, several stu-
dents chose to write about racism suffered by blacks; however,
others strayed further from the model without losing the sense
of the essential relationship of Sartre's style to his subject.
Ova deplored the killing of whales, another the response to
handicapped persons, still another the treatment of refugees.
Without coaxing or nudging, these students saw the basic
issue of discrimination and the author's point of view as they
duplicated his particular use of hypothetical dialogue, coined
wore' , active present tense verbs, and the other elements that
make this piece a 'model of polemical style.

Finally, students writing pastiches may overcome some
prejudices they have developed (or been taught). They see,
however, that stylistic arrangements have an impact on the way
the reader comprehends the text. For example, many students
have been told nIt to begin each sentence of a paragraph with
the same words, or not to use identical sentence patterns again
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and again. These are useful guideposts, but the passage from
Madame Bovary breaks both these "rules." Students cannot
help noticing this, and they naturally seek a reason that they
typically provide in their prose style analyses. As they write
their pastiches, they, too, break certain rules, but they do so
out of an awareness of the power of the arrangements they
choose. Breaking rules is no longer a sign of lack of sophisti-
cation or ignorance but of their growing confidence in their
writing skills. They have a wider range of options in their use
of language to express thoughts in English or in the foreign
language.

In helping students to produce good pastiches, as in other
segments of this course, the teacher should guide, let the stu-
dents discover, and then affirm or adjust the students' conclu-
sions. This is not a course in formal rhetoric. By watching
how professional writers use language and then experimenting
with these same tools in pastiches, apprentices challenge their
abilities and achieve progress as wellmuch to their teacher's
satisfaction. The second satisfaction for teachers comes when
some of the specific stylistic elements discovered and manipu-
lated in the prose style analysis/pastiche week appear "naturally"
in the student's regular composition the following week. The
absorption and application of these techniques into the students'
own writing obviously strengthen the students' range, precision,
and force as writers. Neither of these satisfactions comes regu-
larly, but they are cause for celebration when they do occur.
(See Appendixes C and E for samples of prose style analyses,
pastiches, and suggested passages for use as master texts.)

Pastiches are handed in with prose style analyses and are
also treated as regular compositions for text editing and grading.
Marking students on grammar, style, organization, and content
has a slightly new meaning on these assignments. Style and
organization become very important in assessing a pastiche. A
good composition that bears little resemblance to the master text
cannot receive as high a grade as one that does capture some-
thing of the style of its model, even though the student has
used decent grammar. Somehow, by removing grammar errors
from center stage, students begin to see otner factors as
equally important.

Class Editing of Prose Style Analyses/Pastiches

Three prose style analyses of masterworks and three
pastiches should be duplicated and stapled into packets. All
students should keep copies of their own prose style analyses
so as to compare and contrast them with the perceptions offered
by other students. The students whose papers have been
duplicated read their analyses in English, and the class pro-
ceeds with its normal editing work, correcting and analyzing
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them as English compositions. I stress to students the impor-
tance of writing excellent expository English prose in the style
analyses. The style of this work is as important as the con-
tent. 21 The class members proceed, then, to consider the stu-
dent's perceptions of the elements of style found in the master
text. The students can compare these judgments with their
own and note down any elements they may have missed.

After two or three prole style analysis readings and dis-
cussions on Day One, the class goes on to read pastiches on
Day Two. By the time students have discussed the style
thoroughly in English, they show particular sensitivity to the
efforts to duplicate the model through the pastiches. The stu-
dents are able to pick up the elements in the pastiche that re-
semble those in the master text. Because they have all worked
(and struggled) with this same assignment, they are all fam:liat
enough with the original text to appreciate their colleagues' at-
tempts to use these elements in their writing.

C. GRAMMAR STUDY

Having worked on editing compositions during the first two
sessions of the week, the class spends the third session doing
a systematic grammar review. At home, students prepare one
full lesson from a textbook designed to cover intermediate gram-
mar in 12 to 14 wleks.22

Students in foreign language classes know how dearly their
teacher- want them to learn their grammar. In the composition
cla, , a subtle change in the teacher's attitude to grammar can,

ny experience, enhance students' desire to learn it. The
task of writing demands a decent grasp of basic gramma*. To
write well necessitates continuous improvements in grammar
skills. in the foreign language composition course, I insist on
being a resource to students embarked on the task of 'eat-ling
to write, and I only teach grammar as the students actuaily ex-
press the need for it. As students been to write a greal deal,
they often sense gaps in their knowledge of grammar. They
receive graded compositions marked only with indications of
problems and not neatly corrected by their teacher. With the
grammar book, they must now embark on the task of improving
and correcting their compositions. It has typically taken two
or three weeks for my students to realize that they could use
our Friday grammar time wisely by getting help from me on the
grammar chapter under consideration for that week.
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Setting the Tone

Since students all see a copy of an old mid-term grammar
test on the first day of class, they know that to do well, they
must master the chapters in the grammar review book. I assign
a chapter a week on Day Two and suggest that they assiduously
study the grammar and write out exercises for themselves so
that they can ask me any questions during our once-a-week
grammar sessions on Day Three. I rarely insist that they write
out exercises. I explain that I give them this session as a
favor, a semi-independent study. Since this course is, con-'
earned with compolition skill buticling.and is not simply another
grammar course, I. will proceed directly with composition skill-
building work if students have no questions or need no help on
grammar during the grammar session. Each time I have taught
this course, my students have initially failed to believe that I
would really pass up an opportunity to drill grammar. Before
each grammar c.1t3s, I casually remind students that the mid-
term and final grammar tests will come from' the exercises in the
book. I begin the first grammar session by asking if there are
any difficult or confusing parts in the chapter. Few, if any,
responses come forth. Then I ask if any exercises posed prob-
lems or questions. Again few students take the opportunity to
check their answers. I cheerfully close the grammar book and
begin sentence- embedding exercises. Students often look amazed
(and a few look bewildered) at my confidence in their command
of the chapter without verification. I proceed with the writing
exert its as I have promised.

Typically, by the second week, two or three students have
decided that I really will not teach grammar unless pressed to
do so. Thete students ask for an explanation or review of
some aspect of the chapter or request that we verify answers
to some sentences on the exercise pages. After 15 minutes,
the requests us,:ally peter out and I again cheerfully close the
grammar hook and go on to writing exercises. At the end of
class I assign the third chapter of the grammar book and again
casually mention the date and content cf the mid-term grammar
test.

By the third week, at least half the class arrives with
exercises written out. Questions fill most of the class period.
I try to relate their questions to similar examples we have
dealt with in our class editing sessions. With their encourage-
ment, I review the use of the imperfect tense or of relative
pronouns. The class is usually lively, and students talc,: notes
in the grammar section of their notebook. Often we do whole
sets of exercises. The climate of the grammar class is differ-
ent when students pursue understanding rather than having it
pressed upon them by a well meaning teacher. 2 3
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Vocabulary Study

Each grammar chapter contains a vocabulary list. Students
who wish to write well need to increase the tilacber of words at
their disposal. I ask students to master the vocabulary list by
any method they choose. 2" As a rule, once a month, I give a
ten- minute quiz on the vocabulary in the chapters covered since
the last vocabulary quiz. Some teachers may want to make up
their own vocabulary lists. Of course, as the text-editing pro-
cess proceeds, students will be exposed to new words that their
colleagues use in compositions. They will also hes the vari-
ations and substitutions, and synonyms and antonyms suggested
by the teacher. Students should keep a section of their note-
books just for vocabulary (see p. 8).

Sophistication of Syntax and
Sentence Embedding

While students pursue improved grammar skills, the time
spent on sentence-embedding exercises strengthens the construc-
tions they use in their first few compositions. Afterwards, these
exercises continue to be useful in showing students how to pro-
duce more sophisticated syntax. Students work together in
groups of two and three to modify and lengthen and finally com-
bine the short structural units. (See Appendix B for sample
sentence-embedding exercises.) 25 They manipulate these units
and explore the ways in which English and the foreign language
achieve the same meaning through varied ayatactic and lexical
arrangements. All sentences are read and corrected before
class time ends. This provides instant reinforcement of stu-
dents' efforts.

Sophistication in syntax creates great challenges for stu-
dents. They must not feel that longer, more complicated sen-
tences are preferable to shorter, simpler ones. Their pastiche
work will eventually reinforce this fact. They must avoid pack-
ing sentences so full that they create unwieldy architectural
dibasters. Lack of specific vocabulary may produce the need
for awkward circumlocutions. On the other hand, the examples
in Appendix B show how unsatisfactory the short, choppy sen-
tences are if there is no apparent reason for them. They are
clearly unlike discourse that an adult would speak or write.
Practice in forming syntax increases the range of syntactic
options students have at their c-ramand.

During grammar days, students may be asked tc list on the
blackboard all the ways to achieve sentence combination in Eng-
lish. Often it is best for the class to develop a list of linking
words, especially if the students have had poor training in
English grammar. Their list will for instance:
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. Conjunctions: and, but

. Adverbs: where, when

. Relative pronouns: that, which, who, whom

Typically, I ask that students use one of the duplicated
compositions for Week 1 or 2 as a starting point for sentence
combining. The class breaks into small groups and attempts to
reorganize some of the simple short sentences of the composition
in order to create more sophisticated Ant' pieces of prose. I
save particularly good samples of previous classes' compositions
and have students rework these as well. (See Appendix C forfacsimiles.) 2$

The advantage in this approach to sentence combining is
0 that students are always manipulating the grammar in the con-

text of a whole communication. They are less likely to make the
mistake of simply telescoping each set of sentences. The tech-
nique that worked to combine the first two sentences may be
either repetitious or otherwise inappropriate in the second set.
Short, direct sentences have an important place in good writing.

Practicing syntactic sophistication in this contextual way
contrasts with the study of grammar in the grammar book.
There, the chapter on relative pronouns usually (and appropri-
ately) drills that syntactic arrangement to the virtual exclusionof others. Students tend to approach that kind of drill more
willingly when they have had to tackle the more complex job of
deciding what syntactic tool to use to combine two sentences
and then figuring out how to use it correctly. Again, quite
practicaily, there is no small measure of satisfaction for stu-
dents when they have spent 15 minutes manipulating syntax and
have obviously improved the composition they began with.

Recently a corrected student composition began, « Je suss
etudiant i Purdue. Je me specialise en biologic Je viens de
Chicago. C' eat une grande ville. Mon pire est midecin, Ma
mire travaille dans une banque.o After sentence-combining
manipulations, one student group produced the following: «Je
suss etudiant i Purdue oil je me spicialise en biologie. Mon
pare, qui eat midecin, at ma mere, qui travaille dans une
banque, habitent it Chicago, une grande vile du Mid-West.»
Students can see the results of their labors and they have col-
laborated with their colleagues on exactly the kind of task they
face alone each week: producing a readable expository prose
style.

Student teams can either read their reorganized oompozitions
akozd or, when time permits, write them on the board. In the
beginning, the teams show surprise at the various correct ways
that can be applied to solve the challenge posed in the compo-
sition. The teacher can often explain briefly why some combi-
nations are incorrect or infelicitous. Discussing the sentence
combining in English will permit the teacher to compare and
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oontrast elements of subordination in English syntax.27 Students
who are weak in English grammar may benefit from using one of
Jacqueline Morton's books: English Grammar for Students of
French, Students of Spanish, etc.

Grammar study forms a significant part of the composition
course. One day a week is devoted to "old-fashioned" review
of rules, practice on written exercises, and sentence-combining
and transforming work. In addition, each text-editing class in-
v ,ves adjustments, manipulation, and correction of grammar used
L the compositions. When confusion arises about a correction,
a swift grammar explanation can always be made orally or on the
board. The mid-term and final grammar exarha attest to the sig-
nal importance of mastery of grammar. Nonetheless, this course
focuses on the use of grammar in the context of written communi-
cation.

D. JOURNALS

In addition to weekly composition writing and grammar study,
students keep a journal. They ,cake one entry for each class
day, writing a simple, short paragraph on any subject of their
choice. Typically, as they feel more relaxed with the language,
students lengthen their entries. The objective of journal keep-
ing is to help students overcome fear of committing pen to paper.
Ttds exercise also helps them grow confident about describing
daily life, emotions, and events in their second language. In
my experience, students take great satisfaction from keeping a
journal. They rave the opportunity to relate their own lives to
their foreign language composition course."

Some students will have had a similar experience keeping
journals in English courses. Others may not have done so.
Any student might feel uncomfortable about this activity. I
suggest that those who feel concerned about the assignment
spend two weeks describing their daily routine, either real or
imaginary. Then they may Ash to use some entries to describe
summer plans, career expectations, their families, their most
recent travels, current reading, or their assessment of current
events. A few students have objected to personalizing their
journals. I ask them to create a persona and produce daily
adventures related to the persona in their journals. Since the
personal and relaxed writing used in frigidly letters is appro-
priate, these students could be encouraged to :rite one or both
sides of a fictitious correapondence. As the puroose of journal
keeping is practice in more casual writing, I wo...d not encour-
age, for instance, descriptions of famous French monuments or
Spanish museums.

Students should buy small notebooks with 60 or fewer pages
and not larger than 8"x6". These can be easily kept in their
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pocket folders and brought to class each day. They are also
easy for the teacher to collect and handle. Students can write
only on the right-hand page, leaving the left side for rewrites,
should they be necessary. have found this system better than
having the rewriter done elsewhere. Students create facing texts
of the same commur. ,lion. They and the teacher can correct
the entries easily.

Evaluation of journals can be organized in a number of ways.
In classes of 15-18 students, these journals can be collected two-
at a time each class day on a rotation basis. I circle errors and
return the cahiers for rewrites of any pages that receive a minus
or a check. Only plus grades do not require rewrites. 29' Some
teachers may call the grading of journals a stultifying procedure.
They find that students worry over surface correctness and re-
duce the quantity and creativity in their admittedly more
writing. There is even excellent precedent for not correcting
every assignment. 30

The issue certainly remains open for debate. I have mer-
honed, however, that FL teachers must be carefiil not to trans-
fer English composition course notions wholesale ,;rito FL writing
classes. Effective second language writing practice seems to
,necessitate more assiduous guidance by teachers Lien native
language composition does. The volume of paperwork for teach-
ers must, however, remain manageable. (Several alternate ways
of reducing s load, while still providing guidance to students,
can be found on pp. 50-52.)

In larger classes, where coirecting of journals poses an im-
possible burden on faculty, teachers can simply read and then
offer a general evaluation of eight or ten entries at one time.
Teachers can also reduce the quantity of corrections by asking
students to write summaries of their journal pages after every
two or three weeks of journal keeping. The teacher then re-
views the individual entries cursorily and checks the summary
more thproughly. Of course, the teacher still signals simple
errors rather than actually reworking the sentences with mis-
takes. The summary page might even be a letter to the teacher
in which the student reviews the content of the past weeks'
entries. 31\

At on6 student s suggestion, I have recently begun to make
journal writing voluntary after the mid-term exam for the most
able st.dents/writers. Those who seem to need this practice
less may better use their time to extend the length and com-
plexity of thqir regular prose style analysis/pastiche composi-
tion work. 'the teacher may decide to give this purmiasion to
individual students privately. Occasionally, capable stuaents
have used thin, time to read uncorrected copies of compositions
from students in earlier composition classes. They enjoy and
benefit from correcting and improVing these texts. Of course,
I block the original author's name so as to assure anonymity.
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I always write a short set of comments at the end of my cor-
rections covering a given section. Having circled errors Just as
on compositions, I take a moment to give students a general
assessme t.of their fluency. For instance, I comment on the use
of appro riate verb tenses, the growing sophistication of the
student' style, the suitable use of introductory words and ex-
pressions to create a better flow between sentences. I try to
draw students' attention to two or three developing strengths
while also, of course, remarking on the areas that need con-
tinued 'effort. Personal communication with students has par-
ticular importance in this course because of the quantity of
work expected. Students often,write notes to me in their Jour-
fiats in English or in their second language. Some notes in-
clude queslons about syntax that seem to cause them repeated
difficulty. Others are simply the students' reactions to class or
to progress in writing, or are personal messages. These un-
assigned missives-are, of course, not corrected. The journal
can be a useful tool to enhance teacher-student communication.

E. TESTING AND GRADING

Testing in this composition course involves two hour-long
in-class themes and a one-hour test. The final exam consists
of a one-hour in-class theme and a one-hour grammar transfor-
mation and translation test. These five evaluations verify prog-
ress toward the course goal, and the five grades make up 45%
of the final grade. Compositions count 45%, and journals and
clans participation 5% each. No rewrites are permitted on tests.

In-Class Themes

At the end, of Week 5, students come to class with a diction-
ary only. The teacher gives a topic assignment (see suggestions,
p. 8, Day Three) and students write a'three- or four-para-
graph, 100-150 word essay in the foreign language. Ideally,
they should spend 10-15 minutes making an outline as they did
for Week 4's assignment, considering the information appropriate
for each paragraph and placing the introductory, development,
and summary sentences for the paragraphs. The next 10-15
minutes should be itsed to write a first draft, and the last 15
minutes to rewrite and check carefully the final draft.

Students who have written (and rewritten) their first five
compositions and, by this time, have also produced some 15
journal entries will usually have developed a surprisingly good
capacity to write I/rider pressure. a heir textaditing experi-
ence will assist them when they reread and editt4heir themes.
If, perchance, students are receiving large amounts of help
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from Mends .1 their weekly assignments or even have been
tempted to hive final versions or rewrites prepared by others,
they win simply be unable to perform the demanding task pre-
sented by t ** in -class theme.

Vats: performance should count 5$ of the final grade,
wnl1e ae dor 't the end of Week 10 should count 10%.
The in cleat theme section of the final exem should count 10%
of the final grade. I use the same method of marking; these as
I do for the regular compositions; however, there are no re-
writes for credit.. This testing experience lets students see how
they are progressing toward one of the course goals: being
able to write a short piece of readable prose in a reasonable
amount of time with the aid of a dictionary (see pp. 56-59).

Grammar Tests

Learning grammar is hard work. The discipline of memoriza-
tion rarely fits learners with a joyful feeling. Grammbk must be
learned however, and while this course gives students numerous
ways to tudy, practice, verify, and reinforce their learning,
they must she t! level of mastery through two "old-fashioned"
grammar tests. Tt.: logic here is not very complex. People who
use a given language well will need a certain command of syn-
tactical forms and a certain body of vocabulary. The most fre-
quently needed ,;ntactical forms and vocabulary merit systematic
review clueing a writing course, in English or in a toreign
guage This review merits systematic testing to assure students
they are in fact in command of this body of basic information.

Many forms of testing will meet thie need for verification.
I have used ones of tne sort included on pp. 59, 67. As long
as the te,cher has confidence in the testing method and the
students understand what it will be, many different methods
can suffice.

I prefer translations or IIII-ins in paragraph contexts for
several reasons. Students have been manipulating language from
English to the foreign language in the text-editing class. Writ-
ers will oft-...n explain: "In the first sentence, I was trying to
say. . . ." Then the class will help the student cast that ex-
pression or tiaught in the foreign language. Theii grammar
classes have solicited the same kind of crossing from one lan-
guage to the other as we compare and contrast ways to express
thoughts using similar syntactical forms in each language.
Finally, students have become accustomed to using language in
context; thus, I object to individual sentences, each cut off
from the others and unrelated to anything else on the test.
Testing of grammar should correeoond to the expectations and
experience of the students. Both the mid-term and the final
grammar tests ehould count 10% eech toward the final grade.
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Grading

The grading schema should reflect the philosophy and goals
of the course. The compositions help develop writing aldlls and
the three in-class themes verify the development of these skills.
The major course goal is met most distinctly in these two activi7
ties; consequently, together with the daily journal, they account
for 75% of the class grade. The acquisition of grammar aldlls
supports the primary oduree goal, and through test perform-
ances and students' willingness to participate in class results in
25% ,f the final grade. In all, testing counts 45%, balancing the
45% given for composition writing. Of course, many variations
are possible.

The schema below assumes 12 weeks of writing assignments
(2 weeks or 6 class days' worth,of introductory and testing
days):

Grading Schema

Percentage Total Percentage

3 each 45

tern

Compositions (15)
7 compositions
4 prose-ityle 'nalyses
4 pastiches

Journals

Class participation

k

5

5

Testing
In-class themes (3)

first 5

second 10
final exams 10

Grammar tests (2)
mid- _arm 10
final exam* 10

5

5

25

20

*Finb... exam consists of one in-c,ass theme and one grammar
test.

Grading in a composition course is, as all agree, very diffi-
cult and to a large extent subjective; however, it also offers im-
ports z dance to students. I find they usually have confi-
dence the teacher's judgment but appreciate a clear statement
of the mechanics of how evaluative decisions will be made.
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Student Evaluation

Rid-term as well as final evaluations of the course by stu-
dents and teachers support its collaborative, teamwork-oriented
philosophy. I often use the same open-ended evaluation form
both after Week 7 and at Week 15. (See examples, p. 60
and p. 104.) Students in one recent class made excellent sug-
gestions during the mid-term evaluation. They noted:

. Write on the board more often to clarify grammar
explanaticns.

. Try to return all compositions the class period after
we hand them in.

. Don't let the same pecple talk so much in class.

I discussed these with students in class. We decided that the
first was obviously a fine idea and posed no difficulties. They
could understand that the second suggestion could remain my
goal but that my other course -load obligations would stop me
from achieving it faithfully. The third suggestion was clearly
the students' responsibility. They discussed ways of giving
the more timid or slower thinkers some time to prepare answers
without slowing the class pace. Students decided to pick up
their wmpoldtion plackets the day before text-editing class
rather than receiving them in class. Some said they would pre-
pare comments on texts at home so as to have them ready for
class. These fine solutions, developed by them, gave students
a better sense of their shared responsibility for the progress
of the course. Moreover, we still had seven weeks of class to-
gether to deliver on the good intentions and challenges of this
discussion of evaluation.

Final course evaluations from students during the past five
semesters helped shape this course. Students suggested read-
ing pieces of prose by mastel. writers. Students pleaded for
smaller class size. They explained (in English) the benefits
they received from this course, the importance of personal at-
tention as well as the large volume of writing (and hence cor-
recting), and thus supported my efforts to hold class size to
15 students.

Writing well is, as I have repeated, a lonely and difficult
task. By letting students evaluate the structures that support
this task, teachers can improve the structures where possible,
explain (and commiserate) where changes are unfeasible, and
permit a practical release of pressure resulting from a challeng-
ing tour .
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II. WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

A. TEXT-EDITING COMPOSITION PRACTICE IN
ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE

FL CLASSES

Writing is an important part of language proficiency. In
fact, it would be difficult to maintain that a person was pro-
ficient in a language in which he or she was unable to write
coherently. Writing calls on the individual to formulate se-
quences of logical thought in intelligible and appropriate syntax.
Elementary and intermediate foreign language classes are usually
taught to people who can already write to some degree in their
native Anguage. The FL teacher should elicit writing assign-
ments in the second language as well, thus building on the stu-
dents' aldlls in the first language as they learn the new lan-
guage.

Substantive writing experience can be incorporated into the
early second language sequences. During the earliest stages, of
foreign language acquisition, students obviously must learn verb
tenses and basic syntactic structures. Even at these stages, I
prefer to elicit two or three sentences related to the same topic
rather than single unrelated grammar sentences in drills and
exercises. For example, I prefer Group A to Group B.

Group A 32 Group B

1. I have an apple.
The apple is red.
The apple is not blue.
The sky is blue.

2. Marion is a man. I am
not a man. I am a woman.
My name is Marion.
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1. I have an apple.
2. The akv is blue.
3. Richton is a man.
4. My name is Ann.
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From the examples in Group A, a class can quickly see what
needs to be done in English to present this information in a more
sophisticated way. Logical connectives like and, but, and al-
though are not simply pesky parts of a grammar text to be
memorized in list form. They help make coherent, maere sell
tences out of baby talk.

When students learn grammar in sentence groups, I find
that they can often write better earlier in the course. "Di-
rected themes" also help support this process. Ask students
five or six related questions in the target language. The
answers they give should form a paragraph. This is more effec-
tive if the questions are based on a short, simple reading. One
of the questions should elicit a personal response to the reading
or to a character or event in it.

One approach I have used to practice writing in elementary
classes involves asking students to envision a "Little Prince."
I ask each person to think of a child of three or four who
speaks only the target language. Students then write short
notes to this child. The notes, intended to be read to the
child by a parent, describe very simply some subject within the
vocabulary range of the student. Even adult students have
found this a reasonable way to begin writing without feeling so
inadequate to the task.

By the end of the first year of college language at the latest,
students should, I believe, be capable of summarizing their read-
ings of specially prepared passages. I suggest assigning this
task once every two weeks to the whole class and using the
text-editing approach to review and comment on student sum-
maries. They need not exceed five sentences. Some group work
might precede collaboration of the whole class in this effort. In
small groups, students can receive some assurances of basic
comprehensibility of their paragraphs before they share them
with the class. The group may nominate, or the teacher may
appoint, four or five students to put their work on the black-
Ward while the groups continue their efforts and the teacher
visits the groups for quick conferences. The class can then
"edit" the compositions together. Since they have all written
on the same subject, vocabulary and syntax as well as content
will be familiar to all.

I have students work in groups in class with dictionaries
to create paragraphs describing famous people, places, or
things. Each group conceals the identity of its subject to
create a mystery essay. One person reads the essay aloud and
the other groups must guess the secret. We choose one general
topic such as famous cities, political figures, or even common
items found in a house. The group that can stump the class
wins a 35-cent bag of nuts. I go from group to group helping
as needed. This is a very lively activity and the general
topics can be more or less s, thisticated depending on the age
and interest level of the students. This works especially well
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as an early writing cperlence, because students learn together,
quickly and painlessly, how writers behave. Writers look up
words. Try out sentences. Cross them out. Rewrite them.
Reorder them. Find synonyms. Some even try out their work
on friends and accept and evaluate their suggestions. Students
may have less resistance to writing and actually experience less
confusion if they develop a sense of how writers behave. They
may also associate writing in the FL with the satisfaction of
actually communicating with colleagues. Writing, editing, and
revising in this exercise become almost one act, and students
prepare for subsequent collaborative editing of texts they write
in class.

Most of the composition sections I have seen in FL textbooks
can be adapted to the class text-editing approach. Taldng dic-
tations, handlopying well-written prose and transforming para-
graphs all support this skill building and can be used success-
fully very early in the sequence of courses.

Three elements emerge as particularly significant to each
writing experience in FL classes. Grammar review, practice,
and testing should involve meaningful units of several related
sentences as often as possible. Creation of simple, short para-
graphs should occur in a natural context that recognizes the un-
sophisticated level of prose thpt students at this level can pro-
duce. Lack of sophistication is no excuse for postponing writing
assignments. I anguage proficiency will become more sophisti-
cated as the need arises to communicate effectively and coher-
entl,. Finally, peer groups provide an excellent nonthreatening
format for introduction of writing assignments.

Intermediate levels of grammar courses can, in many cases,
adapt the first four or five assignill,-,ts listed in the model
composition course into the class sy,labus (see p. 8). Natur-
ally, if students have been introduced to writing in their ele-
mentary classes, they will be even more ready for these tasks.
Text editing of the short essays students write, even just once
a month, can offer a welcome and productive break in the gram-
mar course routine. Sophisticated versions of the writing sug-
gestions for the elementary level can surely prove useful at the
intermediate level, particularly if the teacher refers to the
sample prose style analysis list (p. 63) and directs students'
attention to specific elements of good writing like varied syntax
and avoidance of the use of repetitious vocabulary without a
reason.

Teachers of intermediate -level students can also help thr
evolve preliminary materials to support good writing. The cre-
ation of outlines or shopping lists of key words related to the
subject are two different and useful ways to stimulate a writer's
thinking in preparation for the task of composing.

I have found very effective the technique of "group compo-
sition" at the intermediate level. This combines the writing and
the editing processes and draws on collaborative aspects of the
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text-editing method. I begin by showing a picture or short
film to the class. On the board, I write a title for the compo-
siticr. we will write together about the item. I ask students to
jot down some key words and ideas related to the item and title.
Then I have several students read their list. This assures that
everyone has some good notions to work from. Sometimes ,stu-
dents work alone, other times in their peer groups. In either
case, I request a student to write a "first sentence" for our
paragraph. Two or three volunteers read their creations aloud.
The class then selects the most appropriate or interesting topic
sentence. I ask for a logical second sentence for the topic sen-
tence and have writers read aloud these suggestions. The class
builds a composition together. If the class has two different
favorite topic sentences, I may run one "first" sentence at the
top left of the blackboard and the other on the right. We then
compose two different essays. Sometimes we develop two quite
different ones on the same subject at the same time and I move
from one board to the other as we decide on suitability based
on tone, author's stance, audience, and similar issues. Stu-
dents in one class had great fun creating one serious and dec-
orous composition and one outrageous one on the topic at hand.
They struggled valiantly to bring a sense of humor and satiric
or iconoclastic edge to the nonconformist paragraph and were
often amazingly successful. They asked to have composition
class more often. This in-class writing does not generate cor-
rections for the teacher, but does seem to build interest and
ability in writing in the target language.

B. WRITING IN LITERATURE, CULTURE, AND
CAREER-ORIENTED SECOND

LANGUAGE COURSES

Many faculty in upper-level FL courses give students a
choice of writing papers in the target language or in English.

suspect some of this apparent generosity results from the
students' inability to write coherently in the second language.
Some probably also comes from the remembrance of the mental
pain the teacher felt at trying desperately to understand the
essays in broken French or Spanish on country love or Latin
American poetry. The nagging question persists: does the
student simply not understand the topic well or is it just that
she or he understands and cannot communicate well. The sad
truth is that many students get to advanced second language
levels with little ability to express their thoughts in coherent
written sequences, even though they have done reasonably well
on grammar and reading tests. I hope that students will have
increased opportunities to practice this skill and evaluate their
writing, thus reducing the likelihood that they will find them-
selves in this predicament.
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Literature and Culture Courses

Upper-division courses should elicit a minimum of one or two
typed pages of expository wrung every two -weeks. These short
assignments might, ideally, alternate with longer three- to five
page assignments. The teacher might read these and comment on
them, advising ways to improve them but not actually putting a
grade on each one until the student marks a given draft as the
final draft. Suggestions for improvement might cover content as
well as form. These essays could be used for literature class
discussions. The topics could be designed to elicit opinions on
subjects suitable for formal or informal class debates. The
statements could then be read and used as position papers.
This approach is particularly useful in culture and civilization
courses. Ultimately, students in the class might. form an edi-
torial class and read, edit, and select from among their final
drafts the best of their works for a writer's journal.

Courses or the media in France, Germany, Spain, or Latin
America cold, elicit-short reviews of polls, current events, or
films as tnese are reported in the foreign press. Students could
then pubhsh a Current Press Review for the intermediate Ian-
raage student.; and the department to use. Again, students
should fnllow the procedure of weekly or biweekly short papers
that mov through draft sequences. When course load makes
oona4int correct-ag impossible, students may be told to do fewer
rewrites of some drafts as opposed to bringing every week's
work to the "final" stage. Every week's assignment, though,
should be carefully executed and redrafted at least once.

In some cases, students in advanced classes may be willing
to meet for an additional class hour every other week to do text
editing together. Of course this should be encouraged, and the
teacher should attempt to attend often, especially if the majority
of students are not trained in peer teaching and text editing.

I have found that faculty in related areas are often very
amenable to pairing their courses with foreign language courses.
For instance, a course on Latin American history or current af-
fairs offered by history or political science departments could
be paired with either a composition course in Spanish or with a
course on Latir American press or culture taught by the FL de-
partment. if one course could be scheduled to follow the other,
then faculty members as well as many of the students might be
able to arrange to remain together studying, reading, and writ-
ing on related topics in both courses. Students in the 2:00 p.m.
composition section :night "edit" Sonish news articles or other
documents related to the 1:00 p.m. Latin American history course.
Students could write pastiches based on the articles, take oppos-
ing political stances in their pastiches, and explore together the
ways in which people make language work for them.
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Business Courses

Likewise, a course in the use of foreign languages in the
business context can strengthen writing skills through the text-
editing method. Letters and business reports go through drafts,
revisions, and class commentary just as autobiographical sketches
do.

Social Work, Allied Health, and
Paralegal Courses

Although foreign language skill for these professions is
often assumed to be solely oral-aural, those who believe that
writing enhances the cognitive processes will see the wisdom in
having students in the courses practice writing. They may write
up descriptions of clients, summarize case histories, or report on
results of economic problems or research findings related to their
clients. These documents written in the tarret language by indi-
viduals or teams could be assessed for the suitability or realism
of their content and edited to improve the writing levels.

I believe that increasing the quantity of writing demanded of
students across the FL curriculum aids them in mastering the
material they are working on. Whether literature, history, or
philosophy of science is the subject, writing about it in a second
language enhances the learning process.

_ One general way to increase writing in advanced courses is
to ask students to prepare monthly summaries of their readings
and their class discussion notes or lecture notes. They can
hand in these summaries for review after spending one or two
class days editing them together. Students readze quickly how
much this kind of assignment will assist their exam preparations.

Finally, many people learn best by teaching. Students in
advanced classes can write simple, well-organized presentations
on their upper-level readings and send copies, once they are
edited in class, to elementary and intermediate classes. There,
these texts, no matter what subject they cover, could either be
read for "extra credit ," used in class for enrichment, or used
as subjects for peer group discussions. The texts might even
be translated or summarized by the less-experienced students.
The more advanced students may be willing to lead peer group
discussions attended by their junior colleagues.

Again, the commitment to constant writing, editing, and re-
vising will strengthen writing ability. Making these efforts
for a specific reason and dealing with a compelling topic make
the taFk less onerous.

The easiest way to adapt the model composition course to
advanced courses of any kind is to use some course readings
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for pastiches and to use the Day Two, and Day Three (reserved
for grammar, see p. 8) for presentation of regular course
material. Then the class devotes Day One to reading and edit-
ing the student compositions on subjects related to course ma-
terial. The four skills necessary to the development of real
proficiency must each be practiced in upper-level courses.
Often, if reading and discussion are undertaken in class in the
target language, practice in writing well is hardly ever accorded
a prominent place in the syllabus outside of the composition
course. I have some hopes that the suggestions here will spark
teachers' imaginations to correct this unfortunate situation.
(See the following section for suggestions on managing the paper
load.)

C. MAKING IT WORK

Common Questions Teachers Ask

(1) Do students get bored with the routine?

I try to individualize the work of writing class. I ask
everyone to do all assignments as given until the mid-term.
Then I often vary assignments depending on the degree of prog-
ress and capability of individual students. Especially competent
writers may wish to give up journal writing in return for re-
viewing first drafts with a classmate whose work is progressing
more slowly. The latter may also need special work sheets or a
private conference with the instructor.

The use of prose style analyses/pastiches after mid-term
usually challenges even the best writers without disrupting the
slower ones. It certainly breaks the tedium of the weekly compo-
sition topic routine. Students usually appreciate reading good
(French) and studying it for the qualities they can use in their
own writing.

(2) What about student/teacher conferences?

Since each composition receives detailed comments, and text
eLtiting permits constant interchange, students seem to feel in-
volved with this course with only a few private conferences.

they ask and answer so many of their own questions in
class, write marginal notes to me on their compositions, and re-
ceive my personal comments on each rewrite, this arrangement
seems to suffice for the great majority.
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I drop in on peer groups doing text-editing or sentence-
embedding work and have short, tightly focused conferences
with group members. Before and after class, the spirit of these
focused sessions continues in personal conferences.

(3) Do students ever ask to (or seem to) write compositions
in English first and then translate them?

Sometimes, but I strongly discourage it. They must, of
course, reinforce the process of thinking in the second language.
I tell them to avoid the translation trap.

(4) Do students cheat by having friends write compositions or
journal entries?

This has not posed a problem because, I think, in-cl ss
themes and grammar tests count so heavily (see p. 41).

Suggestions to Avoid Being Crushed
by the Paperload 3

With a class of 15-20 students, correcting compositions is a
very grueling job. I try to limit myself to ten minutes per
composition per week. The kind of corrections described
earlier on pp. 19-22 should not take longer to do. At best.
I tend to spend at least four hours per week correcting compo-
sitions and rewrites. The latter take less time because their
quality 3s usually markedly improved. During the three or four
weeks when both prose style analyses and pastiches come in,
this time will lengthen, though not double. Journals at the rate
of two per class day usually take another half-hour to read
through. During weeks when testing occurs, the workload in-
creases.

This burden becomes impossible where class size exceeds 20
or where course load exceeds 3 per semester. These faculty
loads are now the rule more than the exception. Therefore,
rather than abandoning the goal of having students write ex-
tensively in FL composition courses, teachers might want to
consider the following adaptations to reduce the paperload.

1. Teachers' solutions

. Read Bruffee's article on peer teaching and create study
pairs and/or peer groups of three to five students.
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These groups can read and revise each other', second
drafts and insure that the teacher receives a Ore
polished third draft for commentary and evalu on.
This saves the teacher's time and improves stu nt
learning.
Encourage small group work both during and outside of
class. Ask students to acknowledge any assistance they
receive on drafts of their work.

. Let peer groups nominate their members' best compositions
for teacher's consideration and grading. They might
send one work from each strident every two to three
weeks. The groups' consideration of each student's work
should help insure continuing good work from all.

. Let students exchange folders occasionally and signal the
errors on confusing elements in each other's second drafts.
The teacher can move about the room, assisting commen-
tators.
Assign a new composition every other week. On alter-
nate weeks, ask students to hand-copy and translate into
appropriate English a piaci, of prose in the target lan-
guage. These can be corrected all together during a
class period.
Grade only third and final drafts. Look over and make
suggestions on others. Ask students to bring each
week's composition through two drafts and every two
weeks to bring one of them to a third and final draft
that will be graded by the teacher. All other drafts
should remain in the student's folder ter commentary and
correction during peer group or study pair work or
student-teacher conferences.
Do not correct journals at all except if students request
your assessment. This is not as useful a solution in FL
composition as in English composition class. Students
often become frustrated when they are repeatedly using
a syntactical structure of which they are unsure. I

would prefer to ask for two rather than three entries
a week.
Have students write summaries of their journal entries,
or, if they prefer, letters to the instructor in which they
summarize the entries. Only check these, not each jour-
nal entry. The actual daily journal pages should simply
be present in the journal for quick review (but not for
grading).
Further simplify the grading procedure (pp. 19-22), or
give more g^neral evaluations of some assignments and du
detailed grading of others.
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T. Administrative SolutioOs

Several obvious solutions may, depending on the circum-
stances, lighten this workload as well. They involve adminis-
trative reorganization not within the purview of many faculty
members. I include these solutions with the additional sugges-
tion that teachers keep copies of students' first and final compo-
sitions. These become impressive evidence of the effect of the
text-editing method on student writing skills. This evidence
can be shared with administrators. As they become convinced
that these courses make a substantive difference in student
literacy levels , they may be more willing to help teachers ar-
range smaller classes and appropriate schedules. Teaching stu-
dents to write well is an important task. It must be done well.
Teachers must have time to do it well.

In one of the better of all possible worlds, therefore, teach-
ers and administrators could work to

keep class size between 10 and 15.
. arrange a course release for every two corroosition

courses an instructor teaches.
arrange for ari assistant to help grade papers. (This
is least satisfactory.)

. arrange to teach courses with little or no correcting in
the semester when composition courses are. taught.

. set up a writing tutor to assist students with composition
drafts. This person might be a work-study language
major. With supervision, a group of advanced majors or
M.A. /Ph.D. candidates might staff a language tutorial
center and receive class credit or a stipend for their ef-
forts. In some areas, community volunteers may come
forward if asked to help.
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III. APPENDIXES

A. INTRODUCTORY PACKET

1. Personal Assessment Statements

While it has been common practice in recent years to en-
courage student evaluations of courses and instructors at' the
end of the semester, I have found that curtain advantages re-
sult from the use of personal assessment statements at the be-
ginning of each course. In fact, these statements are natural
prerequisites of final course evaluations. Assessment statements
are designed to inform the instructor about the students' spe-
cific orientation to the course. They els', serve to increase the
students' awareness of the learning process and to help the in-
structor to integrate each student into the class unit and estab-
lish an ongoing process of evaluation. .

While other instructors would certainly want to adapt to
their own teaching styles and course needs the nine questions
that constitute the basis of the students' personal assessment
statements, I find it useful to concentrate on students' motives,
goals, and expectations in taking the course, and on personal
observations they can make about themselves that are relevant
to the course.

Specifically, during the first week of class I ask my stu-
dents to submit written responses to the following questions:

. Why have you chosen the class?

. What are your specific goals for this course?

. What do you expect the content of this course to be?

. What prior knowledge of the subject do you feel you
bring to this course?

. What do you feel are your special strengths and weak-
nesses related to the course subject?

. How does the course fit both in time commitment ano in
content with the broader objectives of your major fields
of interest?

. What pedagogical methods in your experience best en-
hance your learning and why?

.'What are your outside interests or skills?
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. Is there any part of this statement you wish kept confi-
dential?

While the usefulness of student responses to these questions
will vary somewhat according to subject, level, and enrollment
of the course, I believe that the answers have immediate and
long-range uses for many students and instructors in under-.
graduate class-°.

For stude-hs, the most immediate teneftt of writing assess-
ment statements is that they must (1L-sect their attention early in
the semester to basic questions relating the course to their per-
sonal situations. In my experience, many students have not
thoroughly explored these questions for themselves in advance
and consequently suffer certain frustrations and disappointments
as the course proceeds. Writing a personal assessment state-
ment encourages students to consider ch:ferent aspects of their
commitment to a given learning experience.

For the instructor, these statements may have a :umber of
direct applications. Upon discovering any students w; Ise re-
sponses indicate that the course may be inappropriate e
teacher can advise them of more suitable course offerings befcre
valuable time is lost. The knowledge gained from the statements
enables the instructor to correct misconceptions at cut the course
content or the subject. Assessment statements also help instruc-
tors become aware of the range of objectives pad expectations in
specific classes. This awareness may in modifications in
the course or even eventually in departmental curriculum. For
e:-.ample, in classes of fewer than 30 students, I have tailored
teaching techniques and readings to fit the expressed needs of
the students.

These statements have helped me to improve the quality of
peer interaction in and out of class. I encourage students in
the same majors or those with similar goals to form study pairs.
Students with common outside skills or interests may be alerted
to each other and to the possibility of relating their interests
to the course in some appropriate way. Particularly strong,
verbel students often appreciate the chance to tutor a classmate
or to team-teach a class session with me ce with other capable
students.

I use the informalon in the statements to inform the stu-
dents abot.t the diversity of motivations and backgrounds within
the class. By making them aware of each other's objectives and
needs, I help them to establish some group goals and priorities.
In my language classes, where communication among students ad-
vames individual competency, mutual understanding improves the
learning process. My students often decide together to reduce
competition and to implement peer-instru.cticn plans. More at-
tuned to each other as individuals, the students are more ,vilcing
to help each other to achieve prcgress toward their personal ob-
jectives.
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Asses atements enable the instructor to become better
acquainted . a the students earlier the semester. I have
fuse tbund tt -4 my conference time with students is more effici-
ently used be Ise the assessment statements provide me with
quick access h heir relevant background information. This
would be particularly valuable to instructors of large classes.

The answers to the questions on pedagogical methods and
personal strengths and weaknesses enable the instructor to sug-
gest individualized contracts or skill-building exercises where
necessary. In my French classes, I find that somewhat timid
students often benefit from "response contracts," whereby the
individuals promise to volunteer for two questions per oral ses-
sion, and I promise not to call on them unless they want to re-
spond. These kinds of opportunities personaliLe instruction
and allow the students to participate in the teaching-learning
process according to both their individual abilities and their
commitments to the course.

Another longrange use of the assessment statement involves
the ongoing proce j of evaluation. While disclaiming any con-
nection between assessment statements and behavioral or per-
formance objecthes, I believe that they are one useful way to
establish a basis for continuing evalt. .ion of students' work. I

keep the assessment statements in individual folders in which
return each student's test after it has been marked. Students
correct their errors and write critiques of their tests, describ-
ing the types of mistakes they made and the kinds of proficiency
they demonstrated on the tests. They also evaluate their prog-
ress since the last test on the basis ^f the information in their
assessment statements. I encourage studenfrto evaluate the
course and my teaching at the end of each test critique. This
information is useful in helping me to improve my techniques
during the semester and to get more immediate feedback on my
methods than the final course evaluations alone could provide.

I have found that this emphasis on the continuous nature of
student-teacher evaluation concentrates students' attention on
the gradual progress they are making in developing competency
in the subject. In several instances, students who expressed
discontent with their protcress have changed their study pro-
cedures. In other cases, particularly where students were non-
majors and found their progress encouraging, they have tended
to increase their commitment to the course, indicating to me that
'hey felt their efforts were "paying off." Eventually, the stu-
dents retur'- their files to me for evaluation of their tests
and my comments on their critiques.

At the endlof the semester, the students' files serve as a
basis for arriving at grades during private student-teacher
conferences. In most cases, the ist ude nt is able to see the
progress made during the course, despite the increasing com-
plexity of the material. I try to show students how I arrive at
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their grades. The conference is a positive experience if we
have communicated honestly in our respective test critiques.
On the average, I have found that very few students are dis-
tressed over their final grades. Clearly, this conference proc-
ess is impossible in many classes for a variety of reasons;
nonetheless, instructors may design variations for certain
courses. !*1 large lecture classes, associate instructors may
handle this crncedure. Another alternative is to offer the
assessment plan as an elective experience for students who wish
it or who are majors in the course field.

Whether or not final conferences are possible, students can
still be given the option of examining their files at C.- end of
the course. In my experience, students often indicate that
they discover interesting facts about themselves as they com-
pare their initial statements with their actual performance. -ome
have said, among other tt .ngs, that they learn how realistic
they are in setting goals, describing their motivations and abili-
ties, establishing their expectations, and assessing their commit-
ments. I find that the use of student personal assessment state-
ments encourages students to develop their analytical and re-
flective skills and to be self-critical in a specific context.

2. San . Course Introduction for a Basic French
Composition Course

1. The objective of this course is to teach you to write
a comprehensible French prose essay with the aid of
a dictionary in a reasonable amount of time. You
should, by the end of this course, have the ability
to express your thoughts clearly in essentially correct
French prose. Grammar will be handled as an indis-
pensable tool to achieve the course goal. However,
this is not simply an advanced grammar course. The
secondary objective is to enhance your English writing
ability by studying the dynamics of good writing.

II. The method. Ve will work together to achieve the
course goal in a number of ways. Many aspects of
this method have proven effective in teaching hnglish
composition and have been adapted to second language
writing practice.

A. Once a week you will write a composition. Usually,
I will give you a topic on Friday. I will check off
the first draft before class on Monday. Final draft
will be due on Wednesday.

These compositions will be between 50 and 100
words fo: the first four weeks of the semester.
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They must be typed and triple-spaced. Each week
I will choose three to five students who will put
their compositions on a ditto. We will edit these
together in class. Compositions will be due every
Wednesday and, as a rule, will not be accepted late.

B. You will use your grammar book and dictionary a
great deal as reference tools. Friday's homewoek
will consist of your studying one chapter in the
grammar book. I will suggest specific exercises.
We will review these and your questions about the
grammar work during class on Fridays.

C. You will keep a journal. You will write a short
paragraph with a minimum of five sentences each
class day for the first six weeks of the course.
You may write about anything you want: daily
activities, reactions to books. films, classes, friends,
sports, etc. Anything is a fair subject for the
journal writing. You should, however, avoid re-
peating an account of the same daily activities.
Assume that your reader is your composition tiacher.
I will collect the journals every two weeks or so. A
notation of plus means the entry is comprehensible.
A check indicates that I have some minor difficulties
in understanding your commun! .ation. A minus means
I had major difficulties caused by irregular syntax
and/or vocabulary. I will collect these a few at a
time (two to three each class day).

Keep the sentence structure simple. Look up
words you can't remember how to say. The sen-
tences MUST relate to each other; however, the
daily paragraphs do not have to relate to each other.

Date the paragraphs in French. Skip lines and
write neatly so I can read your work. Use a small
notebook. Never remove pages of the journal. Skip
the pages on the left side o. the notebook; leave
these fir corrections or rewrites of the entries on
the pages opposite.

D. Three times during the semester we will have "in-
class themes." These will be tests of your progress
toward the course goal. Two of these will function
as hour-tests; the third as part of the final exam.

E. At mid-semester time, and again during the final
exam period, one hour will be devoted to testing
grammar, based on the exercises in your grammar
book. In addition, short grammar ruizzes may be
given.
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F. We will read passages of lucid French prose to in-
spire your writing.

III. Grading

A. Fifty percent of your ti.-.31 grade will be based on
your journal marks and weekly composition grwiet.

In the journal: + = A
=
= C

Each entry will be graded. Grammatical correctness,
vocabulary usage, and accuracy of expression of
ideas will all count. PROGRESS is the key concept
here. You are in this class to learn. No one ex-
pects "A" work the first week of class. We will
work together to achieve this.

B. Twenty- five percent of your grade will be based on
grammar tests and class participation. The grammar
tests include quizzes and parts of the mid-semester
and final examinations. Class participation means
your effort to help your colleagues during class.
Since classes will often be editing sEssions, your
suggestions, corrections, and questions will provide
the richness of our learning experience.

C. Twenty-five percent of your grade will be based on
the in-class themes. The first will equal 5%, the
second 10%, and the third 10%.

This weighting of the themes should show you
the importance of making progress. Careful work
and good work habits early in the semester will
help ensure your improvement as the course con-
tinues. You %fill be penalized less for errors early
in the game than for those later on when you will
have had time to learn to write French well.

IV. The Philosophy. Language is a communication skill.
Learning a foreign language is simply 1^1rning com-
municate in a medium that is not native to you. The
more you communicate, the faster you will improve the
axill. Since you have chosen to focus on learning to
write French well, the more you write, the sooner you
will write better. I want to help this process. Call on
me whenever you need me or at any time that you have
suggestions to improve our work together.

However, I am not your only source of assistance.
You and your classmates will be a great help to each
other. Editing each other's themes in class is one way.
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Working together outside of class is another. You are
-ot competing with each other. We are a team working
toward shared pale. I will not grade on a curve.
Each of you will be graded individually on your per-
formance and your progress.

3. Sample Grammar Mid-term

I. Write a sentence showing correct use of the following.
Translate your sentence. Do not duplicate idioms and
expressions found elsewhere on the test. Use a sepa-
rate sheet of paper.

1. Depuis quand . . . ? (Write a sentence using this,
answer your question, and translate both.)

2. Condit :anal tense in an "if" clause.

3. Devoir meaning ought or should.

4. Venir de meaning recent past in both forms. Show
implications of each form.

5. Difference between trop de and trop du, using two
sentences to illuminate differences.

II. Translate on a separate sheet.

1. "Are you getting fat?"
"No, but I am on a diet. I hope to get a job,

pursue an interesting career, and make a lot
of money!"

"Hey, if you have a secret for that, tell me!"

2. Michel and I get along well. We Are beginning to
do our homework together. We also share all the
household tasks. He cleans the floor while I do
the dishes.

3. George and Martha have been going out together
for a long time, but now Martha is flirting with
Paul, and George has just fallen in love with Anne.

4. ''Be patient' Come on, do you know the Garniers?"
"Oh yes, I know them. Don't they wale from San

Francisco?"
"Yes, but they are not going back there any more."
"Do they have children"
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"Yes, they have five. I met them the first time in
Paris. They are beautiful kids."

"Great, rd like to meet them there, too."

5. "Nothing has changed in my life. No one appreci-
ates me! No one in my family admires me!"

"Have you nothing happy to say? I never saw
anyone so sad!"

6. "How are the poor going to change their social
position? When will they be able to leave the
slums? Why don't the poor revolt against the
rich?"

"Whom are you trying to impress? What is stopping
you from heik.ing them?"

"You are right. I regret not having helped people
during my life."

7. Marie and Anne used to trust each other very
much. One day, they phoned each other and they
had a good time talking for two hours! Sisters can
help each other a lot. Their parents have always
had a very honest relationship with their children,
which means that both women never felt a gener-
ation gap. They are lucky to have such e, good
family.

4. Sample Evaluation Form 34

Student response to the composition course has remained
very strong each year. Evaluations indicate that the workload
becomes more acceptable as students realize significant improve-
ment in their work.

They often request additional grammar practice and focus
on the team spirit of the class as a major factor in their prog-
ress and sense of satisfaction with the experience. Other
teachers who have tried the method report similar evaluations.

Student Evaluation Form

Please answer briefly but as completely an_ specifically as
possible.

1. This course fulfilled my expectations because

I learned how to express myself in French more clearly
(and it helped in English too) and I can better
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critically analyze a writing and use different aspects
of that author's style in applying them to my own
style.

2. The best feature(s) of the course was

that we learned how to apply grammar rules to our
writing with a conceptual idea of why the rules are
made.

3. My negative perceptions of this course concern

the fact that sometimes, I lust couldn't get all the
work done. It seemed like when I had to rewrite a
previous composition I had to write another. After a
while it really piles up. I think I should have written
a better composition the first time around.

4. In general, my reaction to the Ensemble book is

book had a wide variety of authors and it was a good
book from which to do prose style analysis.

I found the grammar book to be

one of the :-.est and with many points laid out which
I hadn't known before.

5. As for my progress in this course,

I improved considerably in grammar application and in
writing at a higher level in my French compositions.

6. Class was interesting because

everyone was involved in helping each other and
Professor- Caudiani added witty examples.

7. My professor's attitude to the class as a group was

a concerned one. She wanted the class to progress.
She encouraged participation.

8. Personally, I f<4t her treatment of me as an individual
was

personal because if I couldn't turn a paper in on the
assigned due date, I could ask her if it could be a
day late.
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0. I would suggest that any improvements in this course
include

that more professors use Professor Gaudiani's method
of teaching,

10. In conclusion, I would like to say that

this has been one of my most it teresting and helpful
classes here at Purdue. I appreciate all of Professor
Gaudiani's time and work spent with us.

The class editing brought out many points which I
never would have thought of and they made us a closer
class. I felt it I became better acquainted with my
classmates, which I really enjoyed. In the beginning
the rewrites helped much because I could form more
complicated sentences. However, I didn't find time to
do any rewrites later in the semester.
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APPENDIX B. TEACHER TOOLS, SAMPLE
EXERCISES, AND TESTS

1. Prose Style Analysis Check List
(Instructor's Use Only)

These suggestions provide a partial list of possible ways to
initiate discussions of prose style.

Word

1. Relative fre-
quency of nouns,
verbs, adjec-
tives

2. Specific, general,
abstract, con-
crete, foreign,
ordinary,
scholarly /techni-
cal

3. Parts L' Speeei
Nouns:

proper, common
Verbs:

active/passive
copulative

Pronouns
Adjectives
Adverbs
Conjunctions

Sentence General Elements

1. Length 1. Use of quotes
Compound
Complex

kind of sub-
ordination

2. Use of examples

2. Simila.,ty of
structure 3. Author's point

of view (thesis,
purpose)

3. Variation in
standard word
order

4. Possible re-
sponses expected
from reaaers

5. Use of irony

6. Use of repetition
4. Use of intro-

5.

ductory
phrases,

7.
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2. Sample Grading Card
(Kept by instructor to guide evaluation)

(See pp. 20-22)

raurnmar
VocabWary

tylist c
Techniques Organization Content

A
fluent

B
comprehen-
sible

C
significant
errors

D
blocks to
communication

unintelligible

A
skilled /varied
syntax

B
clear/appro-
priate syntax

C
errors but
attempts

D
errors in
syntax

F
garbled
syntax

A
well-
organized

B
good evidence
of structure

C
some
attempts

D
hard to
follow

F
no
planning

A
significant,
interesting

B
good but
repetitious

C
careless,
inattentive

D
muddled,
insignificant

F
wildly in-
appropriate

3. Sample Grammar Review_ Sheet

Write your p4iswers in your notebook. Save this sheet in
your folder. Make all these sentences MODELS OF CLARITY.

1. Write A simple declarative sentence.
2. Wri',.e a question using inversion.
3. Krite a question using est-ce que.
4. Write a compound sentence.
5. Write a sentence with direct and indirect object nouns.
6. Change the nouns in #5 to pronouns.
7. Describe your room in three or four sentences of vaAed

structures.
8. Describe last year's room following the model you pro-

posed in #7.
9. Write an exclamatory sentence in French.

10. Write a complex sentence using qui or que. Explain your
choice.

11. Write a complex sentence using lequel or laquelle. Explain
your choice.

USE YOUR GRAMMAR BOOK to help. Use a dictionary
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4. Sentence- Embedding Exercises

Early tasks in sentence embedding are combining
pending.

(1a) Combine:
Je vois la chatte.
La chatte est blanche.
La chatte marche seule.

and ex-

Answer:
Je vois la chatte blanche
qui marche seule.

(lb) Expand:
Add information which is not included in the three short
sentences.
Sample answer: Maintenant je vois la grande chatte

blanche qui marche seule dans la rue.

(2a) Combine:
Je suis etudiant.

habite Durham.
Je viens de Chicago
J'etudie a Duke Uni-

versity.

(2b) Expand:
Add information which
sentences.
Sample Answer:

Answer:
J'etudie a Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina,
pourtant je viens de la grande
ville de Chicago.

or

Je suis etudiant a Duke Uni-
versity , Durham, North Carolina,
pourtant je viens de Chicago.

is not included in the four sen-

t3a) Conjunctions
Je suis arrivee a trois
heures. J'ai rencontre
mon ami.

(3b) Use mats, pourtant, etc.

(4a) Subordination
J' al trois freres.

Mes frires sont plus
jeunes que moi.

Je viens de la grande vine de
Chicago, mats je suis maintenant
etudiant in medecine a Duke,
une un'versite privee a Durham,
North Carolina.

Answer:
Je suis arrivee a trois heures
et j'ai rencontre mon ami.

Sample Answers:
J'ai trois freres qui sont plus
jeunes que moi.
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OW;

(4c)

Mes soeurs habitent
New York. El les
travaillent pour le Credit
Lyonnais.
Files partagant un
appartement.

Embed new information:

J' ai besoin de mes
Je dois etudier.
J' ai un examen.

Embed new information:

(4d) Hier j' ai rencontre le
che: du departement.
II m' a parle d' un
problbme. Je continue
toujours a y penser.

Mes trots trines sont plus jeunes
que mot.

Answer:
Mes soeurs habitent it New York
ou elles travaillent pour le
Credit Lyonnais et partagent un
appartement.

Sample Answer:
Mes deux soeurs ainees habitent
New York oil elles travaillent
ensemble dans la . eme banque
et partagent un petit apparte-
ment chic pies de Park Avenue.

Answer:
J' ai besoin de mes livres parce
que je dole 6tudier pour un
examen.

Sample Answer
J' al besoin de mes livres de
philosophie parce que je dois
etudier pour un examen difficile
derrtnin.

Answer:
Depuis que j' ai parle au chef
du depEulement hier, je continue

penser au probiiime dont it
m' a parle.

5. Sample Tests

(See Appendix A, pp. 59-60, for sample grammar mid-term.)

In-Class Theme #1 Date:
Name:

In a well-organized composition, contrast your everyday
life, living situation, and intellectual and social pursuits of your
last year in high school with your present year at college. Use
appropriate vocabulary. Check for basic grammar (agreements,
etc.), but also use sophisticated syntax that you have been
practicing (logical connectives, etc.). Check your work
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carefully, especially suitability of verb tenses. Good luck! Use
this page for your outline and drafts. Copy a legible draft onto
lined paper. SKIP LINES.

In-Coss Theme

(See Appendix C, pp. 100-102. )

Final ExamPart Grammar Test ("5 minutes)

Translate the following:

1. --Do you think that the film last night vas interesting?
No, but although I didn't like it, it is the one that was

admired by almost everyone. It was made by Antonioni
in 1961.

--I am surprised that people spoke well of th t film because
Antonioni is angry that he ever made it. He says he was
too young and neglected several important aspects of
character development.

--Well, I was quite disappointed i rds technique.

2. --He had to go to see that professor before he had done
the assignment. I believe tint he had his friend,
Monique, read the book for him. The;,, she told him all
ahnut it. That seems dishonest to me.

--What you are talking aL at is not very Pleasant. Perhaps
he is guilty of that, but it is possible that he is innocent.

3. The former prisoner used to commit terrible crimes of pas-
sion as a young man. One day, he decided to give up his
bad life. So, he went to the prison, bareheaded. Slowly
he explained his situation to the guard. They called a
lawyer who defended him well during the trial. (H..1 was
the most famous trial in the region.) He lost everything
because of the jury's derision and spent 35 years in prison.
He was the most iiunz,z,!.. ;-risoner I eve*. knew. He deserves
his liberty now.

4. --I would go to Paris or anywhere at ail to find that
stranger I met recently.

--To France? Now there's a country I would like to visit,
too. Tell me everything you know about your mysterious
stranger.

--Well, he's the one whom my sister went out with two
weeks ago Wednesday. Don't you remember him? He is
the foreigner whom she mistrusted a great deal at first.
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lie seemed to be looking for what re really needed in
life, a friend.

--What happened? Het/ did you meet him?
--Well, later that same afternoon. . . .

Final Exam--Part '-

Ili a well-organized composttion, explain what you feel you
have learned from this course. Outline the skills and abilities
you feel you have developed. Explain how you responded to
each different kind of assignment you did in this course. Did
you fulfill the goals you expressed upon entry into the course?
If you were beginning the (...3u r se again and knew what you know
now about it, in what ways would you approach the course dif-
ferently from the way you did at the beginning?

This should NOT be a course evaluation or a professor
evaluatior. but rather a synopsis of your personal progress.
Write a minim= of 120 words in wall- polished French!



APPENDIX C. SAMPLES OF STUDENT WORK

I. Week 4 Composition Outlines
(Uncorrected)

Four Paragraph Theme Privert

I. The poem "Le Message" derives its power from two
sources
A. The impersonal narrative style
B. The tense shift after the crescer to

II. The impersonal narrative
A. The emphasis upon objects to pahit an objective

picture
B. The use of "quelqu'un" alone to describe subject
C. The lack of judgmental tone or analysis of action

HI. The tense shift after the crescendo in the 7th and
8th lines
A. Draws attention to the two objectively described

acts which indicate the state of mind of the
personknocked- over chair and door left open.

B. Along with use of active verb "courir," creates
vivid picture of the action.

C. Gives immediacy to the act o: suicide.

IV. Prevert comb' les these elements
A. By maintaining the same sentence structure all

the way through the poem.
B By maintaining impersonal narrative despite the

events being described.

Dejeuner du matin

A. Setting of the poem
1. Two people- husband and wife
2. it is morning and they are eating breakfast

B. The husband
1. He eats in silence
2. He doasn't seem to acknowledge his wife's

existence
3. He seems to be unemotional
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C. The wife
1. She is ;Aid
2. She watches every movement of her husband
3. She appears to love him

D. Their marriage
1. It is not a very good marriage
2. There is a lack of communication
3. There is no emotion shown between the two of them

Prevert Deieuner du matin
Plan de la composition

A. La technique
1. Style de reportage pour nous indique qiie is vie de

la femme est si bebete q'un quotidien.
2. Il n' y a pas d'adjectif--la vie lourde.
3. Le narrateur est la femme d'un homme inconsidere.

B. Quand le po5me devient personnel
1. La femme dig., « sans me parler» dans la ligne

onzieme.
2. Devant la ligne onziette le pneme est simplempot

une recitation des activites habituelles du matin.

C. L' homme se rapporte avec des objets
1. Il se rapporte avec la tasse, le café, etc., mais

pas avec sa femme; elle a perdu sa significance
dans !a vie de son maH.

2. Il se prepare de sortir sane elle; elle n' est pas
prepare* pour sa solitude et le desespoir.

D. La logique de l'homme.
1. Il y ont des raisons pour son café, le sitcre, et

son manteau de pluie («parce qu'il pleuvaith).
Il n' y a pas de raison pour communiquer aye,: sa
femme.
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2. First Prose Style Analyses/Pastiches

Each set of samples of successful and unsuccessful pastiches
based on prose style analyses is from the same student. Both
students showed approximately the same level of preparedness in
foreign language cor-,I i don.

Prose Style Analysis- -Good Example

Jean Paul Sartre wrote a passage on antisemitism in which
he tried to persuade the audience to support his opinion on this
issue. Through the use of adjectives, logical connectives and
short sentences followed by plenty of supporting material in the
form of dialogue, Sartre's work is quite effective in convincing
his audience that antisemitism is wrong.

Sartre presents h's discussion of antisemitisin in a concise,
organized manner which proves to be very convincing. He be-
gins each paragraph with a short sentence, stating the point
that he wants to make. Then, he goes on to explain m more
detail and to give precise examples. For instance, he states
eC et engagement n' est pas provoqu4 par I' experience ,» then
he uses dialogues to illustrate this statement. This arrange-
ment of thoughts creates a very logical progression of ideas,
leading to Sartre' s conclusion which, after his4teasoning, ap-
pear to be quite sensible.

Sartre uses short sentences to emphasize main ideas, but
he also repeats the wording of some sentences in order to show
similarities or contrasts. For example, he says, «. . . it doit
y avoir 'quelque chose' chez les Juifs: ils me genent physique-
ment,» then he shows the absurdity of that remark by phrasing
a sentence the same way while substituting the word 'tomato'
instead. «Il doit y avoir quelque chose dans la tomate, puisque
j' ai horreur d' en manger.» This parallel construction works
well when making comparisons.

Sartre's use of dialogue is effective. The dialogues are
used as examples to prove his prints. They show the reader
how unreasonable people can be in their judgements of the Jew-
ish. This is what Sartre is against so, through the use of
these dialogues, he has someone to argue against and specific
siLuations to refer to. In addition, the dialogues that he
alludes to are opinions of his «ami» and his «colle.gue» as
well as «cent personnes» that he questioned. His sources ap-
pear to be reliable and that make,_ _:is argument more credible
to the reader. Dialogue has a very important part in this
passage by Sartre.

Since he uses dialogue, many different verb tenses can be
found in Sartre's work. In a normal dialogue people use various
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tenses, therefore, in order to make his dialogues reelt 'c, the
verbs must be appropriate. Also, Sartre varies the tenses, not
only within his dialogues, but within the essay itself. This
creates the feeling that Sartre himself is carrying on a conver-
sation with the reader and discussing his ideas. The fact that
he uses the first person to explain his findings such as: « J'ai
interroge» and «mon collegue,» makes it more personal as well.

Sartre uses a moderate number of adjectives to describe his
nouns. His modifiers usually appear in the form of past parti-
ciples, for example, modere, temperees, evoluees. The use of
prepositional phrases can be seen in this sentence: « . . .

les Juifs Pont empeche de faire Barr' re dans le theatre en le
maintenant dans les emplois subalternes.» His adjectives pro-
vide precise descriptions which make a clear picture.

The use of logical connectives such as d' ailleurs, d' abord,
sans doute, mais, et, car, and pourque, is very prevalent in
Sartre' s work. This creates a sense of continuity that flows
through the paper and keeps it tightly bound together.

Sartre' s literary techniques such as using dialogue, adjec-
tives, and logical connectives enable him to influence his
reader's opinion on certain social issues, such as antisemitism.

PasticheGoad Example

D' abord c' est une maladie peu comprise. C' est suss: une
discrimination d'emplo' Souvent les epileptiques ne sont pas
employes. L'employeur ne comprend pas ce que c' est que
l'epilepsie, donc, it refuse de louer un epileptique. Its vous
expliquera avec diplomatie: «Moi, je ne trouve pas que les
epileptiques ne soient pas capables de faire le travail. Mais,
je n' en veux pas a mon usine si jamais Pun d' eux avait une
attaque et s' il s' est blesse. » Cependant , si vans lui parlez
tres franchement, it vous confiera: «En fait, je crois qu'ils
ne sont pas tout h fait normaux, ces gens-la. Il doivent avoir
une faute a la tete.»

L' employeur ne donne pas l' occasion a P epileptique de se
montrer. L' autre jour, mon voisin qui est vice-rresident d' une
usine des meubles m' a racontee un incident qui lui est arrive
recemment . Il cherchait a louer quelqu' un et II y a avail deux
candidats; un qui n' etait pas tres habile et un autre qui
apparaissait bien adroit et intelligent, mais qui &sit epileptique.
11 m'a d't: oil fallait que je prenne celui qui me semblait un
peu simple, mais qui etait au moins normal.» Si les employeurs
ne laissent pas les epileptiques travniller chez eux, la discrimi-
nation d' emploi continuera. Les epileptiques n' auront pas
l'occasion de se prouver.
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Prose Style Analysis--Poor Example

Jean-Paul Sartre' s essay, « L' Antisemitisme» contains quali-
ties that make up a well thought out and perfectly structured
philosophical statement. His orderly style is easy to read and
understand. anlike others which can have a tendency to confuse
the reader.

The sentences in «L'Antisemitisme» vary in length. Gener-
ally, shorter sentences state main ideas and longer sentences
explain or embellish upon these ideas. Sartre explains the rea-
son antisemitics are "repulsed" by the physical appearance of
Jews. He says, «Et ce n'est donc pas du corps que nait cette
repulsion puisque vous pouvez fort bien aimer une Juive si vous
ignorez sa race, mais elle vient au corps par Treprit; c'est un
engagement de Pitme, mais si profond et si total qu'il s' etend
5u physiologique, comme c'est le cas dans 1' hysterie.»

As in all good writing, sentences must be coherently strung
together for smooth reading. Sartre uses connective type words
and phrases such as: sans doute, d'abord, car enfin, mais en
outre, and par ailleurs to make his essay flow evenly.

Sartre's verb usage also adds to the logical flow of his
essay. He carefully chooses his tenses to make his writing so
clear, thus he uses almost all of the tensesprescnt, future,
pasae compose, conditional, imperfect, subjunctive, and past
subjunctive. However, Sartre avoids the passé simple -- probably
because he doesn't want to seem lofty or above his audience.
(But Sartre is not totally conventional--he sometimes uses the
technique of inverting the subject and verb tp sort of imply a
question, «Sans doute peut-il se presenter sous forme de propo-
sition theorique.»)

The reader isn't bogged down with endless complementary
clauses either. Sartre uses complementary clauses as added in-
sights and states his case against anti-semitism directly. The
clauses are used in sentences that link the main points together.
The sentence, «L' argument, que j' ai entendu cent fois, vaut la
peine d'être examine,» relates his anti-semitic's actions to his
true motives behind them.

The vocabulary in "L'Antisemitisme" is to the point--precise
yet not pretentious. The essay contains adjectives that per-
fectly describe, but it is not topheavy with them either. If
Sartre ..annot find the adjective he wants he'll coin a new word,
«1' antisemite 'modere'» for example. Also, Sartre says a lot
with his choice of adjectives, «une totalite syncretique» and
«des corps sociaux 'enjuives' .» His nouns, of course, are
concrete rather than abstract. The opening sentence is a su-
perb example of how Sartre uses concrete nouns to show rather
than overly explain his view of anti-semitism , « D ' ailleurs , c' est
bien autre chose qu' une pensee. C' est d' abord une passion . »
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Sartre writes in simple terms, yet he says so much. His
tone doesn' t insult his reader' s intelligence--he "speaks openly
and presents his ideas in an orderly manner" so that he can
give his views to his reader, not force them to read on. He
takes a complicated subject and unravels it to make his audience
really know what it is that he's writing about and not merely
have to wager a guess.

Pastiche- -Poor Example

Au commencement, c'etait parce que j' etais sous la preten-
tion ironique que j' etais la maitre de m I vie universitaire.
Maintenant, west parce que je suis fort paresseuse. La manque
de 1' abilite de faire mes devoirs avec soin est mon defaut le
plus ridicule. Je me dis, «Je peux alter aux fetes jusqu'h
quatre heures au matin et puis je me reveillerai h dix heures
et je ferai rnes devoirs.» Quelle plaisanterie' Mais en outre,
,name s' it n' y a pas d' autres choses a faire sauf mes devoirs ,
je peux trouver quelque chose a faire pour gaspiller mon temps
libre. Alors, si je ne reussis pas a Purdue, j'ai 1' explication,
« je n' ai pas etudie assez , j' etais trop occupee. On sait que
l'explication devrait etre, (je ne fais pas mes devoirs, je suis
trop paresseuse.»

3. Compositions in Sets

The purpose of this set of facsimiles is to illustrate the
progress from first efforts and rewrites through to the first
pastiche and prose style analysis. Markings reflect teacher' s
efforts to improve the draft, not to create perfect, idiomatic
prose.

Student A

The student who wrote this set of compositions was not a
language major and was of average to slightly above-average
ability in languages.

First Composition

La vie a Purdue est plus i ante q e am sante. II y

a beaucoup de cours interessants en plus de to tes les gens des
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endroits differents. Cependant, pour moi, les devoirs prennent

la plupart de mon temps. Quand je finis mes devoirs, je gaspille

mon temps parlant avec mes copains. A mon avis Purdue est

un grand college obtenir une education mais it n'est pas tres

A
%A."...

arnusant.

Rewrite -First Composition

La vie ti. Purdue est plus interessante qu' amusante. Il y a
11_76-- 444.4.4.441

beaucoup de cours interessants en plus, taikteoiee gens des

endroits differents. Cependant, pour moi, les devoirs prennent

la plupart de mon temps. Quand je finis mes devoirs, je gaspille

mon temps parlant avec mes copains. A ,i,on avis Purdue est

- -Cruz"
universite pour ohtenir une education mais elle n'est

pas tres amusan0.C

'1
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Third Composition

Pendant ma premiere I' annee de 1' ecole j' a /Ills un peu de./

gaucherie Ma famine tr.asait un plan d'aller

pour le weekend. I1a semble que ce vendredi-la n'ait fini.
,--1.....",......-.....

Quand je suis descenduAl' autobusi j'ai commence a courfir chez

moi. Pendantn e cou7lais j'ai essayeAsauter un tricycle.

Malheureusement, je suis tombe sur le trottoir. C'itait un

desastre. Le prochain lun ne grande croCite sur is

joue. Je me suis rappele mon professeur qui m'a ciemande,
.........^.".........1,.....,.......--

q
441..lg--

Est-ce que vous k vez essaye bircyclette sens dessus

dessous?,)

Rewrite--Third Composition

Pendant ma premie. - I' annee de l' ecolej j' avais un peu de

gaucherie. Ma famine tracait un plan d' aller chez ma grand-
1

mere pour le weekend. II a semble que ce vendredi-1& Wait

...ci,A,...-........t.
Ajamais 4tini... Quand je suis descendu de 1' autobus j' ai commence
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Jel
A couri" chez moi. Pendant que je courais j' al essayeisauter

un tricycle. Malheureusement, je suis tombe sur le trottoir.

C' etait un desastre. Le pm.thain lund' une grande

crotite sur la joue. Je me rappelle mon professeur qui m' a

demande, 'Est -ce que vous avez essays de faire de la bicyclette

sens dessus dessous?»

Fourth Composition

Le manque de la communication est un probleme veritable

dans notre societe aujourd'hui. Beaucoup de Bens parlent du

fosse entre les generations, mais le fosse entre les maries est

important aussi. Souvent ce probleme a tine conclusion triste.

do- 4841.°12fi-
Un bon exemple dese..-1-Xest lthpoerne, Dejeuner du matin,

par Jacques Prevert. Cette poerne decrit un petit dejeuner

1,6*
typique qu'un couple eprolverait. L' homme ne parse pas

Aov-e
pendantAle repas co ete. Cependant la femme n'esr pas
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VA'
Acommencer une conversation non plus. Malheureustment,..ps-tli

faii,ous deux itomme et la femme

AProblbmes
comme ce manque de la communication souvent

el06
resultent dar§un divorceS, 11 y n' a pasyri raison qu' un couple

devrait avoir ce problbme. Peut-titre s'ila prennent le temps se
A

comprendre les uns les autres, ils seraient contents.

Fifth Prose Style Analysis

Gustave Flaubert wrote with a style which is greatly ad-

mired in the world of literature today. His use of vocabulary,

syntax, and structure made his writing unique. It is necessary

to study his style to fully understand and appreciate his work.

Vocabulary is one of the most important parts of any writer's

style. Flaubert uses ma, : concrete words which makes his writ-

ing very easy to visualize. Complex words which are not part

of our everyday life also make up a largc, part of his vocabulary.

However these words are usually not formal or technics', so they

are easily und, 3'
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Another interesting pert of Flaubert's style is the syntax

he employs. Nearly all of his sentences are long and often com-

plex. He achieves this by the use of many prepositional phrases.

Also he often puts many phrases in sequence with the use of

commas. In fact, in the sample of his work we were given there

is an average of al. three commas per sentence, with some

sentences having as many as six and only one sentence did not

have a comma. In addition, he uses many adjectives and de-

scribes everything precisely which helps lengthen his sentences.

One thing which is interesting is that he hardly ever uses

simple conjunctions such as and or but.

The last point to consider about a writer's style is how he

structures his work. It is difficult to analyze this from the

small sample we were given. However the three paragraphs

were definitely ini'uctive in structure. Everything he wrote

led up to the question he asked at the end.

This composition takes a look at Gustave Flaubert's writing

style. It must be realized that this was only a light analysis

taken from a very small sample of his work. However it is

enough to give one an idea of what Flaubert's writing style is

like.

Fifth Pastiche
i

Il se reveit, traversait la petite chambre, et regardait

l'exterieur au travers d'une fenetre avec barres. II se plarit
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devant l'evier sale, devant le miroir casse, qui etait immonde

aussi. It se lavait les mains avec un petit morceau de savon,

etAl'eau froide. Ii wtssait le restarrr de la joui lisant unik issue-

de de « Playboy», qu' avai' luAdeux anfteer; ecrivant les lettres

phaAN4.-t.
h sa divorcee, qu'il ne mettait jamais it 3a. posteO,epjattviffit.

Mais hier,/iejlgait different, parce qu'il n'1 pas suivi la

routine normiil ui &sit sa vie pour les cinq annees dernieres.

it a decide qu'il n'a pas pu habiter comme un rat dans une

cage. Puis, it s' est rendu compte 9r y avait un in

r;\7:4chapTer.

Ce min les gardes de la prison ont trouve le cadavre du
p0 or

prisoT nAL r . Qu'est-ce que c' est que la vie, ti\.un homme, sr il

nt pt AY. voCate

est comme un oiseau qui / nulle part y llittA..'''9

yuf1 v Adir° v-t-PAA; 4A-car-e-s-
Vtrifr°
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Student d

This set represents work from an fiNKIE..1*....§gteoster udent.
It includes pieces of early, middle, and near- nal work.

Final Draft -- Composition #1

Ma Vie Maintenant:

eCrIwv.
11 n'y a qu' un motAdecrire ma vie mainteriant; c' eat le mot,

#157 14AS '1

occupeN. J' ai retourne h P ecole le 4 janvier' pour joindre un

Tres °coupe

C-044AISt-
cercle d'etndiantes, et depuis ce moment-1a, je v Wu% le

temps!

Quand j' ai retourne P ecole semestre je me suis

engalau cercle d' etudiantes qui s' appelie Alpha Phi.

Mairtenant, it est necessaire que j y passe beaucoup du temps.

Je dois assister 11 une assemblee h Alpha Phi chaque lundi soir

pour apprendre les regles de la maison. De plus, je dois

remplir beaucoup d' autres devoira

Par exempt, j'ai le devoir de repondre au telephone h la maison

pendant la sernaine, et aller ouvrir le porte h le maison le

week-end. Mais, je ne travailie pas toujours a la malson; je
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m'amuse bien a lier amitie avec to les filles Ahabitentzi

gel
aussi. Bien que cette experience per( wee nouvelle exp 'Ice

pour moi, je trouve qu' el` est amt.sante, excitante, et que je

rni
m'amuse bien a74engager au cercle d' etudiantes. Une chose

--,
est certaine. C'e.it que ma vie est tres oocc pejmaintenant
poduct. tA,AL.-

ACCays2.1eje me suis engal i Alpha Phi.

Composition #6

Prose Style Analysis:
Gustave Flaubert

a
In

$une femme reveuse, Gustave Flaubert treats a sad, even

tragic topic in a very objective, impersonal manner. No part

of his personality is ever detectable in the piece; it is a very

simple, basic observation of a woman living in a dream world.

The majority of the sentences in the first two paragraphs of

ilUne femme reveuse
tl begin with "Elle", as if someone is simply

observing the woman, Emma, and reporting what he sees.

These first two paragraphs deal with the life that Emma leads.

This life holds no meaning for her; it is simple, drab, and

uneventful. Therefore, Flaubert describes this life using

simple sentences often starting with 'Tile". Later in the piece,

Qt, '
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as he describes the dream world that Emma escapes to, Flaubert

shifts to more descriptive, complex sentences. This shift is

made smoothly with the use of a summary sentence at the end

of the second paragraph showing both connection and compari-

son. The reader can see that the next paragraph will deal with

the dream world. As the work progresses, the reader is drawn

deeper into the world of make-believe and becomes more and

-- more involved in the fantasy world that Emma lives for. By

using a question to end
n
Une femme reverse,'' Flaubert raises the

..interest of the reader and insures his involve-cent. Yet Flau-

bert never uses his personal opinions to involve the reader; the

entire piece is presented very objectively, letting the reader

involve himself and draw his own conclusions.
II

Much of Flaubert's writing style in:L-01-1e femme reveuse seems

to be created through his use of punctuation, vocabulary, and

adjectives. All but one of the sentences in the piece end in a

period. This emphasizes the fact the Flaubert is merely ob:,erv-

ing passively and reporting what he sees objectively. The ques-

tion mark at the end is a very effective way to involve the

reader as he must find nis own answer. The vocabulary in

this writing moves from simple terms to longer, more complex

words. As Flaubert describes the dull, daily routine that Emma
i

follows, he uses very simple, concrete terms. hen, as he de-

scribes the fantasy world Emma escapes to, he uses more descrip-

tive and abstract words. Using this more complex vocabulary to
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describe the melte-believe world is necessary as Flaubert is

writing of an imaginary wOrl' inside a woman's mind. Finally,

Flaubert's use of adjectives in Une femme reveuse seems to be

an important key to his style. The first two paragraphs of the

piece contain only a few adjectives. These paragraphs are

describing a dull, monotonous lifestyle in an impersonal way,

making flowery, descriptive adjectives unnecessary. Emma is

leading a simple life, so only simple sentences are needed to,

describe it. However, as the Paris in Emma's mind is de-

scribed. many more adjectives are used and they become much

more descriptive. As Emma's mind is a place not everyone can

easily observe, these numerous adjectives are PE .ded to help

everyone see what Emma sees. Flaubert's style has many com-

ponents; however, -in
11

Une femme reveuse, his style seems to

depend largely on his use of punctuation, vocabulary, anc, ad-

jectives..
V IS
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Pastiche ,based on Flaubert Model

L' etalon

L' etalon marchait au pas dans l'encics & cote de la 'grange.

n pliturait, s'arratant-h chaque angle enclos4regarder les

montagnes avec un grand desir.

hkjeeill
II parlait avec un daim au sujet de ses 'antis qucietif libres

encore. 11 ecoutait avec joie tous les cOmptes rendus de poulains

nouveaux-nes. II savait que lee jbthents avait besoin de sa ,13

direction, egautorite. Il etudialt la cloture, y cherchant

pay.- s
route 41.41-evesien. Le souvenir de sa liberte revenait toujours

dans ses pensees. Quelquefois, it se croyait arar-firencore

aux montagnes et it confondait le reve et la realite.

Les montagnea,=irantaueia6-mirotait done aux yeux

r 4fiP

d' etalon comme les etoiles. Les cris des loups faisaqchoe:.ans

ses oreilles comme la musique pour les danses des autres animaux.

Its etaient lb: les ours, las lapins, et les oiseaux. ChaleilitAAA

_senhattait , comme etalon, pour sa liberte et sa survivance.
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7
Leur existence aux montagnes etaient precieux, leur liberte

_-----_,
i.-------: ......---

surtout. Quant aux hommes, pour les artimaux, Us n'existaient

pas. L' etalon sentait que eHe-t..:t.atiefte41.40perte de la liberte

ite)
etait une err eur horrible. Sans liberte, la vie'xiti etaloqc.etait

sans sraLeur. 11 ne voulait plus vivre. Etait-il impossible pour

S
les hommes de voir que aaryti libe2te, la vie est indigne et

i

inutile?

Composition # 7

Voltaire
A Prose Style Analysis;

In "Un Esclave noir", from Candlde, one of the most obvious

features of Voltaire style is his use of uncomplicated vocabu-

lary and short, emphatic sente,-,ces to achieve a very ironic ef- //
feet. By using basic words in c very satirical manner, irony

is the end result. Words which usually, have favorable conno-

tations are found in.'sentences describing unpleasant situations-

For example, the words "Phonneur", "heureux", and "fortune"

are all used in a mother's plea to her on after selling him as

86
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a slave. She asks him to bless the "fetiches" as they will make

for him a "happy" life with the "honor" :of being a slave and

making a "fortune". Short sentences in several spots add to

the irony felt. "C'est & ce prix que vows mangez du sucre en

Europe" is one example. Therefore, one can see that by em-

ploying simple vocabulary and short sentences, Voltaire has

created the irony that he is famous for.

Throughout "Un Esc lave noir", one finds many semi-

colons or colons, and few adjectives. Semi-colons replace logi-

cal connectives and build a sense of separation and distance be-

tween the whites and the slaves. Common, abstract adjectives

are used only a few times in the tale, yet the piece is very

descriptive. This is because the adjectives are replaced with

gerundauses, prepositional phrases, and adverbial phrases.

`rAgain, through simplification, using fewer adjectives and logi-

cal connectives, Voltaire has actually created a more vivid story,

using descriptive clauses and phrases.

Finally, Voltaire's use of exclamations and simple verbs of

many tenses add appeal and interest to "Un Esc lave mir".

"He las!" is an example of the exclamations that are scattered

throughout the story. These exclamations snow shock and

exasperation and vary the tale. The verbs in the story show

no distinct pattern except that they are predominantly transi-

tive verbs, making the passage,more alive and active. Common

verbs of all tenses are used for variety and according to the

.--
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needs of each sentence. The past participle forms of some

verbs are used for specificity and description. Voltaire ap-

proaches a serious theme in a satirical way, and his use of

exclamations and many verb tenses add color to this approach.

With his ability to present crucial issues in p. humorous, yet

meaningful way, it is easy to see why Voltaire became a legend

in his own time.

Pastiche Based on Voltaire Alvdel

Un vieillard

En visitant la maison des vieux, elle renco un

vieillard assis sur le porche, portant les habits vieux macs tres

nets, le pantalon bleu et une chemise de la flanelle, ii manquait

cet homme un chapeau pour ete et une sourire pour saC
figure. «Tiens! que faites-vous a, avec une figure

Aj2
si triste, mon ami,pyenr si beau? -J'attends ma mort,

Laurence, rdpondit le vieillard. -Pourquoi est-ce que vous

attendez vctre mort? -Parectique je suis d'un certain age,

-014
que nutile. Ce n'est pas vrai,

mail peu importe. Quand j' etas jeune, je tra -Ana's pour
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EA. oli 1.40. acernua:api-1.
societe et .pour 1r famille. Jam! ----bientventt dans la societe

priu.sipakernent a cause de ma jeunesse; quand j' avais 65 arm la
r4,A44,t 6... rtrdt.0,-Ty-b

soci4te m' a demande de_ste- s

Ca' Affr
a'' famille ni 51ft societe. Je n'ai personne, et j'habite ici.

aujourd'hui je n'ai plus

?dais, c, n'est pas tine vie, et je veux mourir. Mes parents

me disaient tous les jours que nous apprendre beaucoup

des vieillards et que nous devrions titre attentifs de leur sagesse.
........%./.......1..............,,................0................ ......"...."/IJe ne suis pas .rebelle: mais si mes parents disaient vrai,

--................------.

le traitement de tous les vieillards est tres injuste.
.90_,443Ziedup_ clc_ s etsgesx-c.

c'est une perte de la connaissance qui est remittable.

A mon avis,

-0, Monsieur Bellanger! s' kris Laurence, je vous

ecouterai et r apprendrai toute votre sagesse. Je renonce

1.0-1
a 7 societe. Au moins, je renoncerai a ma societe bient6t, et

je vous ecouterai bient6t. Maintenant, je n'ai pas le temps;

demain/peut-titre, ou la semaine prochaine.» Et elle versait

des larmes en regardant le vieillard, et elle sortiraka maison
i '

des vieux.

89
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Composition #9

L' energie nucleaire

La radiation, est-elle dangereuse? L'enorgie nucleaire,

est-elle economiqug? Est-elle necessaire? ie 28 mars, 1979,

une catastrophe est arrivee en Amerique, une catastrophe qui

est petit-et/NI le pire accident dans 1' histoire des gtats-Unis.

Ce desastre est arrivee a Harrisburg, en Pennsylvanie, le jour

4 .e..444,--
oti Is radiation commengait a Nile d' un generatviee-nucleaire

qui s' appelle l' $e des Trois Wles. Les citoyens de Harris-

burg, sont-ils en danger? Est-ce qu' it y a quelqu'un qui sait?

Partout, les gene americains vont voir le film qui s' appelle

"The China Syndrome". C' est un film au sujet de l'energie

nucleaire, it montre tous les risques et toutes les consequences
rl.

qu' on devrait E
'

. Le film est fictif, mats le plan qu' it

presente n'est pas une impossibilite.

501#4/ I
Le mouvement pour Penergie qui estAsauva etpure continue,

VIA tx/e.o.44,-;-r--
macs it n'a pas gagne jusqu' 1 maintenant. dies reacteurs



nucleaires sant construit tout de mime. Cependant, le peuple

exige las reponses ,pour les trois questions

Voici rtit quelques faits.

"L',-nergie nucleaire produit les tthcines qui peut detruire

v:tr:1 iv sante. Disposer des dechets radioactive est un probleme
A

°-serieux. D' ailleurs , it nfief qu' un moyen pour diminuer les

effets toxiques de la radioactivite: c' est tenir compte du passage

QJV
de temps. Par exemple,APlutonium 219 dRvrait etre isole pour

240,000 ans.

La fort nucleaire n' est qu' une source d'energie tres mar-

mais a la fois elle est tras coilteuse. Elle n' a qu' un peu

de la siltete et elle ne contribue que 3% a la production

energique ma:Intenant et, peut-etre, 10-12% en l' annee 2000.

En revanche, si les Americains conservent et s'ils amt liorent

leur productivite de V energie, les Etats-Unis ne devront

crt'avoir besoin de 10-15% plus de l'energie en 2000. Et,

quant irux ressourets qui peuvent /etre utir ncore, elles
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I\ / /
contribuerant 25% des besoins de l'energie en Amerique.

,----
...'

Maintenant, l'Amerique s besoin des ay s energiques
./

qui sont sauves.pures, stires, et economiques. Malheureuse-

71
,

merit, l'energie nucleaire ne peut pas satisfaireAces conditions. 7

_ 4. Compositions and Rewrites

Composibbn

"Five Years from Now"
1. 1

ic'l fel 0Aeinq ans;41ana-P-evertir, ma vie est cache. Je ne suis pasA Ace.a.
stir au-sisiet,.rdes mes plans. Ma specialite nest pas pret...)
done, ni sont mes plarr mon travail. Mais, en tout cas,

/.
1/j' ere- / avoir un bon pos est interessant et bier,

payant.

Probablement, ma maison sera dans V e
%--------,-----

le pense que j' aurai une maison ou un appartement e moi-merne,

et c'est douteux s arid. Je ne des/ire pas d'être
....A..x...1,....L.,....,,-

mmane jusqu'h ce que je sois plus age.
/

F' est impossible d'être specifique -quand j' ai trop de doutes ,

macs les phrases preced mes ideas ge
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Rewrite

Cinq ans dans l'avemr, ma vie est cach4e. Ma specialite et

par conkent, mes plans pour mon travail ne sont pas encore

decid4s tOnitivesnenf. 4als, en tout cas, j' gite)e avoir un

on poste qui est interessant bien payant.

En toute probabiliA, ma maison sera dans V est, qt.frtj' adore.

Je pense que j' auras mo propre maison ou un apartement, et it

eat douteux que je serai merit*. Je ne voudrais pas Atre mariee

jusqu'h ce que je sois plus Age.

C' eat impOssible d'être plus specifique quand j' ai tent de
*S.

doutes, ma's a ce moment, ce que je viens de dire ce sont

perceptions.

Composition

Les stereotypes feminins et masculins ont re nchange

pour les siecles, j
1.

dernieres dix annees.

tout le monde est fibre d'être eux-memes.

Au passé homme etait (presume ' etre fort ,

Maintenant,

et chef

du menage. Aussi, it n'etait as masculin de montrer les emo-

tions. La femme etRit 'etre faible, irrationelle, et

sans lieaucoup d' intelligence. Sa reveille keit les travaux

menagers et d' clever les enfants. Mais, maintenant c' est

change. Les hommes sont d' exprimer leur motions.

Ile peuvent clever lea enfants et false le ménage, s' its le
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vl°

11 West pas nocessaire qu' ils forts et v

seduisant. Regardez Dustin Hoffman et Woody Allen.

femmes

ommes

et libre de

Rewrite

d'aujourd'hui sont tres independante, et sont

. Elles sant competitives, intelligentes, responsables

poursuivre une carriere.

Les stereotypes feminins et masculins, ils,restaient inchanges

pour les siecles, jusqu aux les derniers dix annees. Maintenant,

tout le monde eat libre d'être eux-memes.

Au passe, l'homme etait suppose d'etre fort, virile, e/
chef au menage. Aussi, it n' etait pas niasculin de montrAles

emotions. La femme etait presumes d'être faible, irrationelle,

et sans beaucoup d' intelligence. Son travail etait les travaux

mereigers et l' education des enfants. Mais maint,nant, c'est

chalig6. Les hommes sent fibres d'exprimer ieurs emotions. Hs

peuvent clever les enfay.s et faire le menage, s'ils le ch

n' est pas necessaire qu'ils soient forts et viriles pour etrJ

seduisant. Regardez Dustin Hoffman et Woody Allen. Les

femmes d' aujourd' hui sont tres independantes et sont le

aux hommes. Elles sont coinp:5titives, intelligentes, responsables,

et fibres de poursuivre une carribre!

10
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5. Final,Compositions
(Uncorrected)

St tents were told to review their progress and their goals
and to discuss how they have missed, met, or exceeded their
expectations as students of foreign language composition.

The Last Theme Review and Evaluation

Quand je Us les questions sur le '<personal assessment

statement» je trouve que je n'ai pas change beaucoup dans mes

quatres mois ici h Purdue. Pour la plupart des questions, je

crois que j' at presque les mames reponses que la premibre lois

que je les ai repondues.

J'aime 1' etude de francais en general macs j'ai choisi cette

chose de composition parce que je voulais amellorer mon fran-

cais ecrit. Je ne savais guere ecrire d'une manibre francaise,

slots je crois que cette classe pouvais enseigner., Mon but

''.tins cette classe est d' etre capable d' ecrire un papier en fran-

cais sans fautes. Je sass que celk.est impossible. Pourtant, je

peux essayer.

Mon pare parle francais courramment, et j'ai commence mes

etudes de francais dans l' stole qurunci j' avais onze ans. Pendant

mes derniers trois annees dans l' stole s..werievre, j'ai lu

plusieurs roans et pieces --L 'E tranger, t, Le Petit Prince,

Le Colonel Chabert, Therese Disqueroux, Le Mariage de Figaro,

Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, Buis Clos, et Rhinocgros. Evidem-

ment, mes professeurs de francais s'interessaient beaucoup li

la litterature.
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c

Je peux comprendre le francais dans une conversation, et

je peux comprendre le francais ecrit, macs moi, je ne peux point

le parler ou 1' ecrire. Mon vocebulaire est leplorable--surtout

pour quelqu' un qui a commence 1' etude de francais it y a sept

ens?

Maintenant j'ai un cours de francais, d'espagnol, de

mathematiques, d'anglais, et d'histoire. Le semestre prochain

j' aura des courses d' affaires aussi. Avec cette « connaissance»

je veux avoir un metier oh je pourrais parler des langues

strangers.

J' aime les prof qui ne font pas les memes choses tout le

temps. Je peux mieux apprendre quand le prof change ses

metiers d' instruction de temps en temps. Je de.teste les classes

monotones.

Si je peux jouer aux cartes, jouer au backgammon et

scouter la musique de Jamaiqule ..t. une fête bizarre puis je suis

heureuse. Vraiment, ce sont mes seuls interets dans ma vie ?i

ce point. Quelque fois, quand j'ai la puissance internelle,

j'aime lire les romans qui me font tire ou pleurer. (J' acme

aussi ecrire les papiers francais --surtout quand il ne faut pas

penser trop.)

(Ce papier n' est pas confldPntiel.)

* * *
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En analysant mon prograJ dans le contexte de ce cours de

fronds, plusieurs points devraient etre consideres. Quel les

etaient mes buts au debut du cours et combien ont-ils changes;

Eat -ce que j'ai eu ce que j'attendais de ce cours; Quelles tech-

niques ant aide mon prod% d' apprendre. Pour commencer cette

analyse, it est necessaire de me rappeler les raisons pour

leequelles j' ai choisi ce cours.

Ayant habite_a Paris pour une armee, Is iangue frangaise

m'a interest*. Apres avoir terming mes deux premieres entities

de francais, j'ai voulu continuer. Je pense que la composition

est tree importante pour la conversation car ca am4loire le

vocabulaire. Je peux voir, a la fin de ce cours de composition

que j'ai fait une bonne decision en le prenant, car avec ma

facon d' ecrire mes autres techniques se sont ameliorees.

A cote de mon but a longue port& d' apprendre a bien

communiquer en franca's, j'ai eu quelques buts immediats dang

ce cours. D' abord , j' ai voulu am eliorer ma grammaire et

l'appliquer h is composition. J' ai voulu developper min vocabu-

laire et etre capable d' ecrire une bonne composition el, francais.

Pour realiser -.nes buts, ji ai naturellement eu, des previsions

quant au contenu de ce cours. Je penLais que nous lirions des

passages et ocririons des analyses sur ces passages. Au debut

du semedre, je r,' airnais pas ecrire des compositions creatives.

tilaintenant, "ependeny je me rend compte que cela etait neces-

seire avar.t de pouvoir ecrire des anclyses.
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Avant d'être venue a ce cours, je ne possedais pas mon

francais assez bien pour 1' ecrire. j'avais, cependent, une

bonne technique d'organisation: Je pouvais organiser mes

pensees et les &lire dans un ordre et ulie forme logiques.

Ainsi, ma force quant a ce cours est ma capscite de communiquer

mes pensees de sorte qu' elles puissent etre comprises par le

lecteur. Ma faiblesse , que j' ai amelioree pendant ce semestre,

est mon manque de vocabulaire et m.. grammaire.

Ce cours de francais n' est pas dans mon champ de speciali-

zation, mais j' aime le langue. Doric, bien que ma specialite est

la biologie, j' ai travaille der dans cette classe, et j' y ai con-

sacree autant de temps qu'a mes autres classes. A c6te de la

biologie, mon autre interet est l'histoire. En dehors de

P univ' site, j' aime voyager, faire du ski, et gaspilier mon

temps.

Pour m' eider a apprendre, je nt ai trouver qu' une methode :

etre respectee par le professeur. Quand on me traite comme une

personne mere, capable d' accepter mes responsabilites, ca me

pousse a vo lcir donner de bons resultats. Je veux montrer au

professeur que je peux prendre flies responsabilites. J' ai trouve

cela dans ce cours, et ce respect in' a aide a travailler et essayer

a faire mon mieux.

* * *
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Evaluation

Je me su" mes A ce cours avec le but d' apprendre h ecrire

bien et facilement le franca's. Je le realisais autant qu'il est

posgible dans un semestre. Quand je dis eels, je rends compte

du fait que 0 bien» et « facilement» sont les mots Matifs. En

comparaison du debut de semestre, ma facilite avec la langue

est bien perfectionnee. Je wulais aussi apprendre un vocabu-

laire plus utile et phis grand. Je suis contente que je gagne

aussi. Au fait, mon vocabulaire souvent m' etonne.

La mature du cours me satisfait. Avec mon experience

anterieuse, le cours etait un den interessant. J'ai condance

en soi maintenant oh j'avais d' avance des problems de gram-

moire. Je fais toujours des erreurs, mais au moins je sais plus

souvent maintenant ob je peux chercher des solutions. Ce qui

est plus important, j' ai is capabilite de reconnaftre des pro-

blemes. Si j'en rencontre un que je ne peux pas resoudre, je

peux presque toujours employer une construction differente que

je sail utiliser correctement.

Je suis confidente que je me livrais A ce cours autant quid

Raft possible. Si j' avail eu plus de temps pour y passer, je

l'aurais utilise. Waltz; avec le temps 1 mon disposition, je faisais

de mon mieux. Allf39i que je suis satisfaite avec mon accomp-

lissement dans ce cours.
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V

6. In -Class T hemes
(Uncorrected)

First Theme

Describe a special moment in your past.

Il y a quinze ans, je suis elide Ii 1' ecole catholique, et les

rtsligieuses m' est enseigne. Pour mol, le jour le plus important

de ma carribre an lye** etait mecredi, le 15 mars, 1966. Alors,

ce jour-la, j' ai eu une experience fantastique au lycee. Au

temps des notes trimestriel, le pasteur de mon eglise viendrait

et donne les notes 1 toutes les classes. Quand le pr6tre a venue

& notre clesse ce jour, it lisait les noms des etudiants b l'ordre

d'alphabetique, et il prennait les mains. Moi, j' etais nerveux

of j' avais peur de l'homme. Tout a coup, it a dit Laurie Ann

Domin:ck.» Je Buis arrivee au premier rang de la classe, et it

a dit encore «Congrttulgtions!» «Pourquoi» j' ai daminde? Il

a repoadu, «vous avez gagne le meilleur note de tout la ciasse!»

Un sourire a venu sur is face, et je P ai remercie. A P interior,

j' ai PIA que j' ai ete responsable de tour cela!

Second Theme

On this page you will find introduction and conclusion para-

graphs to an excerpt from a masterpiece of French literature.

After carefully reading the following paragraphs create 100-150

word development paragraph or paragraphs. In addition to
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using your imagination to link the printed paragraphs, give your

attention to modeling the style of the author and achieving gram-

matical and syntactical integrity in your work.

(Printed paragraph.) C'est & Jeanne que sont liees quelques-

unes de aleE joies les plus pures. Elle me disait souvent: «Tu

as bate.» C' etait son mot, celui qu'el,e disait en riant, mais

c' etait toujours au moment oti elle m' aimait le mieux. Nous

&ions taus les deux d'une famine pauvre. Elle habitait quelques

rues apras la mienna, sur la rue dti- centre.

(Student paragraph.) Jeanne et .noi. nous rencontrions

toujours au coin du part, pres du jardin, oti nous marchions.

Nous asseyons sur un roc, en parlant , elle disait qu' elle a

voulu beaucoup d' enfants quand elle agrandi. C' etait a ce

moment, quand elle parfait a l' avenir, ses yeux reerdaient au

ciel. C' etait sa rave. Elle ne disait jamais avec qui elle voulait

ruarier, , mais quelque fois , je pensait: c' est moi! Le semaine

dernier, je suis and au coin du pare, prs du roc, comme

habitude oti nous rencontrions. Elle n' y atria pas. C' keit t

ce moment lh, oti son petit frare a dit h moi: Jeanne est sorti.

Elle est elide en Italie toujours.

(Printed paragraph. ) Je crois que j't.i bien souffert quand

je l'ai perdue. Mais pourt:Ant je n'ai pas eu de revolte. C' est

que je n'ai jamais eta tras h l' wise au milieu de la possession.
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11 me semble toujours plus naturel de regretter. Et, bien que

je voie clair en poi, je n'ai jamais pu m'empacher de croire que

Jeanne est plus en moi dans un moment comme aujourd'hui

qu' elle ne 1' dtait quand elle se dressait un peu sur la pointe

des pieds pour mettre ses bras autour de mon cou.

7. Final In-Cliss Theme

(See p. 68 for exam.)

Quand j'ai decide de passer la classe de «Francais 261>>>

je n' avais qu' un seul but. C' kali de renforcer ma connaissance

de la langue. J'aime bien faire des voyages et je me trouverai

souvent dans un pays francophone. Normalement, j'essaie de

parler seulement en francais. Alors, je voudrais garder ma

faculte dans le francais. En passant cette classe, je suis

confiant que j'ai fait cela.

On trouve qu' it y a beaucoup de choses dans la classe qui

m' a aide de renforcer et de faire du progres le francais. Mon

vocabulaire francais s' est augmente un peu. Ma connaissance

du subjonctif a devenu si bonne que je peux 1' utiliser dans les

causeries. Une autre effect de cette classe pour moi c' est que

je rave en trois langues de nouveau. Dans le cote le moans

physique, je trouve que ces compositions a inspire de permr

plus abstraitment. C' etait une capacit( que j' al, d'une fag:on ou

d'une autre, perdu au dessous d'un tas de la pnyslq-J et la

chimie. La deterrerance de cette capacitC keit difficile en
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quelques devoirs qu'en des autres. J'aime bien les compositions

libres, of nous pouvons choisir le sujet. C' etait parce que je

ne me suis senti contraindu. Les compositions des analyses

literaires etaient plus difficiles parce qu'ils se sont sembles au

mes autres sujets comme la physique. Mais, cependant je les

ai detestes, je sais qu'ils m'ont aide.

En savant tous que je sais de cette classe maintenant, je

crois que je la passerais. Il n'y a qu'une 3eule chose que je

ferrais differentement. C'est de faire plus attention aux details

grammaticaux et orthographiques. Mais, meme si je saurais tous

que je sais maintenant de cette classe, it ne serait pas necessaire

de la passer!
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APPENDIX D. SAMPLE STUDENT EVALUATIONS

1. Mid-Term

Students were told to write their reactions to the composi-
tion course they were working through together and to try to
offer concrete suggestions to improve the class.

Student Evaluation

This class is definitely worthwhile. My knowledge of French

increases with each class meeting. The class is designed well.

A composition is due each week along with entries in a French

journal. A grammar lesson is discussed every Friday. Because

of this procedure, m7 French skills are constantly being sharp-

ened. My weakness and strengths in the French language be-

come more apparent. By concentrating on the weaknesses, I

improve my French. The format of the class in excellently set

up for improving the three'basic language skills; writing,

vocabulary building, and reading comprehension.

I have only a few suggestions to offer for improving this

course. Information is constantly being supplied in class.

Half the time, this information escapes me. It would be easier

for me to assimilate the information if it was presented on the

blackboard. My mind will have a better chance of grasping

information if the information is doubly reinforced (orally pre-

sented and presented in writing).
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These were the only euggestions I have for this course. I'm

satisfied with the course. I feel that it is vastly increasing my

knowledge of French.

* * *

In my opinion the course is succeeding in its objectives of

teaching us to write in French. We do not spend too much time

on grammar% which would only make the time we spend in class

tedious. We usually end up discussing important points in class,

because we are encouraged through our own writing to differenti-

ate proper use of grammar and vocabulary. The grammar we

study would be easily laid aside if we were not constantly writ-

ing and challenging our know' ige of that grammar; the course

promotes practice, which should, proverbially, lead to perfection.

The class is generally good bet.ause:

1. The teacher is, or seems to be, interested and ex-

cited about subject matter.

2. Assignments are fair and not o.-0/04 demanding or

ridiculously easy.

3. The teacher uses interesting analogies while teaching

or expressing herself.

The class is somewhat boring sometimes because:

1. Tne discussions about the papers are dull because
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a. The same students talk and others in the class can't

get a word in edgewise.

b. There are too many for each topic.

2. Its too repetitive week after week.

2. Final

See page 60 for a sample final evaluation.
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APPENDI,X E. SUGGESTED TEXTS FOR
PASTICHE EXERCISES

1. French

The following texts are offered simply to provide some initial
suggestions for the busy teacher. Short selections from current
magazines provide models of journalistic style, but I have not
included any here since they should be timely to stimulate stu-
dent interest. Ensemble: Litterature has some fine samples.

"La femme battue" 5
(Narrative prose)

Zadig dirigeait sa route sur lea etoiles, La constellation
d' onion et le.brillant astre de Sirius le guidaient vers le port
de Canope. Il admirait ces vastes globes de lursibre qui ne
paraissent que de faibles 'etincelles k nos yeux, tandis` que la
terre, qui n' est en effet qu' un point kmperceptible, dans la
nature, par& k notre cupidite quelque ,...hose de si grand et
4e 8i noble. Il se firurait alors les hommes tels.qu'ils sont en
effet, des insectes se devorant les uns les autres cur un petit
atome de boue. Cette image vraie semblalt aneentir ses malheurs,
en 1u1 retracant le neant de son atre et celui de 13abylone. Son
ape s'elancait jusque dans Plain+ at contemplait, detachde de
ses sans, l'ordre immuable de P univers. mais lorsque ensuite ,
rendu lui-milme et rentrant dans son'. coeur, it pensait
qu' Astarte etait peut-Otre morte pour lui, l'univers dis-
paraissalt Ti ses yeux, et il ne voyait dans la nature entibre
qu' Astarte mourante et Zadig infortune. Comme It
ce flux et a ce reflux de philosophie sublime et de douleur
accablante, it avancait vers les frontibres de l'Egypte; et dejk
'son domestique fidble etait dans la premibre bourgade, ou it lui
cherchait un loganent% Zadig cependant se promenait vers les
jardins qui bordaient ce village'. Il vit, non loin du grand
chemin, une femme eploree qui appelait le ciel et la terre & son
secours, it un homme furieux qui la saivait. Elle etait dejli
atteinte par lui, elle embrassait ses genoux. Cet homine
1' accablait de coups et de reproches. Il jugea, h la violence
de l'Egyptien et aux pardons reiteres que lui-demandait la dame,
que l' un etait un jaloux, et 1' autre une mais quand it
eut. conwidere We' femme, qui etait d' une beaute touchante, et
quiombine resOmblait un peu k la malheureuse Astarte, it se
sentit penetre de compassion pour elle, et d'horreur pour

Egyptien. « ecourez-moi , s' Zadig avec des
sanglots; tirez-moi des mains au plus barbare des h9mmes,
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sauves-moi la vie!» A ces cris Zadig courut se jeter entre elle
et ce barbare I1 avait quelque connaissance de la langue
egyptlenne. I1 lui dit en cette langue: «S; vous avez quelque
humanite, je vous conjure de respecter la beaute et la faiblesse.
Pouves-vous outrager ainsi un chef-d'oeuvre de la nature, qui
est & vos pieds, et qui n'a pour sa defense que des larmes?
--Ah! ah! lni dit cet emporte, tu l'aimes done aussi! et c' eat
de toi qu'il taut que je me enge.» En disant ces paroles, il
laisse la dame, qu'il tenant d' une main par les cheveux, et,
prenant sa lance, 11 veut en percer etranger. Celui-ci, qui
etait de sang-froid evita aisement le coup d' un furieux. n se
saisit de la lance pres du fer dont elle est armee. L' un veut
la retirer, l' autre l'arracher. Elle se brise entre leurs mains.
L'Egyptien tire son epee; Zadig' s' acme de la sienne. I113

s' attaquent un et 1' autre. Celui-la porte cent coups. precipit es ;
celui-ci les pare avec adresse. La dame, assise sur un gazon,
rajuste sa coiffure, et les regarde. L'Egyptien etait plus ro-
buste que son adversaire. Zadig etait plus adroit. Celui-ci
se battait en homme dont la tete conduisalt le bras, et celui-la
comme un emporte dont une colere aveugle guidait les mouvemerts
au hasard. Zadig passe it lui, et le desarme; et tandis que
l'egyptien, devenu plus fitrieux, veut se jeter sur lui, il le
saisit, le presse, le fait tomber en lui tenant 1' epee sur la
poitrine; it lui orfre de lui donner la vie. L'Egyptien hors de
lui tire son poignard; il en blasse Zadig dans le temps meme que
le vainqueur lui pardonnait. Zadig indigne lui plonge son epee
dons le sein. L'Egyptien jette un eri horrible et meurt en se
d,./attant. Zadig glors s'avanca vers la dame, et lui dit d' une
voix soumise: «Il m'a force de le tuer: je vous ai vengee;
vous etes delivree de 1' homme le plus violent que j' ace jamais
vu. Que voulez-vous maintenant de moi, madame? --Que tu
meures, seelerat, lui repondit-elle; que tu meures! tu as tue
mon amant; je voudrais pouvoir ton coeur. --En
verite, madame, vous aviez 1& un etrangv, homme pour amant,
lui repondit Zadig; it vous battait de toutes ses forces, et il
voulait m'arr..cher la vie parce que vous m' avez conjure de
vous secourir. --Je voudrais qu"1 me batttt encore, reprit la
dame en poussant des eras. Je 1K. bien, je lui avais
donne de la jalousie. Plot au ciel qu'il me battft, et que tu
fusses tt sa place!» Zadig, plus surpris et plu3 en colere
qu'il ne act ete de sa vie, lui dit: «Madame, toute belle
que vous etes, vous meriteriez que je vous battisse a mon tour,
tant vous etes extravagante, ma's je n'en prendrai pas la peine.»
LA-dessus 11 remonta sur son chameau, et avanca vers le bourg.
A peine avait-il fait quelques pas qu'il se retourne au bruit que
faiseent quatre courtiers de Babylone. Its venaient Il toute
bride. L' un d' eux, en voyant cette femme, s' eerie: « C ' est
elle-meme! elle ressemble au portrait qu'on nous en a fait.»
11r, ne s'embarassbrent pas du niort, et se saisirent incontinent
de la dame. Elle ne cessait de crier tt Zadig: «Seeourez-moi
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encore une fois, etranger genereux! je N311/3 demande pardon de
m' etre plainte de vous: secourez-mot, et je Buis h vous jusqu' au
tombeza.» L' envie avait passé h Zadig de se battre desormais
pour elle. ((A d' Lulu*, repondit-il; vous ne m'y attraperez
plus.)) D'ailleurs it keit blesse, son sang coulait, il avait
besoin de secours; et la vue des quatre Babyloniens, probable-
ment envoyes par le roi Moabdar, le remplissait d'inquidtude.
Il s'avanea en like vers le village, n'imaginant pas pourquoi
quatre courriers de Babylone venaient prendre cette Egyptienne,
mais encore plus etonne du caractere de cette dame.

"Salon de 1859" 36

(Polemical prose)

. . . La podsie et le progres sont deux ambitieux qui se
haissent d'une haine instinctive, et, quand ils se rencontrent
dans le Arne chemin, it faut que Pun des deux serve l'autre.
S' it est permis a la photographie de suppleer 1' art dans quelques-
unes de ses fonctions, elle 1' aura biented supplants ou corrompu
tout a fait , grAce a l' alliance naturelle qu' elle trouvera dans la
se,tise de la multitude. Il faut done qu'ells rentrc dans son
veritable devoir, qui est d'être la servante des sciences et des
arts, mais la tres humble servante, uomme P imprimerie et la
steno;,rdphie, qui n'ont ni cree ni supplee la litterature.
Qu' elle enrichisse rapidement 1' album du voyageur et rende h
ses yeux la precision qui manquerait a sa memoire, qu' elle orne
la bibliotheque du naturaliste, exagere les animaux microscopiques,
fortifie Arne de quelques renseignements les hypotheses de
Pastronome; qu'elle soit enfin le secretaire et le garde-note de
quiconque a besoin dans sa profession d'une absolue exactitude
materielle, jusque-la rien de mieux. Qu'elle sauve de l'oubli
les ruines pendantes, les livres, les estampes et ies manuscrits
que le temps devore, les choses precieuses dont la forme va
disparaitre et qui delnandent une place dans les archives de
notre memoire, elle sera remercide et applaudie. Mats s'il lui
est permis d' empieter sur le domaine de l' impalpable et de
l'imaginaire, sur tout ce qui ne vaut que par ce que l'homme
y ajoute de son Arne, alors malheur a nous!

Je sais bien que plusieurs me diront: ,,La maladie que
vous venez d'expliquer est celle des imbeciles. Quel homme,
digne du nom d' artiste, et quel amateur veritable a jamais con-
fondu Part avec Pindustrie?» Je le sais, et cependani. je leur
demanderai, a mon tour s' ils croient h la contagion du bien et
du mal, h 1' action des foules sur les individus et h l'obeissanre
involontaire, fora*, de l' individu h la foule. Que 1' artiste
agisse sur le public, et que le public reagisse su' 1' artiste,
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c'est une loi incontestable et irresistible; d'ailleurs les faits,
terribles temoins, sont faciles etudier; pn peut constater le
desastre. De Jour en jour P art diminue le respect de lui-mime,
se prosterne devant la realite exterieure, et le peintre devient
de plus en plus enclin a peindre, non pas ce qu'il rave, mais
ce qu'il volt. Cependant c'est un bonheur de ?lover, et c'etait
une gloire d'exprirner ce qu' on ravait; mais, que dis-jel
connate -il encore ce bonheur?

L'observateur de bonne foi affirmera-t-il que l' invasion de
la photographie et la grande folie industrielle sont tout a fait
etrangeres A ce resultat deplorable? Est-il permis de supposer
qu'un peuple dont les yeux s'accoutument considerer lee
rdsultats d' une science materielle comme les .produits du beau
n'a pas singulierement, au bout d' un certain temps, diminue la
faculte de juger et de sentir cequ'il y a de plus &here et de
plus immateriel?

"Les jeunes dans une society de consommation"37
(Descriptive journalism)

Aprbs 1945 (fin de la Deuxitme Guerre mondtale), it y a eu
beaucoup de naissances en France. Actuellement, les jeunes
sont nombreux, nous l' avons vu. De plus, une grande partie
d'entre eux travaillent et gagnent de l' argent (1.100F par mois
environ dans ls region parisienne). Ceux qui ne travaillent pas
recoivent une aide de leurs parents. Mais tous les parents ne
donnent pas facilement de 1' argent de poche.

Paule, seize ans, a decide de faire un «marche» avec sa
mere: «Elle ne me donnait jamais Hen et lorsque je lui de-
mandais dix francs pour eller h la pisclne, elle dibait tourjours
que les jeunes ne voulaient rien faire, qu'ils etaient paresseux
et qu'ils attendaient tout des parents sans faire le plus petit
effort. Alors nous avons fait un marche: le dimanche matin Jo
fais les fits, le menage, le repas. Elle me donne cinq francs et
ainsi j' ai de l' argent sans r demander.

C' est leur nombre, l' argent qu' ils ont , qui explique sans
doute la place que tient la jeunesse dans notre societe de
«consommation» apres lee annees 1960. La jeunesse fait vendre.
Aux adultes d'abozd: la jeunesse leur est presentee comme la
joie de vivre, le bonheur, la sante, P tunour, la beaute, la
liberte, tout ce qu'ils n'ont plus peut-etre; et la publicite
presente, sur lee murs, dans les journaux, au cinema, des
jeunes souriants, insouciants (donnant une image des jeunes
qui est loin d'être reelle). --Pour rester jeunes, buvez l'eau
X.
--Soyez jeunes et dans le vent, avec les tricots Y . .
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Les marchands de boissons, voitures, cigarettes, produits
de beauto ae servent aussi de la jeunesse. Et l'on chants,
Is radio, a in radio, a In televial.on, qu'il est bon d'avoir vingt
ens!

Mais la publidte s'acleesse 6galement aux jeunes pour qu'ils
achetent, eux aussi, des products faits pour eux; et l'on tree
une mode «jeune,» et des Atements voudront tour porter.
Les marchands de disques, d'elactrophones, de magnetophones,
d'appareils photo comptent beaucoup our les jeunes; les corn-
pagnies d' aviation baissent leurs pri:i pour eux. Mame les
banquet pensent A eux. On a vu recemment ui. banque offrir
see services pour touter les categories de jeunes: i4 Si vous
sortez du service militaire, si vous partez faire un long voyage,
si vous vous mules, nous pouvons vous eider . .
«Aujourd'hui vous etes etudiant, et déjà nous pensona au jour
oil vous allez entrer dans is vie professionelle. A ce moment -
lg aurez absolument besoin d' un compte-cheque. Alors,
prenez un peu d'avance; ayez-le tout de suite . . . venez
nous voir le plus t6t possible. C'est votre interet.»

Des emissions de radio pour lea jeunes les aident (Inter-
service jeunes tree en 1964), mais aussi parfois les invitent
acheter (radios peripheriques). Des journaux comme Saint les
Copains. Mademoiselle Age tendre offrent A leurs lecteues une
image des chanteurs qu' i13 aiment (ou qu' on leur fait aimer)
qui est un appel A l'achat de disques nouveaux, mais egalement
de vetements , de produits de beaute, etc.

Tout est la pour donner déjà aux jeunes l' habitude d' acheter,
meme si leurs besoins ne sont pas re.ellement ceux que met en
event la publicite.

On cunprend mieux alors pourquoi certainR adultes protestent
et disent: 44 II n'y en a que pour les jeunes!» Mais sont-ils
responsables?

Certains jeunes reagissent egalement. Par exemple, les
«hippies» essaient de vivre en dehors de cette societe 1e con-
sommation ; d' autres se zontentent d' erire sur les affiches ce
qu' ils pensent de la publicite qui leur est destinee.
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2. Spanish

"El ocaso de las revoluciones"36
(Narrative prose)

a

Una epoca es un repertorio de tendencies positives y nega- i
tivas, es un sistema de agudezas y clarividencias unido a un
Materna de torpezes y cegueres. No as solo un querer ciertas
cones, sino tambien un decidido no querer otras. Al iniciarse
un tiempo nuevo, lo primero que advertimos es la presencia
mfigica de estas propensiones negatives que empiezan a eliminar
la fauna y is flora de la (pace anterior, como el otono se
advierte en is foga de las golondrinas y la cafda de las hojas.

En este sentido, nada califice mejor la edad que alborea
sabre nuestro viejo continente como notar que en Europa han
acabado las revoluciones. Con ello indicamos, no solo que de
hecho no las hay, sino que no las puede haber.

Tal yes la plenitud del significado que este augurio encierra
no as ham deeds luego patente, porque se suele tener de las
revolutions la mita vaga notion. No hate mucho, un excelente
amigo tufo, de nadonalidad uruguayo, me aseguraba con velado
orgullo que en menos de un siglo habfa sufrido su pais haste
cuarenta reVoluciones. Evidentemente, mi amigo desmesuraba.
Educado, como yo y buena parte de los que me leen, en un
culto inflexivo hacia is idea de is revolution, deseaba patrietica-
raente ornar su historia national con el mayor niimero posible de
ellas. A este fin, siguiendo un vulgar uso, llamaba revolution
a too movimiento colectivo en que as emplea la violencia contra
el Poder establecido. Mas la historia no puede contentarse con
nodones tan imprecises. Necesita instrumento& mils rigurosos,
conceptos mas agudos para orientarse en is selva de los aconte-
cimientos humans. No todo proceso de violencia contra el
Poder public° es revolution; no lo es, por ejemplo, que una
parte de la sodedad se rebele contra los gobernantes y violenta-
mente los sustituya con otras. Las convulsions de lo ueblos
americemos son cud siempre de este tipo. Si hay em en
conserver para ellas el Iftulo de "revolucier,", no int tariamos
hacer una mks, a fin de impedirlo; pero tendremos que bus car
otro nombre pare denominar otra clase de procesos esencialmente
distintos, a la que pertenecen is revolticien inglesa del siglo
XVII, las cuatro francesas del XVIII y XIX y, en general, toda
la vide pabilca de Europa entre 1750 y 1900, que ya en 1830
era filled& por Augusto Comte como "esencialraente revolucion-
aria". Los mismos motivos que inducen a pensar que en Europa
no habil ya'revoluciones, obligan a creer que en America no las
ha habido todavfa.

La menos esencial en las verdaderas revolutions es la vio-
lends. Aunque ello se ,./000 probable, cabe inclusive imsginar
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que una revoluden se cumpla en seco,,sin una gota de sangre.
La revolucien no es is barricade, sino un estado de espfritu.
Este estado de espfritu no se produce en cualquier tiempo; como
las &utile, tiene su estacien. Es curioso advertir que en todos
los grandee ciclos histdricos sufidentemente coaocidosmundo
griego, mundo roman, mundo europeo -se llega a un punto en
que comlenza, no una revolucien, sino toda una era revolucion-
aria, que dura dos o tree aiglos, X acaba por transcurrir de-
nnitivamente.

Implies una complete carenda de perception histerica con-
siderar los levantamientos de campesinos y villanos en is Edad
Media coax) hechos precursores de la moderna revolution. Son
cams que no tienen nada importante que ver entre sf. El
hombre medieval, cuando se rebels, se rebela contra los abusos
de los senores. El revolucionario, en cambio, no se rebels
contra los abuses, sino contra los usos. Haste no hate mucho
se comenzaba la historia de Is Revolucien francesa presentando
los albs en torn a 1780 como un time° de miseria, de ae-
presion social, de angustia en los de abajo, de tirania en los
de arrtba. Por ignorer is estructura espeeffica de las eras
revolualonarias, se crefa necesario pare comprender Is sub-
version interpretarla como un movimiento de protests contra
una opresiOn antecedente. Hoy ye se reconoce que en la etapa
previa al general levantamiento gozaha la nacien francesa de
mike riqueza y major justicia que en tiempo de Luis XIV. Cien
veces se ha dicho despues de Denton que la revoluciOn estaba
hecha en las cabezas antes de que comenzara en las canes. Si
se hubiera analizado bien lo que en esa expresien ve incluso,
se habrfa descubierto la 11810100a de las revolt:donee.

Todas, en efecto, si lo son en verdad, supunen una peculiar,
inconfundible disposition de los espfritua, de las cabezas. Para
comprenderla bien conviene hacer reabalar la mirada scbre el
desarrollo de bs grandee organismos histOricos que han cumplido
su curso completo. Entonces se advierte que en coda una de
esas grandee colectividades el hombre ha pasado por tres situ-
aciones espirituales cEstintas o, dicho de otra manera, que su
vide psiquice ha gravitado suceedvamente hacia tree centros
diversos.

De un estado de espfritu traditional pasa a un estado de
espfritu racionalista, y de este a un regimen de misticismo. Son,
per dedrlo asf, tree formes diferentes del mecanismo psiquico,
tree maneras distintas de funcionar el aparato mental del hombre.
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"Los funerales de la Maori Grande ""
(Satire and hyperbole)

Este es, incredulos del mu.nrio entero, la veridica historia
de is Mame Grande, soberana absolute del rein de Macondo,
qua vivid an fundbn de dominic, durante 92 efos y murid en olor
de santidad un mates del sedembre pasado, y a cuyos funerales
vino el Sumo Pontificia

Ahora qua is nael6n sacudida en sus entraflas ha recobrado
au equilibrio; shore que be gaiteros de San Jacinto, be contra-
bandies' de Is Gualira, be arroceros del Sint', las prcatitutas
de Guacamayal, los hechiceros de la Sierpe y los bananeros de
Aracataca hen colgado sus toldos para restablecerse de la
extenuante vigilia, y que hen recuperado la-aerenidad y vuelto
a tomer posesidn de sus estados el preeidente de la repflblica
y sus ministroe y todos aquellos qua reprasentaron al poder
piablico y a las potencies sobrenaturales en la mss esplendida
ociasidn funerarla qua registren los armies historic:0s ahcra que
e1 Sumo Pont:film ha subido a los cielos en euerpo y alma, v
qua as imposible transitar en Maoondo a cause de las botellas
vacfas las -oolillas de cigarrillos, los huesos rofdos, las latas y
trapos y excrementos que deg) la muchedumbre quo vino al
ontierro, shore as la hora de reonstar un tabureto a la puerta
de is calls y empezar a oontar desde el principio los permenores
de este oonmocien national, antas de que tengan tiemi,a de llegar
los historladores.

Hace catorce semanas, despues de interminables noches de
cataplasmaa, sinapsismos y ventosas, demolida por la delirante
agonfa, is Mame Grande orden6 que is aentaran an su viejo
mecedor de bejuoo para expresar au (Mime voluntad. Era el
enico requisito que le hada faits pare morir. Aquella maliana,
por intermedio del padre Antonio Isabel, hat& arreglado los
negodos de au alma, y solo le faltaba arreglar los de sus areas
con los nueve sobrinos, sus herederos 'iniversales, que velaban
en torno al lect:o. El perroco, hablando solo y a punto de
cumplir den aflos, permaneda en el cuarto. Se habfan nece-
sItado diez hombres pare subirlo hertz, la alooba de la Mame
Grande, y se habfa deddido que all permaneciera pare no tener
que bajarlo y volverlo a subir en el minuto final.

"Lo particular y lo universal""
(Fable)

Un cronopto iba a !averse los dientes juntc a su baleen, y
posefdo de una grandisima alegrfa al ver el aol de la mafiana y
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las hermosas nubes que corriEm por el cielo, apret6 enormemente
el tubo de pasta dentifrice y la pasta empez6 a salir en una
large dnta rose. Despues de cubrir su sepillo con una ver-
dadera montafta de pasta, el cronopio se encontr6 con que le
sobraba todavfa una cantidad, entorces empez6 a sacudir el tubo
en la ventana y los pedazos de pasta rose cafan por el baleen a
la calle donde varios fames se habian reunido a comentar las
novedades municipales. Los pedazos de pasta rose cafan sobre
los sombreros de los fames, mientras arriba el cronopio cantaba
y se frotaba bs dientes lleno de contents. Los fames se
indignaron ante esta increible inconsciencia del cronopio, y
deddieron nombrar una delegacion para que lo imprecara in-
mediatamente, con to cual la delegacion formada por tree fames
subi6 a la case del cronopio y lo Jr,crepo, diciendole asi:

-Cronopio, has estropeado nuestros eombreros, por lo cual
tenares que pager.

Y despues, con mucha miss fuer.j:
iCronopio, no deberfas derrochar asi la pasta dentifrice!!

"Tiempo de silenclo"41
(Meditation)

Estamos en el tiempo de la anesteed, entamos en el tiempo
en que las cosas hacen poco ruido. La bomba no mata con el
ruido sino con la radiaciOn alfa que es (en si) silenciosa, o con
los rayos gamma o con los rayos cosmicos, todos los cuales son
mita silenciosos que un garrotazo. Tambien castran como los
rayos X. Pero yo, ya, total, para que. Es un tiempo de
allencio. La mejor mitquina eflcaz es la que no hace ruido.
Este tren hace ruido. Va traqueteando y no es un avien
supersonico, de los que van por la estratosfera, en los que se
hace un castillo de naipes sin vibraciones a veinte mil metros
de allure. Por aquf abnjo nos arrastramos y nos vamos yendo
hada el sitio donde tenemos que ponernos silenciosamente a
eaperar silenciosamente que los afios vayan pasando y que
silenciosamente nos vayamos hacia donde se van todos las
florecillas del mundo.
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"Estudlos" 112
(Social essay)

El pueblo de la metripoli tiene sus paaiones hondas e irre-
frenables. Una de dies, la Was tfpica y vehemente, tome el
aspecto extern° del f(itbol. Los estadios de deportee, con-
struidos especialmente pars los especticuloa de ese tipo, con
capacidad pars min de den tail personas, se oonvierten los dies
feriados en templos a lOs qre ooncurren feligreses de un culto
muy complejo y muy antiguo. La forma que reviste es sencilla,
asistir con desbordante apasionnauento a un partido de ffitbol
quo el espectador profano lames padre sentir qui significa. Es
un acto que acumula el violento deseo de lucha, el instinto de
guerra, Is adndradin a is deetreza, el ansla de gritar y vitu-
perar. No as un juego, per supuesto, wino un espectficulo
semejante a una ceremonia religiose con que los pueblos an-
tiguos calmaban is necesidad de arrojar de of a los espfritus de
is ciudad sometidos por la discipline y las normal de la convi-
vends social. Con la misma necesidad catfirtica se va a is
iglesia y se iba al teatro de Dionisos...

No existe le eluded, no existe el mundo. El cfraulo de
espectadores enderra como en una isle apartada de la vide, de
la historla, del destino, una poblacion que ha roto todo vinculo
con la familia y el deber. Han borrado de su memoria todo el
paged°, han auprimido su propia existenda de ciudadanos con
nombres, edad, domidlio y °lido, pare redudrse a entes ab-
stractos, entidadea de pinion incandescente, de libres e irres-
ponsables efusiones. Cuando aparecen en la pieta los jugadores,
un torrente de votes rueda por las grades y se eleva al firma
mento vado. Entoncea se opera el misterio de is fascinadin.
Desde ese instante el estadio se deeconecta de la tierra y
emprende su marcha de bind° a travois de un piilego de emo-
donee. Es come la sale oscura del cinematigrefo: un lugar
fuera del espacio, del tiempo y de la realidad.

"Circuit," 43
(Evocation)

Tenfamos el campo al lado de nuestras cases. El campo
estaba al lado de todas las eases del pueblo. Se deapertaba con
nosotros, se dormfa a Is hors de nuestro suefio. Nee mi nifiez
en una de esce camas con Dore. altos. Parecfa inventaua por un
chino, tenfa las ventanas que todos los chicos ponen en las cases
que dibujan, ladeaditas, como borrachas. En mi pueblo las oases
eran muy violas, del tiempo en que nadie tenfa el dereoho de
reprocharles a las ventanas qua fueran inhibilea o fentisticas.

1
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Un tubo de chimenea, eternamente torcido, sails de un coated°.
Por...los senderos del °toil° tantelbamos la humilde inteligencia

de be embassies. En primavera ofamos el latido de la tierra.
Margarita deefa: ya se mueven. 0: ya van a nacer. Profe-
dzabe las Flores.

"Platero y yo""
(Poetic prose--prose poem)

Platero es pequello, peludo, suave; tan blando por fuera,
que se dirfa todo de algodbn, que no lleva huesos. Solo los
espejos de azaoache de sus ojos son duros cual dos escarabajos
de cristal negro.

Lo dejo suelto, y se va al prado, y acaricia tibiamente con
au hocico, rozandolas apenas, las &weenies roses, celestes y
gualdas... Lo llamo dulcemente: "i.Platero?", y viene a nil con
un trotedilo alegre que parece que se rfe, en no se que cas-
cabeleo ideal...

Come cuanto le doy. Le gustan las naranjas mandarins,
las uvas moscateles, todas de ember, los higos morados, con su
cristalina gotita,de miel...

Es tierno y mimoso igual que un !lift, que una nine... ; pero
seco y fuerte por dentro, como de piedra. Cuando peso sobre
el, los domingos, por las ultimas callejas del pueblo, los hombres
del campo, vestidos de limpio y despaciosos, se quedan mirandolo:

--Tien'asero...
Tiene acero. Acero y plata de lung, al mismo tiempo.

3. German

'Die Wassernixe" 45
(Fairy tale)

Ein Bruderchen und ein Schwesterchen spielten an einem
Brunnen, und wie sie so spielten, plumpsten sie beide hinein.
Da war unten eine Wassernixe, die sprach: "Jetzt hab ich euch,
jetzt sollt ihr mir bray arbeiten", und fiihrte sie mit rich fort.
Dem MAdchen gab sie verwirrten garatigen Flachs zu opinnen,
und es =este Wasser in ein hohles Fees schleppen, der Junge
fiber aollte einen Baum mit einer stumpfen Axt hauen; und nichts
zu essen belramen sie als steinharte Klosse. Da wurden zuletzt
die Kinder so ungeduldig, dass sie warteten, bis eines Sonntags

...
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die Nixe in der Kirche war; Is entflohen sae. Und els die
Kirche vorbei war, sah die Nixe, dass die Vogel ausgeflogen
waren, und setzte ihnen mit grossen Sprfingen nach. Die
Kinder ertllickten sae aber von weitem, und das Madchen wart'
eine Bursts hinter Bich, des gab elnen . grossen Bfirstenberg,
mit tausend und tausend .Stacheln, fiber den die Nixe mit grosser
Mfihe klettern musate; endlich aber kam ale doch hinfiber. Wie
des die Kinder when, warf der Knabe einen Kamm hinter sich,
des gab einen grossen Kammberg nit tausendmal tausend Zinken,
aber die Ni,e wusste Bich daran featzuhalten und kam zuletzt
doch drfiber. Da warf des Madchen amen Spiegel hinterwlrts,
welches eine Spiegelberg get), der war so glatt, dass ale
unmoglich driiber konnte. Da dachte sae: Ich will geschwind
nach Haus gehen und mein Axt holen und den Spiegelberg
entzweihauep. Bis sae aber wiederkam und des Glas aufgehauen
Nine, waren die Kinder lanpt welt entflohen, und die Wasser-
nixe musste sich wieder in ihren Brunnen trollen.

"Werbung = Geldverschwendung""
(Journalistic prose)

Es wird immer die Frage gestellt, ob man nicht die gewaltigen
Betrage, die fur die Werbung ausgegeben werden, wirtschaft-
lich besser einsetzen konnte. Und in der Tat hat es auf den
ersten Back etwas Faszinierendes zu sagen, statt 10 Millionen
DM Werbung eolith eine Firma nur ffir 5 Millionen werden.
Spielend wfirde sich. dann in Tarifkonflikten die Diskussion
urn Zehntelprozente vetibrigen. Oft meant man auch, daB die
Werbung die Produkte verteuere und daB die Werbung die
Produkte verteuere und daB ale bei einem Wegfall eben billiger
warden.
Es ist daher gut, eirunel darfiber nachzudenken, was eigent-
lich die Grundlagen dieser Marktwirtschaft Bind. Sie beruht
darauf, dab jeder nach den Gesetzen der Gewerbefreiheit eln
beliebigea'Produkt herstellen kann und diesel nach den
Regeln des Wettbewerbs im Markt verkailft. Er muB daher
auf sein Produkt aufmerksam machen, und er muB vor ellen
Dingen, um zu rentabler Produktion zu gelangen, elnen guten
Verkauf erzielen. Die Erfahrung zeigt, daB, je mehr ein
Hersteller von einer Ware verkauft, um so billiger die Ware
getlefert werden kann. Unsere gesamte Zivilisation beruht
darauf, dal wir beute fiber Waren verfugen, die, durch
Massenproduktion zu einem far jeden erschwinglichen Preis
bezogen werden kOnnen. Ein Fernsehapparat ohne Seriepro-
duktion ware unter 10,000 DM nicht zu erhalten. Die Erfin-
dung der Arbeitsteilung, die am Beglnn der industriellen
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Revolution stand, ermoglichte einen Herstellungspreis far
Automobile die gerade diesen Gegenatand zum Mittelpunkt un-
serer Kommunikation hat werden lessen.
Technischer Fortschritt ist nur durch Wettbewerb denkbar.
Wettbewerb beinhaltet erfoigreiches Verkaufen, effolgreiches
Verkaufen beinhaltet Werbung.
Ohne Werbung wfirde der gesamte Verkaufsmarkt verflachen.
In immer atirkerem MAR wfirden sieh die sogenannten
Mirkenzeichen durchsetzen und nur ihre Marktanteile
verteidigen. Bin neues Produkt kann bekanntlich ohne Wer-
bung Oberhaupt nicht in den Handel kommen und an den
Verbraucher gelangen. Durch die Aufklarung, in diesem
Fall die Anzelgen, erfahrt man, daB edn neues Produkt mit
besseren Qualitaten zu billigerem Preis herausgekommen ist.
Das zwingt darn in den meisten Fallen die Hersteller der
seitherigen ErzeugniSse, rich nach der neuen Konkurrenz
zu richten.
Den Geschmack der Verbraucher, seine Freude an neuen
Erzeugnissen, kann man nur mit Werbung zufriedenstellen.
Die Werbung ist also des A und 0 einer rich standig
mfilienden Wirtschaft. Sie halt fiberhaupt auf die Dauer den
Markt lebendig.
Oftmals hatte ich Gelegenheit, Lander zu besuchen, in denen
es keine Werbung gibt. Das sind die Staaten jenseits des
nEisernen Vorhangs". Die Zeitungen und Zeitschriften, die
dort erscheinen, bringen kaum ein Inserat. Die 'Schaufenster
'sand , mit wenigen Ausnahmen an den ParadestraBen der
groBen Stadte, die von den westlichen Touristen aufgesucht
werden, ohne jeden Kaufanreiz.
Das konnen wir uns fiberhaupt nicht vorstellen. Wenn bei
uns die Werbung stirbt, darn stirbt such die freie Marktwirt-
schaft. Dann sind wir genauso arm wie die jenseits des
Eisernen Vorhangs".
Ich will nicht verhehlen, daB es auch Auswfichse in der Wer-
bung gibt, die mir manchmal nicht gefalleti. Aber deswegen
dart man dieses entacheidende Verkaufsinstrument nicht
zerstfiren; denn ohne die Werbung hatten wir unseren heuti-
gen Wohlstand nie erreicht.
Dies muB gerade jenen gesagt werden, die unaufharlich gegen
die Werbung zu Felde ziehen, in Wirklichkeit aber damit un-
sere Wirtschaftsordnung tr3ffen wollen.
Geradezu unerklarlich ist es mir aber, wenn im Fernsehen
oder in der Presse Stellung bezogen wird fur generelles
Werbeverbot. Die BUNTE,illustrierte so habe ich einmal
ausgerechnet wfirde ohne Werbung weit fiber 5 DM kosten.
Das Fernaehen mfifite ohne Werbung an Ste lle von 10 DM
mindestens 30 DM verlangen. Eine Tageszeitung wfirde darn
pro Exemplar 2 DM kosten.
Es ware ganz klar, dab das gesamte System von Information
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und Meinungsvielfalt-sich schlagertig veriindern wurde. Und
dies klinnen in der Tat nur jene wollen, denen an elner
radikalen Abschaffung eller Institutionen unseres Staates
gelagen,ist.

"Cute und schlechte Tage " '7
(Literary prose)

Der Tag war vergangen, wie eben die Tage so vergehen;
ich hatte ihn herumgebracht, hatte ihn sanft umgebracht, mit
meiner primitives und schilchternen Art von Lebenakunst; ich
hatte einige Stunden gearbeitet, site Bucher gewalzt, ich hatte
zwei Stunden hum; Schmerzen gehabt. wie Altere Leutesie eben
haben, hatte ein Pulver genommen uhd mich getreut, daa die
Schmerzen such fiberlisten lie8en, hatte in einem heit3en Bad
gelegen und die liebe Wlirme eingesogen, hatte dreimal die Post
empfangen und all die entbehrliohen Briefe und Drucksachen

idurchgesehen, hatte meine Atemfibungen gemacht, die Ge-
dankenubungen Aber heut aus Bequemlichkeit weggelassen, war
eine Stunde apazieren gewesen und hatte schone, zarte, kostbare
Pederwalkchenmuster in den Himmel gezeichnet gefunden. Das war
sehr hilbsch, ehenso wie das Lesen in den alten Bilchern, wie das

/C) Liegen im warmen Bad, aberalles in allemwar es nicht gernde
ein entzfickender, nicht eben cis strahlender, ein und
Freudentag gewesen, sondern eben ether von diesen Tagcn. wie
sie fir mich nun seat langer Zeit die normalen und gewohnten
sein sollten: ma8voll angehehme, durchaus ertragliche, leidliche,
laue Tage eines Alteren unzufriedenen Herrn, Tage ohne beson-
dere Schmerzen, ohne besondere Sorgen, ohne eigentlichen Kam-
^mer, ohne Verzweiflung, Tage, an welchen selbst die Frage, ob
es nicht an der Zeit set, dem Berispiele Adalbert Stifters zu folgen
und beiih Rasieren zu verunglucken, ohne AufregUng odes Angst-
gefahle sachlich und rubig 'erwogen wird.

Wer die anderen Tage seachmeckt hat, die basen, die mit
den Gichtanfallen oder dip mit jenem schlimmen, hinter den
Augrapfeln festgewurzelten, teuflisch Jede TAtigkeit von Auge
und Ohr aus ether Freude zur Qual verhexenden Kopfweh, oder
jene Tage dee Seslensterbens, jene argen Tage der inneren
Lecre und Verzweiflung, an denen uns, inmitten der zerstlirten
und von Aktiengesellschaften ausgesogenen Erde, die Menschen-
welt und aogenannte Wultur in ihrem verlogenen und gemeinen
blechernen Jahrmarktsglanz auf Schritt und Tritt wie ein Brech-
mittel entgegengrinst, konzentrtert und zum Gipfel der Unleid-
lichkeit getrieben im eigenen kranken Ich--wer jene H011entage
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geschmeckt hat, der ist mit solchen Normal- und Halbundhalb-
tagen gieich dem heutigen sehr zufrieden, dankbar ailtzt er am
warmen Ofen, dankbar stellt er eim Lesen des Morgenblattes
fest , daf3 such heute wiedar kein Krieg ausgebrochen, keine
neue Diktatur errichtet, keine besonders krasse Schweinerei in
Politik und Wirtschaft aufgedeckt worden ist, dankbar stimmt er
die Saiten seiner verrdsteten Leier zu Einem gemiiaigten, einem
leidfich frohen, einem nahezu vergniigten Dankpsalm, mit dem
er seinen stilien, sanften, efwas mit Brcm betaubten Zufrieden-
heitshalbundhalbgott und in der laudicken Luft dieser
zufriedenen Langeweile, dieser sehr dankenswerten 4chmerz-.
losigkeit sehen die beiden, der ode nickende Halbundhalbgott
und der leicht angegraute, den gediimpften Psalm singende
Halbundhalbmensch, einander wie Zwillinge iihnlich.
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NOTES

1. Elaine P. Maimon. Talking to strangers, College Compo-
sition and Communication (December 1979) , 364-69..

2. Controversy over this point exists among both English
and foreign language,speoialiats. See John F. Lalande, 6 -1 error
in error correction policy, ADFL Bulletin (March 1981), 45-47.

3. I appreciate Elaine Maimon's suggestion that students be
asked to write a shirt acknowledgment page for each finished
draft. In this plebe. students mention the sources of ideas and
assistance they received, thereby no` only thanldng colleagues
for help received during class editing and peer group sessions,
but also giving witness to the fact that writing. though a lonely
task, has community impact because it supposes a reader. When
some of these readers are brought in at the composing stage,
they can offer substantial support to the writer's efforts to com-
municate well. Students might write this acknowledgment page
in English or nodal one on a Sample in the target language.

4. To adapt to shorter terms,' *1 would suggest dropping
writing assignments in the following order: 8, 6, 4, IA.,' ano 7.
Choose among the most useful grammar chapters in the text e-
ing used. Remove one in-class theme.

5. Student evaluations of the course are another important
contribution to this teamwork tees Appendix D, p., 104).

6. Alasdair Macintyre, Noam Chomsky's view of language,
in Mark Lester, ed , Readings in applied transformational gram-
mar (New York; Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1970), 108.

7. This ha. oc surred as composition enrollments in other
foreign langut.ges nave held or dipped. Other factors may oper-
ate on this increase as well ae course methodology. It has, how-
ever, been a positive factor according to student statements.

6. See Jacqueline Morton's English grariunar for students of
French-(Ann Arbor: The Olivia and Hill Press, 1978). Also
available for other languages.

9. Students show the instructor first drafts or other pre-
liminar material on the class day followinT the assignment of
the topic (Pee plan, Day One, p. 8). They may occasionally
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a.

use English in some first draft sentences. When I look over
these drafts, I suggest ways of handling the information in
problem sentences in the foreign language. Sometimes I simply
stand at the door and look at these drafts as students leave thes-
room after class. Other times, I take seven to ten Minutes of
class time to review them while students work in peer groups.
When the teauNer assists all the way through in developing the
finished draft from the first draft, students seem to write the
first draft more carefully and take it more seriously.

10. I add here the suggestion of Erika Lindemann that
students keep a log in their journals of the kinds of errors
they make and occasionally do some error analysis.

11. Ninety-one percent of my students during the last
three semesters rewrite old compositions at least once.

12. Maimon, Talldng to strangers.
13. Richard M. Eastman, Style, 2nd ed. (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1978).
14. Paul Ti llich, Theology of culture, in Eastman, ibid.
15. We were using Ensemble: litterature by R. Comeau,

F. Bustin, and N. Lamoureux (Ne York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1977) as a reader. pas ges referred to in this
section are drawn frog' wor s in this book. See pp. 112-121
for texts suggested for Spanish and German classes.

16. During discussion of prose style, I usually use an out-
line such as the one suggested on p. 63 to guide class progress.
Student comments can sometimes become disorganized.

17. "In 'Wejeuner du matin,' the man is depicted as a robot.
The poem's structure reniinds me of a program for a computer.
To illustrate, let's assume that the man is a robot. His task is
to drink a cup of coffee. The program would be: (1) Take a
cup, (2) Pour coffee in the cup, (3) Pour milk in the cup of
coffee, (4) Pour sugarin the cup, (5) Take a spoon, (6) Stir
the coffee in the cup wish the spoon, etc."

18. "Approaching the city, they met a black man stretched
out on the ground, only half-dressed, clad, that is, in only a
pair of blue shorts. This poor man had no left leg and no right
hand."

19. Additional references that are helpful in the develop-
ment of prose style analysis: Jean Sareil, ed. , Explication de
texte, vols. I and II; P. Vinay and J. Darbelnet, Stylistique
compare du francais et de l'anglais, 2nd ed., 1960; Edward
Corbett, Classical rhetoric for the modern student.

20. In advanced composition classes, teachers might use
professional translations into English of foreign language texts
as well as the original texts, student prose style analyses, and
pastiches. More sophisticated composition student will appreci-
ate the degree to which the translator captured style as well as
meaning in the translation. Elementary and intermediate stu-
dents benefit from writing passages dictated from selected texts
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or hand-copying them. This contact with fine writing can only
help students to develop it.

21. Sometimes it is useful to let the same student read his
or her prose style analysis and pastiche so that the class may
study the degree to which the author folloWed in the imitation
his or her own style description.

22. In French, I used Ensemble: grammaire by R. Comeau,
N. Lamoureux and F. Bustin (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Win-
ston, 1977).

23. This approach is defensible mainly because the teacher's
first responsibility is to teach writing in this class. Clearly, at
elementary and intermediate levels this approach would need
modification. With recalcitrant groups, ten-minute quizzes at
the end of grammar class could perhaps spark them to take
responsibility for learning and reviewing their lessons.

24. Some have used a-word association method. Others
write a word and its translation five times and then make a list
of all FL and all F -rlish vocabulary. They put this away for
24 hours and quiz inemselves using only one list at a time.
Some students master vocabulary best by making up sentences
containing the words. I encourage fanciful and funny sentences.
Other students work best at vocabulary in study couples or peer
groups. I urge experimentation to find the best method for
each individual.

25. Extensive exercises in French, German, and Spanish
can be found in T. Cooper, G. Morain, and T. Kalivoda, Sen-
tence combining in second language instruction (Washington,
D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics/ERIC Clearinghouse on
Languages and Linguistics, 1980).

26. Of course I always block names of composition writes
and never denigrate any work used in this manner.' Likewise,
if students do not wish their work to be available to future
classes, they simply inform me. Most students like the sense
of shared labor and common goals that comes from reworking
their own and former students' compositions.

27. English composition teachers can often exchange help-
ful bibliography with foreign language composition teachers.
For example, John C. Mellon has done a fine book, Trcnsforma-
tional sentence combining, Research Report #10 (Urbana, IL:
National Council of Teachers of English, 1969). See also Frank
O'Hare, Sentence combining, Research Report #15 (Urbana, IL:
NCTE, 1971). O'Hare has also prepared a workbook, Sentence-
craft (Lexington, MA: Ginn and Co.', 1975), which includes a
variety of exercises presented in a systematic way. These books
can help teachers organize and orient their class prepay,-"ons
but would be less useful for -students of foreign languat, compo-
sition to use themselves, since they clearly deal solely with Eng-
lish.

28. Frank Grittner, in The teacher as co-learner (Frank
Grittner, ed., Student motivation and the foreign language

1 2 -I..'..,
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teacher: a guide for building t:le modern curriculum [Skokie,
IL: National Textbook Company, 1974]), expresses concern
about the limited opportunities for student self-expression in
foreign language courses (pp. 16-18). Journals offer a suitable
setting for this important personal aspect of communication.

29. In my grading schema, all journal entry grades grouped
together count for 5% of the final grade. (See p. 41 for de-
tails.)

30. Mina Shaughnessey, Errors and expectations (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1977).

31. Ibid.
32. These examples can apply to French, Spanish, or Ger-

man.
33. Gene Stanford and the Committee on Classroom Prac-

tices, How to handle the paper load (Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1979).
See for suggestions used by English composition teachers.

34. I am grateful to William Hatfield, Purdue University,
for suggesting this open-ended format to me. I have found that
it encourages more complete responses than other evaluation
methods and it offers another chance for students to write.

35. From Vo ltairr,'s Zadig, Ch: IX.
36. Published in the Revue francaise of June 10 and 20,

1859.
37. From F. Firman and J. Gazio, Etre jeune en France,

Civilisation TFF series (Paris: Hachette, 1975). Reprinted with
permission of Hachette, Paris, 1975.

38. From Jose Ortega y Gasset, in Collection Austral, 6th
ed. (Buenos Al..as/Meadco: Espasa-Calpe Argentina, 1947).

39. From Gabriel Garda Marquez, "Los funerales de la Mama
Grande," in Los funerales de la Mama Grande (3uenos Aires:
Editorial Sudamericana, 1962).

40. From Julio Cortfizar, in Historias de Cr-onopios y de
famas (Buenos Aires: Minotauro, 1962,.

91. From Luis Martin- Santos, TLinpo de silencio kBarcelona:
Seix Barrel, 1966).

42. From Ezequiel Martinez ht.trsdo, "Estadios," in I c cabeza
cse Goliat (Buenos Aires: Centro Euaor de America L le.na, 1968).

43. From Elvira Orphee, in Revistc de Occideate Num. 100
(julio, 1971).

44. From Juan Hamlin Jimenez, "Platero y yo" (Madrid:
Taurus, 1916).

45. From Grimm, Kind, and Heustrarchen.
46. From Franz Burda, Wozu tib,rhaupt Werbung?"
47. From Hermann Hes,a, Der Steppoiwolf (Frankfurt am

Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1977), 29-30. Repr'...1, ed with per-
mission of Suhrkamp Verlag, m 1955 -oy suhrkamp Verlag, Frank-
furt am Main and Hermann Hesse, Montagnola. All rights re-
set. _d.
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